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A

Abbe's number
– 6th Ed. II/8 466 . . 505, 547 . . 552

aberration of light, astronomical
– VI/1 78, 82, VI/2a 80, 6th Ed. III 47, 52

absorbed dose
– definition, application, measurement: 0/a 2-308 . . 2-316

absorption coefficient, optical
– actinide compounds: [III/4a] 110 . . 124 (d), [III/12c] 406 . . 484 (d)
– binary oxides of d transition elements: [III/27g] 1 . . 86 (d)
– chromites (Cr spinels): [III/4b] 394 . . 421, 619 . . 646 (d), [III/12b] 285 . . 613 (d)
– cubic ferrites: [III/4b] 54 . . 393 (d), [III/12b] 55 . . 284, 744 . . 758 (d)
– ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 9a in [III/16a], 28a, 28b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)
– halides: [III/27j1] 1 . . 233 (d), [III/27j2] 1 . . 359 (d)
– hexagonal ferrites: [III/27g] 124 . . 236 (d)
– ice: V/1b 494 . . 496
– impurities and defects in group IV elements and III-V semiconductors: dispersed data in [III/22b]
– iron oxides and iron-metal oxides: [III/4a] 1 . . 40 (d), [III/12b] 1 . . 53 (d)
– metals: III/15b 222 . . 371
– non-iron garnets: [III/12a] 302 . . 306
– perovskites and perovskite related compounds: [III/4a] 214 . . 254, 269 . . 274 (d), [III/12a] 429 . . 479 (d)
– rare earth compounds: dispersed figures in III/17 17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) .e., i,
– solids in the visible and ultraviolet range: 6th Ed. I/3 78 . . 358
– spinels other than chromites and cubic ferrites: [III/4b] 422 . . 546 (d), [III/12b] 614 . . 743 (d)

absorption bands
– luminescence of organic substances: [II/3] 6 . . 190

absorption edges of X-ray spectra
– metals and alloys: 6th Ed. IV/4 769 . . 868

absorption equilibria of gases in liquids
(Topic of volume IV/4c of the 6th Edition)
– liquids of low vapour pressure: 6th Ed. IV/4c1
  – absorption in water: 6th Ed. IV/4c1 32 . . 68
  – absorption in organic liquids: 6th Ed. IV/4c1 69 . . 292
  – absorption in oil products: 6th Ed. IV/4c1 293 . . 308
– liquids of high vapour pressure: 6th Ed. IV/4c2
  – anorganic liquids: 6th Ed. IV/4c2 164 . . 281
  – elements in the liquid state: 6th Ed. IV/4c2 44 . . 163
  – organic liquids: 6th Ed. IV/4c2 282 . . 1047

absorption filters
– technological aspects: 6th Ed. IV/3 925 . . 951

absorption heat
– see "heats of absorption and moistening"

absorption of light by solutions
(Section 14 203 in volume I/3 of the 6th Edition)
– absorption of inorganic and organic molecules in aqueous and non-aqueous solutions: 6th Ed. I/3 78 . . 358

absorption of X-rays
– atoms: 6th Ed. I/1 314 . . 322
absorption, caused by lattice defects
- alkali halides: 6th Ed.I/4 981 . . 1007

abundance
- elements
  - in meteorites, surface rocks, tektites: VI/1 84, 85, VI/2a 257 . . 260, VI/3a 196 . . 221
  - in planetary nebulae: VI/1 571, 572
  - in planets and their satellites: VI/2a 173
  - in stars: VI/1 89, 90, VI/2b 304, 318, 348, 350
  - in stellar atmospheres: VI/1 397, 398
  - in the earth's mantle: VI/2a 2, 3
  - in the solar system: VI/2a 257 . . 272
  - in the sun and stony meteorites: VI/1 86 . . 88, VI/2a 261 . . 264
  - in the universe: VI/1 94 . . 94, VI/2a 257 . . 272, VI/2c 117, 138, 353, also 6th Ed. III 53 . . 59
  - on the earth: 6th Ed.I/1 58
  - isotopes: 6th Ed. I/5 70 . . 181

accretion models
- of the earth: VI/2a 1 . . 8

acid-base-indicators
- electrochemical systems: 6th Ed.II/7 938 . . 953

acoustical properties
- see the enumeration of keywords to "mechanical and acoustical properties" in the Guide to the Keywords

acoustical properties of sea water
- ambient noise: V/3a 348 . . 357
- remote sensing, signal transmission and in situ methods: V/3a 274 . . 281
- scattering and reverberation: V/3a 358 . . 374

acoustical surface waves
- ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 8 in III/16a,b,28,a,b

acoustics
- molecular: see "molecular acoustics"
- room and building: see "room and building acoustics"
- technical: see "technical acoustics" also 6th Ed.IV/1 809 . . 881

actinide compounds and alloys
- crystal structure of actinide oxo-compounds: III/7e 40 . . 120
- magnetic and related properties
  - compounds with 3d elements: III/19f1 91 . . 136
  - compounds with 4d and 5d elements: III/19f2 137 . . 193
  - compounds with main group elements: III/19f2 294 . . 304
- compounds with group VA elements (pnictides): III/4a 110 . . 115, III/12c 116 . . 124
- compounds with group VIA elements (chalcogenides): III/4a 406 . . 447, III/12c 448 . . 484
- phonon dispersion and related data: III/13b 294 . . 298
- photoemission spectra and related data: III/23b 183 . . 327
  - for magnetic and related properties see also 6th Ed.II/9 3-236 . . 3-270
- for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

actinide elements
- crystal structure: III/6 1 . . 30 (d), III/14a 1 . . 46 (d)
- crystallographic, electronic, magnetic, electric and thermodynamic properties: III/19f1 1 . . 90, for magnetic and related properties see also 6th Ed.II/9 3-236 . . 3-270
- electronic surface structure: III/24b 333 . . 337
- photoemission data: III/23b 184 . . 327
- for further properties of individual actinide elements see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

actinium
- band structure and Fermi surfaces: III/13c 26
- crystal structure: III/6 1
- for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage
actinium compounds and alloys
– binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5a 4
– photoemission spectra and related data: III/23b 202
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

activation energy for electrical conductivity
– actinide compounds: III/4a 110 . . 124 (d), III/12c 406 . . 484 (d)
– chromites (Cr spinels): III/4b 394 . . 421, 619 . . 646 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
– cubic ferrites: III/4b 54 . . 393 (d), III/12b 55 . . 284, 744 . . 758 (d)
– hexagonal ferrites: III/4b 537 . . 618 (d), III/12c 1 . . 46 (d)
– iron garnets: III/4a 315 . . 367 (d), III/12a 53 . . 264 (d)
– perovskites and perovskite related compounds: III/4a 214 . . 254, 269 . . 274 (d), III/12a 429 . . 479 (d)
– rare earth compounds: III/4a 44 . . 109 (d), III/12a 59 . . 405 (d)
– spinels other than chromites and cubic ferrites: III/4b 422 . . 546 (d), III/12b 614 . . 743 (d)

activation energy of defects
– metals and alloys: III/25 88 . . 379 (d)

activation enthalpy
– see "enthalpy of activation and of dissociation"

activation entropy
– see "entropy of activation and dissociation"

active galactic nuclei
– see "galactic nuclei, active"

activities, thermodynamic
– see "thermodynamic activities"

activity coefficient, electrochemical
– 6th Ed.II/7 747 . . 838 (d), 6th Ed.IV/4b 1 . . 120 (d)
– mixtures: 6th Ed.II/2a 336 . . 767

activity, solar
– see "solar activity"

adhesion at solid – liquid interfaces
– 6th Ed.II/3 473 . . 486

adiabatic demagnetization
– paramagnetic salts: 6th Ed.II/4 774 . . 806
– theoretical basis: 6th Ed.II/4 774 . . 777

adsorption
– from gas phase: 6th Ed.II/3 495 . . 524, 6th Ed.IV/4b 121 . . 164
– from liquid phase: 6th Ed.II/3 525 . . 528
– water vapor at technically important natural and artificial materials: 6th Ed.IV/4b 165 . . 187

aerosols

affinities, electron
– see "electron affinities"

afterglow
– 6th Ed.III 774 . . 781

age
– age determination, radioactive, of rocks: 6th Ed. III 284 . . 306
– moon: V/2a 385, 387
– rocks: V/1b 561 . . 599
– solar system: VI/2a 273 . . 285
– terrestrial planets and their satellites: V/2a 383 . . 389

ageing temperature, critical
– insulating materials: 6th Ed.IV/3 216, 217
air
– physical and chemical properties
  – aerosol physics and chemistry: [V/4b] 391 . . 456
  – atmospheric electricity: [V/4b] 399 . . 390
  – atmospheric radiation: [V/4b] 10 . . 186
  – chemical composition of and chemical reactions in the atmosphere: [V/4b] 457 . . 570
– cloud physics: [V/4b] 1 . . 109
– humidity: [V/4a] 66 . . 108
– meteorological optics and radiometeorology: [V/4b] 187 . . 348
  – thermodynamical data: [V/4a] 64 . . 108

alkali halides
  – photoemission spectra and related data: [II/23a] 113 . . 161
  – see also "defect absorption in alkali halides"
  – for further properties of individual alkali halides see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

alkali metals
– electronic surface structure: [III/24b] 85 . . 98
  – for further properties of individual alkali metals see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

alkaline earth metals
– electronic surface structure: [III/24b] 99 . . 110
  – for further properties of individual alkaline earth metals see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

allotropic modifications at normal pressure
– elements: dispersed data in volumes [IV/5a] . . g

allotropic transitions under pressure
– 6th Ed.[II/2a] 216 . . 265
  – see also "melts and allotropic transformations under pressure"

alloys
– activation energy of defects: [III/25] 88 . . 379 (d)
  – Arrhenius plot: [III/25] 88 . . 379 (d)
  – Auger spectra: dispersed figures in [III/13a] 196 . . 440
  – band structure: [III/13a] 196 . . 440
  – capture cross sections for neutrons: [III/25] 1 . . 87 (d)
  – cascade yield: [III/25] 1 . . 87 (d)
  – core-level emission spectra: dispersed figures in [III/13a] 196 . . 440
  – damage rates: [III/25] 1 . . 87 (d)
  – de Haas-van Alphen data: dispersed data in [III/13a] 196 . . 440
  – Debye frequency: dispersed data in [III/13a] 196 . . 440
  – defect saturation: [III/25] 1 . . 87 (d)
  – diffusion of impurities II/26 213 . . 470 . . 574 . . 625
  – displacement energies of defects: [III/25] 1 . . 87 (d)
  – Drude parameters: [III/15a] 377 . . 381
  – electron states: [III/13a] 386 . . 440
  – epitaxy data: [III/84] . . 19
aluminium compounds and alloys
– binary phase diagrams and related data: [IV/5a] 131 . . 274
– crystal structure of aluminium oxo-compounds and alloys: [III/7d2] 147 . . 244
– superconducting properties: [II/21a] 18 . . 50, 458 . . 461
– thermal conductivity of binary and ternary alloys: [III/15c] 138, 181 . . 188, 270 . . 282
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

Americium
– crystal structure: [III/6] 1, [III/14a] 1
– electron states and Fermi surfaces of homogeneously strained elements: [III/13b] 34
– electronic structure of surfaces: [III/24b] 337
– superconducting properties: [II/21a] 51
– for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

americium compounds and alloys
– binary phase diagrams and related data: [IV/5a] 275 . . 282
– photoemission spectra and related data: [III/23b] 305 . . 314
– superconducting properties: [II/21a] 51
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

amorphous solids
– amorphous ferromagnetic alloys: [III/19i1] 144 . . 192
– amorphous films with rare earth and 3d transition elements, magnetic properties: [III/19g] 136 . . 239
– amorphous oxides, magnetic and related properties: [III/17i] 239 . . 319
– amorphous semiconductors: [III/17] (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) 1 . . 105
– birefringence in amorphous solids: 6th Ed. II/3 444 . . 450
– diffusion in amorphous alloys: [III/26] 437 . . 470
– phonon dispersion and frequency spectra: [III/13a] 431 . . 446
– for further properties of individual amorphous solids see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

Am stars
– VI/2b 333 . . 341

aminoxyl and related radicals
– reaction rates in liquids: [II/13c] 166 . . 27, [II/18c] 251 . . 587

amount of substance

ampere
– definition, realization, reproduction, maintenance, dissemination: 0/a: 2-60 . . 2-68

angle-integrated and angle-resolved core level spectra
– elements and inorganic solids: dispersed data in [III/23ab]

angles
– definition, realization, measurement, uncertainties: 0/a 2-128 . . 2-135

angular correlations in $\alpha$-, $\beta$-, and $\gamma$-spectroscopy
Topic of volume I/3
For contents of the volume, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords

anharmonic resonance parameters
– linear triatomic molecules: [II/20b1] 1 . . 446, II/20b2$\alpha$ 1 . . 415, II/20b2$\beta$ 1 . . 345 (d)

anharmonic vibrational constant
– diatomic molecules: 6th Ed. [II/34] 50, 691 . . 702
– linear triatomic molecules: [II/20b1] 1 . . 446, II/20b2$\alpha$ 1 . . 415, II/20b2$\beta$ 1 . . 345 (d)

anion radicals
– magnetic properties: [II/1] 77 . . 120, [II/9c2] 221 . . 262, 301 303, [II/9d1] 5 . . 904, [II/17f] 68 . . 313

anisotropy
– diamagnetic: see "diamagnetic anisotropy"
– elastic: see "elastic anisotropy"
– magnetic: see "magnetic anisotropy"
– magneto-crystalline: see "magneto-crystalline anisotropy"

antennae, astronomical
– VI/1 22 . . 27

antiferroelectrics
– see "ferroelectrics"

antiferromagnetic resonance
– boron containing oxides: III/27h 1 . . 285 (d)
– chromites (Cr spinels): III/4b 394 . . 421, 619 . . 646 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
– halides: III/27j 1 . . 233 (d), III/27k 1 . . 359 (d)
– iron oxides and iron-metal oxides: III/4a 1 . . 40 (d), III/12b 1 . . 53 (d)
– non-iron garnets: III/27c 167 . . 168
– perovskite-type oxides based on 3d elements: III/27fα 1 . . 345, III/27β 1 . . 307 (d)
– perovskite layered cuprates: III/27l 170 . . 199 (d)
– perovskite-type oxides: III/27m 1 . . 172 (d)
– perovskites and perovskite related compounds: III/4a 214 . . 254, 269 . . 274 (d), III/12a 429 . . 479 (d)

antimony
– band structure and Fermi surfaces: III/13c 315 . . 318
– crystal structure: III/6 23, III/14a 34
– electron states and Fermi surfaces of homogeneously strained elements: III/13b 193 . . 200
– material properties: 6th Ed.IV/2c 891 . . 894
– nuclear quadrupole resonance data: III/20c 38 . . 99, III/31b 74 . . 93
– phonon dispersion and frequency spectra: III/13a 131 . . 132
– properties of atomic defects: III/25 309
– thermal conductivity: III/15c 405 . . 425
– for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

antimony compounds and alloys
– crystal structure
– – antimonides and antimony oxo-compounds and alloys: III/7c2 394 . . 452
– – intermetallic antimonides: III/6 175 . . 931 (d)
– epitaxy data: III/8 73
– thermal conductivity of binary alloys: III/15c 246
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

antiproton-deuteron scattering
– total cross sections: I/7 22, 23, 25, 26, I/9a 85 . . 87

antiproton-neutron scattering
– total cross section: I/9a 85 . . 87

antiproton-proton scattering
– differential elastic cross sections: I/7 109, 110, 112 . . 129, I/9a 675 . . 687
– polarization parameters in elastic scattering: I/7 129 . . 131, I/9a 687
– total cross sections: I/7 22 . . 25, I/9a 85, 86
– total elastic cross section: I/7 111

antiproton/antineutron induced reactions
– total cross sections: I/12b 181 . . 322

antiprotons
– excitation functions for radionuclide production: I/13e 168 . . 185

Ap stars
– VI/2b 318 . . 332

aqueous and non-aqueous liquid systems
– absorption: 6th Ed.IV/4c 1 330 . . 410
– absorption of inorganic and organic molecules: 6th Ed.I/3 78 . . 358
– density
– – non-aqueous solutions: IV/1a 1 . . 560
– – ternary and polynary aqueous solutions: IV/1a 656 . . 716
archaeomagnetism
– V/2b 182 . . 234

areas
– measurement, uncertainties: 0/a 2-119 . . 2-121

areometry
– scales, corrections: 6th Ed.IV/1 103 . . 126

argon
– superconducting properties: III/21a 52
– for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

Arrhenius activation parameters
– in radical reactions in liquids: dispersed data in II/13a e,18a..c

Arrhenius equation
– constants: 6th Ed.II/5b 4 . . 29

Arrhenius plot
– metals and alloys: III/25 88 . . 379 (d)

arsenic
– band structure and Fermi surfaces: III/13c 42 . . 46
– crystal structure: III/8 2 . . IV/1a 2
– electron states and Fermi surfaces of homogeneously strained elements: III/13b 35 . . 37
– nuclear quadrupole resonance data: III/20a 528 . . 555, III/31b 14 . . 17
– phonon dispersion and frequency spectra: III/13a 17 . . 18
– superconducting properties: III/21a 52, 461
– thermal conductivity: III/15 405 . . 425
– for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

arsenic compounds and alloys
– binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5a 283 . . 336
– crystal structure
– arsenides and arsenide oxo-compounds: III/7c 306 . . 393
– intermetallic arsenides: III/6 175 . . 931 (d)
– epitaxy data: III/8 73
– superconducting properties: III/21a 53 . . 55, 462
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

artificial earth satellites and space probes
– VI/1 214 . . 233, 680, 681, VI/3b 30 . . 40

artificial stones
– material values: 6th Ed.IV/1 133 . . 137

asphalt
– material values: 6th Ed.IV/1 155

asteroids
– VI/1 163 . . 166, VI/2a 183 . . 187, VI/3a 134 . . 138, 6th Ed. III 83 . . 85

astrometric instruments
– VI/1 19 . . 2

astronomical constants
– VI/1 76 . . 82, VI/2a 79 . . 81, 142, VI/2b 91, VI/3a 78, 6th Ed. III 43 . . 52

astronomical interferometers
– see "interferometers, astronomical"

astronomical periodicals
– VI/1 701 . . 711, 6th Ed. III 250

astronomical time
– see "time, astronomical"

astronomical units
– see "units, astronomical"

astronomy and astrophysics
Topic of volumes VI/1, VI/2, VI/3.
For contents of the volumes, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords

astronomy, further data
(Section 31 in volume III of the 6th Edition)
Contents: astronomical instruments, position and time determination, astronomical constants, abundances of elements in the universe, solar system, stars (position, motion, types), clusters, extragalactic nebulae etc.

astrophysics
– see the enumeration of keywords to "astrophysics" in the Guide to the Keywords

asymmetric top molecules
– anisotropy, diamagnetic: II/6 2-423 . . 2-448, II/14a 772 . . 785, II/14b 311, II/19c 284 . . 295
– centrifugal distortion constants: II/4 48 . . 135, II/6 2-82 . . 2-259, 6-6 . . 6-8, II/14a 128 . . 555, II/14b 199 . . 301, II/19b 5 . . 488
– charge distribution, electronic: II/6 2-423 . . 2-448, II/14a 772 . . 785, II/14b 311, II/19c 284 . . 295
– Coriolis coupling constants: II/4 48 . . 135, II/6 2-82 . . 2-259, 6-6 . . 6-8, II/14a 128 . . 555, II/14b 299 . . 301, II/19b 5 . . 488
– electric dipole moments: II/4 140 . . 151, II/6 2-277 . . 2-304, 6-9, II/14a 598 . . 643, II/19c 39 . . 98
– electric quadrupole moments: II/6 2-423 . . 2-448, II/14a 772 . . 785, II/14b 331, II/19c 284 . . 295
– g-factor: II/6 2-423 . . 2-448, II/14a 772 . . 785, II/14b 311, II/19c 284 . . 295
– magnetic constants: II/6 2-423 . . 2-448, II/14a 772 . . 785, II/14b 311, II/19c 284 . . 295
– magnetic shielding constants: II/6 2-423 . . 2-448, II/14a 772 . . 785, II/14b 311, II/19c 284 . . 295
– magnetic susceptibility: II/6 2-423 . . 2-448, II/14a 772 . . 785, II/14b 311, II/19c 284 . . 295
– quadrupole coupling constants: II/4 163 . . 176, II/6 2-329 . . 359, 6-11, 6-12, II/14a 669 . . 716, II/14b 306, II/19c 139 . . 221
– rotation-vibration interaction constants: II/4 48 . . 135, II/6 2-82 . . 2-259, 6-6 . . 6-8, II/14a 128 . . 555, II/14b 299 . . 301, II/19b 5 . . 488
– rotational constants: II/4 48 . . 135, II/6 2-82 . . 2-259, 6-6 . . 6-8, II/14a 128 . . 555, II/14b 299 . . 301, II/19b 5 . . 488
– spin-rotation and spin-spin coupling constants: II/6 2-423 . . 2-448, II/14a 772 . . 785, II/14b 311, II/19c 284 . . 295
atmosphere
– atmospheric electricity: V/4b 349 . . 390
– atmospheric radiation: V/4b 110 . . 186
– chemical composition and reactions: V/4b 457 . . 570

atmosphere, global
– thermodynamical and dynamical structures: V/4a 1 . . 491
  – basic structure of the atmosphere: V/4a 37 . . 139
  – equations and principles of atmospheric large-scale dynamics: V/4a 1 . . 36
  – general circulation of the earth's atmosphere: V/4a 140 . . 453
  – meteorological organizations: V/4a 454 . . 491

atmosphere, standard
– see "standard atmosphere"

atmospheric electricity
– V/4b 349 . . 390

atmospheric radiation
– V/4b 110 . . 186

atomic coordinates of molecules
– diatomic molecules: II/21 459 . . 460, II/23 405
– polyatomic molecules
  – see also dispersed data in II/22

atomic defects in metals and alloys
Topic of volume III/25.
For contents of the volume, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords

atomic distances and structures
(Section 14.11 in volume I/2 of the 6th Edition)
– electron diffraction data for elements, inorganic and organic molecules: 6th Ed.I/2 1 . . 22

atomic formation heat
– for the standard state of elements: 6th Ed.I/2 23

atomic heat
– pure iron, cast iron and various steels: 6th Ed.IV/2a 173 . . 174

atomic mass
– definition: 6th Ed.II/1 5, 6th Ed.IV/1 80
– elements (table): 0/b 3-343 . . 3-347
– pure nuclides
  – binding energy: 0/b 3-141
  – collections of atomic mass values, their precision and dependability: 0/b 3-149 . . 3-180
  – definition and units: 0/b 3-140
  – effects providing information on atomic masses: 0/b 3-142 . . 3-144
  – experimental methods: 0/b 3-145 . . 3-149

atomic nuclei and their properties
– table: 6th Ed.I/5 70 . . 185

atomic radii in solids
– 6th Ed.I/4 519 . . 533

atomic spectra
– energy levels, term values, spectral lines: 6th Ed.I/4 48 . . 210, 436 . . 441
– ionization potential, electron affinity: 6th Ed.I/1 211 . . 213
– oscillator strength and lifetimes: 6th Ed.I/1 260 . . 275
– Paschen – Back effect: 6th Ed.I/1 233 . . 245
– pressure broadening and shift of spectral lines: 6th Ed.I/1 256 . . 259
– Stark effect: 6th Ed.I/1 246 . . 255
– Zeeman effect: 6th Ed.I/1 233 . . 245
atomic time scales
- 0/a 2-14

atomic weight
- elements, table: IV/5a.g, 6th Ed I/1 50 . . 57
- rocks and rock forming minerals: V/1b 34, 35, 102 . . 106

atoms and ions
- see the enumeration of keywords referring to "atoms and ions" in the Guide to the Keywords

attenuation coefficients for scattering of X-rays
- atoms: 6th Ed I/1 314 . . 322

attenuation, electron
- see "electron attenuation"

attenuation of radiation
- definition: I/11 54
- processes: I/11 28

attenuation, ultrasonic
- see "ultrasonic attenuation"

Auger capture processes
- impurities and defects in group IV and III-V semiconductors: dispersed data in III/22b

Auger spectra
- metallic compounds and disordered alloys dispersed figures in III/13a 196 . . 440
- semiconductors: see subsections on optical properties, mostly in III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) a,22a

Avogadro constant
- determination, sources of uncertainties: 0/b 3-183 . . 3-211

azeotropic mixtures
- vapour pressure: 6th Ed. II/2a 662 . . 708

azeotropic point
- mixtures: 6th Ed.II/2a 336 . . 767
- organic liquids: 6th Ed.IV/4c2 282 . . 1047
B

B-meson
– properties and description in electroweak theory: I/10 62 . . 67

background radiation, cosmic
– VI/2c 362

band spectra of molecules
(Sections 14 201 and 14 202 in volume I/3 of the 6th Edition)
– spectra for inorganic diatomic and inorganic and organic polyatomic molecules: 6th Ed. I/3 1 . . 77, 691 . . 711

band structure
– actinide compounds: III/4a 110 . . 124 (d), III/12c 406 . . 484 (d)
– binary oxides of d transition elements: III/27g 1 . . 86 (d)
– chromites (Cr spinels): III/4b 394 . . 421, 619 . . 646 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
– disordered alloys: III/13a 196 . . 440
– elements and inorganic solids: dispersed data in III/23a,b
– ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 11 in III/16a,b, 28a,b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)
– hexagonal ferrites: III/27g 124 . . 236 (d)
– metals
  – homogeneously strained metallic elements: III/13b 16 . . 247
  – metallic compounds: III/13a 196 . . 440
– perovskites and perovskite related compounds: III/4a 214 . . 254, 269 . . 274 (d), III/12a 429 . . 479 (d)
– rare earth compounds: III/4a 44 . . 109 (d), III/12c 59 . . 405 (d)
– semiconductors: see subsections on electronic properties in III/17 III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41).

band structure (energy bands) in solids
(Section 15 07 in volume I/4 of the 6th Edition)
– some early data on calculated and experimentally determined band widths: 6th Ed. I/4 763 . . 768

barium
– band structure and Fermi surfaces: III/13c 55 . . 56
– crystal structure: III/6 3, III/14a 4
– electron states and Fermi surfaces of homogeneously strained elements: III/13b 40 . . 41
– electronic structure of surfaces: III/24b 110
– phonon dispersion and frequency spectra: III/13a 22 . . 23
– photoemission spectra and related data: III/23a 309 . . 311
– superconducting properties: III/21a 102 . . 103, 472
– thermal conductivity: III/15c 14
– for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

barium compounds and alloys
– binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5b 76 . . 117
– superconducting properties: III/21a 103
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

Barium stars
– V/12b 350, 351

Barnett effect
– 6th Ed. II/9 1-200 . . 1-202

barometric quantities of the earth's atmosphere
– V/4a 116 . . 127

baryon decuplet
– tables of properties: I/6 32

baryon octet
– tables of properties: I/6 29
baryon resonances
– photoproduction: \texttt{I/8 31} . \texttt{333}

basic constants of physics
– table: 6th Ed\texttt{I/1} 58 . \texttt{60}

basic interactions of elementary particles
– \texttt{I/6 1} . \texttt{8}

basic system of reference
– of the earth: \texttt{V/2a} 14, 15

bathymetry
– of the ocean floor: \texttt{V/3a} 26 . \texttt{47}

Be and related stars
– \texttt{VI/2b} 290 . \texttt{303}

bearing metals
– technological properties: 6th Ed\texttt{IV/2c} 797 . \texttt{829}

beauty quark
– description in electroweak theory: \texttt{I/10} 43 . \texttt{69}

bending of double helices
– \texttt{VII/1c} 230 . \texttt{231}

berkelium
– crystal structure: \texttt{III/14a} 6
– superconducting properties: \texttt{III/21a} 148
– for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

berkelium compounds and alloys
– binary phase diagrams and related data: \texttt{IV/5b} 259
– photoemission spectra and related data: \texttt{III/23b} 318 . \texttt{319}
– superconducting properties: \texttt{III/21a} 148
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

beryllium
– band structure and Fermi surfaces: \texttt{III/13c} 56 . \texttt{63}
– crystal structure: \texttt{III/6} 4
– electron states and Fermi surfaces of homogeneously strained elements: \texttt{III/13b} 41 . \texttt{46}
– electronic structure of surfaces: \texttt{III/24b} 99 . \texttt{103}
– material properties: 6th Ed\texttt{IV/2c} 25 . \texttt{52}
– nuclear quadrupole resonance data: \texttt{III/20a} 145
– phonon dispersion and frequency spectra: \texttt{III/13a} 23 . \texttt{25}
– photoemission spectra and related data: \texttt{III/23a} 281 . \texttt{284}
– properties of atomic defects: \texttt{III/25} 265 . \texttt{266}
– superconducting properties: \texttt{III/21a} 104 . \texttt{107, 472}
– thermal conductivity: \texttt{III/15c} 14 . \texttt{15, 68}
– for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

beryllium compounds and alloys
– binary phase diagrams and related data: \texttt{IV/5b} 118 . \texttt{163}
– crystal structure of beryllium oxo-compounds and alloys: \texttt{III/7d} 325 . \texttt{327}
– superconducting properties: \texttt{III/21a} 108 . \texttt{128, 472 . 476}
– with 3d elements, magnetic and related properties: \texttt{III/19b} 149 . \texttt{178}
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

\textbf{beta decay and electron capture}
Topic of volume \texttt{I/4}
For contents of the volume, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords

beta-ray energies and intensities
– of nuclear energy levels: data in all chapters of \texttt{I/1}
beta-spectra
  – nuclei: 6th Ed.I/5 414 . . 470
bi- and polyradicals
  – magnetic properties: II/1 128, II/9d2 148 . . 189, II/17h 246 . . 269
big bang
  – VI/2c 352, 353

**binary alloys: phase equilibria, crystallo-graphic and thermodynamic data**
Topic of volume IV/5(supplement in IV/12A)
For contents of the volume, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords

binary oxides of d transition elements
  – magnetic and related properties: III/27g1 . . . 86
  – for further properties of individual substances see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

binding agents
  – material values: 6th Ed.IV/1 138 . . 143

binding and dissociation energies of chemical bonds
(Sections 14 12 and 14 13 in volume I/2 of the 6th Edition)
  – bond strengths, dissociation energies of diatomic and polyatomic molecules: 6th Ed.I/2 23 . . 38

binding energy
  – impurities and defects in group IV and III-V semiconductors: dispersed data in III/22h
  – core level: see "core level binding energies"

binding to defects
  – He in metals: III/25 386 . . 396 (d)

**biophysics**
  – see the enumeration of keywords to "biophysics" in the Guide to the Keywords

biradicals
  – reaction rates in liquids: II/13e 294 . . 360

birefringence, flow induced
  – see "flow induced birefringence"

birefringence, magnetic
  – binary oxides of d transition elements: III/27g1 . . . 86 (d)
  – boron containing oxides: III/27h1 . . . 285 (d)
  – gases: 6th Ed.II/8 894, 895
  – halides: III/27i1 . . 233 (d), III/27j1 . . 359 (d)
  – hexagonal ferrites: III/27j2 124 . . 236 (d)
  – iron garnets: III/22h 211 . . 218, III/27e 102 . . 103
  – liquids: 6th Ed.II/8 827 . . 844
  – perovskite-type oxides: III/27j3 . . 172 (d)
  – perovskites and perovskite related compounds: III/4a 214 . . 254, 269 . . 274 (d), III/12a 429 . . 479 (d)

birefringence, optical
  – amorphous solids: 6th Ed.II/8 444 . . 450
  – ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 9a in III/16a,b,28a,b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)
  – inorganic glasses: 6th Ed.II/8 542 . . 550
  – semiconductors: see subsections on optical properties in III/17 III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41)

bis- and polynitroxides
  – magnetic properties: II/9d2 190 . . 312, III/17h 270 . . 331

bismuth
  – band structure and Fermi surfaces: III/13c 64 . . 68
  – crystal structure: III/13j 4, III/14a 4, 5
  – electron states and Fermi surfaces of homogeneously strained elements: III/13b 46 . . 56
  – electronic structure of surfaces: III/24b 209
  – material properties: 6th Ed.IV/2b 963 . . 968
nuclear quadrupole resonance data: III/20c 230 . . 243, III/31b 146 . . 149
phonon dispersion and frequency spectra: III/13a 25 . . 28
properties of atomic defects: III/25 304 . . 305
superconducting properties: III/21a 129 . . 136, 477
thermal conductivity: III/15c 405 . . 425
for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

bismuth compounds and alloys
binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5b 164 . . 258
crystal structure
bismuthides and bismuth oxo-compounds III/7c 440 . . 452
intermetallic bismuthides III/6 175 . . 931 (d)
superconducting properties: III/21a 136 . . 148, 478 . . 479
thermal conductivity of binary alloys: III/15c 196 . . 199
for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

bitouminous materials
bitumen board, material values: 6th Ed.IV/1 156
bitumen, material values: 6th Ed.IV/1 154
material values: 6th Ed.IV/1 153 . . 157

black holes
VI/2c 24, 32, 33, VI/3b 251 . . 256
Bloch – Grüneisen resistance function
table: III/15a 287, 288
Bloch wall thickness
metallic elements and alloys: 6th Ed.II/9 1-112 . . 1-124

Bohr magneton
definition, determination, sources of uncertainties: 0/b 3-117 . . 3-125
see also "magnetons, Bohr and nuclear"

boiling point elevation
inorganic and organic solvents: 6th Ed.II/2a 917 . . 929
see also "freezing point depression and boiling point elevation"

boiling temperature (boiling point)
absorption equilibria of gases in liquids: 6th Ed.IV/4c1 and 6th Ed.IV/4c2
boiling point elevation: 6th Ed.II/2a 917 . . 929
elements
-- tables: 0/b 3-343 . . 3-347
-- tables in the introductions of IV/5a . . g
-- gases: 6th Ed.IV/172 . . 416
-- inorganic compounds: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
-- inorganic materials: 6th Ed.II/4 179 . . 260
-- liquids: 6th Ed.IV/544 . . 571
-- mixtures: 6th Ed.II/2a 336 . . 767
-- organic compounds: III/5a,b,10a,b
-- organic liquids: II/5 15 . . 37
-- organic substances: 6th Ed.II/4 261 . . 393
-- sea water: V/3a 252 . . 255
-- thermodynamic equilibria of mixtures: 6th Ed.IV/4b 1 . . 120

Boltzmann constant
definition, determination, source of uncertainties: 0/b 3-259 . . 3-273, 6th Ed.I/1 38

bond angles
ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 2b in III/16a,b,28a,b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)
bond, chemical
see "chemical bond"

bond lengths and angles
in molecular structure: dispersed data in II/22
bond strengths

bonding angles of intermediate phases
- of binary alloys: dispersed data in volumes [IV/5a] 0 . . g

boracides and related compounds
- magnetic and related properties: III/27h 128 . . 204

Born – von Karman coupling constants
- metals: III/13a 7 . . 179

Born terms
- for meson decays into particles with spin: I/6 11

boron
- crystal structure: III/6 2, 3, III/14a 3
- nuclear quadrupole resonance data: III/20a 146 . . 157, III/31a 128 . . 135
- superconducting properties: III/21a 62
- for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

boron compounds and alloys
- binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5b 1 . . 75
- boron containing oxides
- - subvolume on magnetic and related properties: III/27h 1 . . 285
- - substance groups
- - - crystalline boron containing oxides: III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) h 6 . . 127
- - - boracides and related compounds: III/27h 128 . . 204
- - - boron glasses: III/27b 205 . . 285
- compounds with 3d elements, magnetic and related properties: III/19b 202 . . 349
- crystal structure
- - borides (intermetallic systems containing B, B-C or B-H): III/6 41 . . 78, III/14a 54 . . 196, 406 . . 418,
- - boranes, borides, boron oxo-compounds: III/7d2 1 . . 146
- epitaxy data: III/8 97
- semiconducting properties: III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) g 9 . . 62, 345 . . 381
- superconducting properties: III/21a 62 . . 102, 464–471
- for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

bosons
- properties and description in electroweak theory: I/10 70 . . 87

bottom quark
- properties and description in electroweak theory: I/10 43 . . 69

bound excitons
- semiconductors: see subsections on impurities and defects in the subvolumes of III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) and III/22a

Bragg reflections
- ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 14a in III/16a b 28a, b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)

Bravais lattices of metals and alloys
- conventional unit cells, primitive unit cells, reciprocal lattices and first Brillouin zones: III/13a 447 . . 457, III/13c 451 . . 462

breakdown strength
- ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 11 in III/16a b 28a, b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)

breakdown voltage in gases
- 6th Ed [IV/3] 105 . . 203

bremsstrahlung of electrons in matter
- I/11 175 . . 225
bricks
– material values: 6th Ed.IV/1 133 .. 137

Brillouin scattering
– ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 10 in II/16ab, II/28ab
– rare earth compounds: II/4a 44 .. 109 (d),
– semiconductors: see subsections on lattice properties in the subvolumes of III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) and III/22a

Brillouin zones
– metals and alloys: II/13a 447 .. 457, II/13c 451 .. 462
– semiconductors: see subsections on electronic properties in III/17 III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41), e.i.22a

bromine
– crystal structure: III/6 4
– nuclear quadrupole resonance data: II/20b 556 .. 713, III/31b 18 .. 67
– superconducting properties: II/21a 148
– for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

bromine compounds and alloys
– binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5b 260 .. 267
– crystal structure of bromides and complex bromides: III/7a 506 .. 582
– superconducting properties: II/21a 148, 479
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

buffer mixtures, pH-values
– see "pH-values of buffer mixtures"

building materials, properties
– artificial building stone: 6th Ed.IV/1 133 .. 138
– binding agents: 6th Ed.IV/1 138 .. 144
– bituminous material: 6th Ed.IV/1 153 .. 157
– mortar and concrete: 6th Ed.IV/1 144 .. 152
– natural building stone: 6th Ed.IV/1 129 .. 133

bulk modulus
– earth's interior: V/2a 89 .. 95
– lunar rocks: V/1b 525 .. 528 (d)
– metallic elements, alloys and compounds: dispersed data in II/19a .. III/32a, III/32a
– oxy-spinels: II/27d 1 .. 501 (d)
– polycrystalline materials: 6th Ed.II/1 732 .. 746
– rare earth compounds: II/4a 44 .. 109 (d), III/12c 59 .. 405 (d)
– rocks and of rock forming minerals: V/1b 1 .. 140 (d)
– semiconductors: see subsections on lattice properties in III/17 III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41), e.i.22a
– soft magnetic alloys: dispersed data in II/1911
C

C stars

– VI/2b 351, 352

cadmium
– band structure and Fermi surfaces: III/13c 84 . . 91
– crystal structure: III/6 5, III/14a 5
– electron states and Fermi surfaces of homogeneously strained elements: III/13b 69 . . 73
– electronic structure of surfaces: III/24b 184
– material properties: 6th Ed.IV/2b 926 . . 932
– phonon dispersion and frequency spectra: III/13a 30 . . 33
– properties of atomic defects: III/25 266 . . 270
– superconducting properties: III/21a 190 . . 192
– thermal conductivity: III/15c 16, 68
– for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

cadmium compounds and alloys
– binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5c 58 . . 160
– crystal structure of cadmium oxo- compounds: III/7c 1 . . 6
– superconducting properties: III/21a 192 . . 194, 485
– thermal conductivity of binary alloys: III/15c 200
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

calcium
– band structure and Fermi surfaces: III/13c 73 . . 83
– crystal structure: III/6 5
– electron states and Fermi surfaces of homogeneously strained elements: III/13b 60 . . 68
– phonon dispersion and frequency spectra: III/13a 29
– photoemission spectra and related data: III/23a 300 . . 302
– superconducting properties: III/21a 189
– thermal conductivity: III/15c 15
– for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

calcium compounds and alloys
– binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5c 1 . . 57
– superconducting properties: III/21a 189, 484
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

californium
– crystal structure: III/14a 10, 11
– superconducting properties: III/21a 197
– for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

californium compounds and alloys
– binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5c 239 . . 240
– photoemission spectra and related data: III/23b 320 . . 321
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

caloric properties
– under high pressure: IV/4 131 . . 160

caloric quantities of state
– magnetocaloric effect on paramagnetic salts at low temperatures: 6th Ed.II/4 774 . . 806
– temperature dependence of heat capacity, entropy, enthalpy: 6th Ed.II/4 39 . . 735

Calorimetric data
– of DNAs and RNAs: VII/1c 241 . . 256
candela
- definition, realization, uncertainties: 0/a 2-107 . . 2-118

capacitance
- definition, realization, measurement: 0/a 2-245 . . 2-258

capillarity
- capillarity depression of mercury: 6th Ed.IV/1 83
- rocks: IV/1a 267 . . 277

capture cross sections for neutrons
- metals and alloys: III/25 1 . . 87 (d)
carbon
- crystal structure: III/6 4, III/14a 6, 7
- superconducting properties: III/21a 149
- see also "diamond", "graphite"
- for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage
carbon arcs as light source
- technological aspects: 6th Ed.IV/3 912 . . 921
carbon compounds and alloys
- binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5b 268 . . 330
- compounds with 3d elements, magnetic and related properties: III/19c 1 . . 70
- crystal structure
  - carbides (intermetallic systems containing C, C-H): III/6 79 . . 137, III/21a 197 . . 318, 441 . . 458
  - carbides, carbynols, carbonate: III/6 18 . . 41 . . 188
  - cyanides, cyanates, further carbon compounds: III/7c3 189 . . 291
  - graphite intercalation compounds: III/7c5 1 . . 40
  - epitaxy data: III/8 74 . . 78, 118 . . 119
  - superconducting properties: III/21a 169 . . 189, 483 . . 484
  - see also "cemented carbides"
  - for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

carbon radicals with conjugated π-systems
- magnetic properties: II/1 39 . . 44, II/9b 342 . . 782, II/17c 5 . . 386

carbon-centered radicals
- reaction rates in liquids: II/13a 6 . . 317, II/13b 5 . . 446, II/18a 1 . . 253, II/18b 1 . . 526

cardboard
- material values: 6th Ed.IV/1 156
carrier concentrations
- semiconductors: see subsections on transport properties in the subvolumes of III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) and in III/22a
cascades, electromagnetic
- characteristics of an electromagnetic shower: I/11 270 . . 275
- experimental shower data I/11 284 . . 291
- introduction I/11 267 . . 270
- Monte-Carlo simulation I/11 282 . . 284
- photonuclear reactions I/11 291 . . 309
- shower theory I/11 276 . . 282

cation radicals
- magnetic properties: I/1 121 . . 128, I/9c2 263 . . 268, 298 . . 301, I/9d1 351 . . 360, I/9d2 5 . . 147, I/17b 5 . . 245

celestial charts and atlases
- VI/1 259
cement
- material values: 6th Ed.IV/1 144 . . 152
cemented carbides
- technological properties: 6th Ed.IV/2b 31 . . 66
centrifugal distortion constants
- asymmetric top molecules: II/4 48 . . 135, II/6 2-82 . . 2-259, 6-6 . . 6-8, II/14a 128 . . 555, II/14b 199 . . 301, II/19b 5 . . 488
- diatomic molecules: II/4 14 . . 22, II/6 2-38 . . 2-54, 6-1 . . 6-4, II/14a 37 . . 62, II/14b 396 . . 398, II/19a 41 . . 73
- diatomic radicals: II/4 14 . . 22, II/6 2-15 . . 2-17, II/14a 37 . . 62, II/14b 291 . . 295, II/19a 41 . . 73
- linear molecules: II/4 4 . . 14, II/6 2-1 . . 2-37, II/14a 5 . . 36, II/14b 291 . . 295, II/19a 5 . . 40
- linear triatomic molecules: II/6 5-91 . . 5-131 (d), II/14b 171 . . 290 (d)
- non-linear triatomic molecular ions: II/19d 298 . . 319
- polyatomic molecular ions: II/19d 320 . . 326
- symmetric top molecules: II/4 22 . . 47, II/6 2-55 . . 2-81, 6-5 . . 6-8, II/14a 63 . . 127, II/14b 299, II/19a 74 . . 143
- triatomic and polyatomic radicals: II/6 8-91 . . 8-131 (d), II/14b 171 . . 290 (d), II/19d 6 . . 298 (d)

ceramics
- elastic constants: 6th Ed.I/1 838
- material properties: 6th Ed.IV/1 421 . . 455
- piezoelectric poled: III/11 326, 327, III/18 230, 244, 274
- technological aspects: 6th Ed.IV/3 709 . . 736

cerium
- band structure and Fermi surfaces: III/13c 92 . . 93
- crystal structure: III/6 6, III/14a 8, 9
- electron states and Fermi surfaces of homogeneously strained elements: III/13b 74 . . 75
- electronic structure of surfaces: III/24b 329 . . 330
- phonon dispersion and frequency spectra: III/13a 34 . . 37
- photoemission spectra and related data: III/23a 335 . . 352
- properties of atomic defects: III/25 230
- superconducting properties: III/21a 195 . . 196
- thermal conductivity: III/15c 17
- for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

cerium compounds and alloys
- binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5c 161 . . 238
- superconducting properties: III/21a 196, 485 . . 486
- for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

cermets
- technological properties: 6th Ed.IV/2b 133 . . 141

cesium
- band structure and Fermi surfaces: III/13c 114 . . 115
- crystal structure: III/6 7, III/14a 12
- electron states and Fermi surfaces of homogeneously strained elements: III/13b 87 . . 96
- electronic structure of surfaces: III/24b 97 . . 98
- material properties: 6th Ed.IV/2c 346 . . 349
- nuclear quadrupole resonance data: III/20c 194 . . 197, III/31b 134 . . 135
- phonon dispersion and frequency spectra: III/13a 45
- photoemission spectra and related data: III/23a 307 . . 308
- superconducting properties: III/21a 207
- thermal conductivity: III/15c 19, 90
- for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

cesium compounds and alloys
- binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5d 111 . . 142
- superconducting properties: III/21a 207
- for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

CH stars
- VI/2b 349, 350

chalcogenides
- chalcogenides based on transition elements: III/27a 1 . . 425
- structural defects at surfaces: III/24a 321 . . 329
- for further properties of individual substances see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage
chalk
  – material values: 6th Ed.IV/1 141 . . 142

charge distribution, electronic
  – asymmetric top molecules: II/6 2-423 . . 2-448, II/14a 772 . . 785, II/14b 311, II/19c 284 . . 295
  – atoms and ions: 6th Ed.I/1 276 . . 296
  – diatomic radicals: II/6 5-1 . . 5-90, II/14b 24 . . 170 (d), II/19d1 5 . . 209 (d)
  – linear and symmetric top molecules: II/6 2-402 . . 2-422, II/14a 755 . . 771, II/14b 308 . . 310, II/19c 263 . . 283
  – metals: dispersed figures in III/13b 16 . . 247
  – nuclei: [I/1] . . 20

charge distribution, nuclear
  – see "nuclear charge distribution"

charge exchange cross sections
  – atoms and molecules: 6th Ed.I/1 323 . . 388

charge exchange scattering of elementary particles
  – see "elementary particles, elastic and charge exchange scattering of elementary particles"

charge-coupled devices
  – VI/3a 17 . . 33

charm
  – description in electroweak theory I/10 37
  – charmed quark: [I/10] 43 . . 69

chemical bond
  – semiconductors: see subsections on structure and chemical: bond in the subvolumes of III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) and in III/22a
  – see also "energies of chemical bonds", "valence energies of chemical bonds"

chemical composition and reactions
  – of the air: V/4c 457 . . 570

chemical shifts
  – from NMR data for 11B and 31P: III/35a 7 . . 226

Chevrel phases
  – phonon dispersion and related properties: III/13b 310 . . 312

chlorine
  – crystal structure: [III/6] 6
  – nuclear quadrupole resonance data: III/20a 388 . . 677, III/20b 10 . . 431, III/31a 238 . . 411
  – for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

chlorine compounds and alloys
  – binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5c 241 . . 262
  – crystal structure of chlorides and complex chlorides: III/7a 342 . . 505
  – superconducting properties: III/21a 197, 486 . . 487
  – for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

chromatography
  (Section 23.3 in volume II/3 of the 6th Edition)

chromites
  – see "chromium spinels"

chromium
  – band structure and Fermi surfaces: III/13c 103 . . 113
  – crystal structure: [III/6] 7, III/14a 12
  – electron states and Fermi surfaces of homogeneously strained elements: III/13b 76 . . 86
  – electronic structure of surfaces: III/24b 215 . . 218
  – magnetic and related properties: III/19a 6 . . 16, III/52a 2 . . 21
  – material properties: 6th Ed.IV/2b 260 . . 278
  – nuclear quadrupole resonance data: III/20b 448 . . 449, III/31a 418
  – phonon dispersion and frequency spectra: III/13a 39 . . 43
properties of atomic defects: III/25 . . 125
structural defects at surfaces: III/24a . . 243
superconducting properties: III/21a . . 201 . . 202
thermal conductivity: III/15c . . 18 . . 70
for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

chromium compounds and alloys
see also "chromium spinels"
binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5d 1 . . 110
compounds with 3d elements, magnetic and related properties: III/19a . . 282 . . 490, III/32a . . 116 . . 224
crystal structure of chromium oxo-compounds: III/7b . . 73
epitaxy data: III/8 97
thermal conductivity of binary alloys: III/15c . . 141 . . 143
for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

chromium spinels (chromites)
magnetic and related properties: III/4b . . 394 . . 421 . . 621 . . 645, III/12b . . 285 . . 613
substance groups:
chromium oxide spinels of Li, Mg, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Cd: III/4b . . 394 . . 421, III/12b . . 318 . . 404
chromium sulfide, selenide and telluride spinels of Mn, Fe, Co, Cu, Zn: III/4b . . 634 . . 645, III/12b . . 405 . . 613
chromium sulfide and selenide spinels with Cd and Hg: III/4b . . 621 . . 634, III/12b . . 505 . . 613
semiconducting chromites: III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) h . . 163 . . 186 . . 430 . . 434

chronosphere, solar
VI/1 112 . . 115, VI/2a . . 96 . . 101, VI/3a . . 89 . . 90, VI/3b . . 48 . . 54
chronology of the solar system
VI/2a 273 . . 285
circular dichroism, electronic
see "electronic circular dichroism (CD)"
circular dichroism, magnetic
see "magnetic circular dichroism"
circulation of the earth's atmosphere
horizontal transport by large-scale waves (eddy heat and momentum transport): V/4a . . 153 . . 156 . . 163 . . 164 . . 222 . . 239 . . 277 . . 289 . . 346 . . 396 . . 438 . . 453
large-scale waves (temperature and geopotential height): V/4a . . 152 . . 153 . . 162 . . 218 . . 221 . . 274 . . 276 . . 322 . . 345 . . 422 . . 437
clay
material values: 6th Ed.IV/1 138 . . 139
cleavage
of inorganic compounds: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
cleavage plane in ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 1b in III/16a . . 28a,b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
in angular correlation calculations: I/3 24 . . 220
see also "j-symbols in angular correlation calculations"
climatology
climate definition: V/4c1 . . 28
climate modeling: V/4c2 1 . . 116
climate variations: V/4c3 . . 93 . . 150
planetary boundary layer: V/4c 115 . . 188
present global surface climate: V/4c 117 . . 474
specific surface climates: V/4c 129 . . 92
clocks
– 0/a 2-16 . . 2-27

closed DNA
– physical properties: VII/1d 8 . . 20

clouds
– physical properties: V/4b 1 . . 109

CN stars
– VI/2b 349, 350

CNO stars
– VI/2b 303, 304

coasts
– chemical and biological effects on the coastal zone: V/3c 314 . . 318
– classification of coasts: V/3c 212 . . 217
– climatology: V/3c 319 . . 324
– coastal lagoons: V/3c 294 . . 304
– definitions and spatial extension: V/3c 191 . . 211
– estuaries and lagoons as coastal water bodies: V/3c 284 . . 294
cobalt
– band structure and Fermi surfaces: III/13c 93 . . 102
– crystal structure: III/6 6, 7, III/14a 11
– electron states and Fermi surfaces of homogeneously strained elements: III/13b 75 . . 76
– electronic structure of surfaces: III/24b 228 . . 230
– magnetic and related properties: III/19a 24 . . 133, III/32a 31 . . 76
– nuclear quadrupole resonance data: III/20b 464 . . 499, III/31a 420 . . 427
– phonon dispersion and frequency spectra: III/13a 37 . . 39
– properties of atomic defects: III/25 271 . . 273
– superconducting properties: III/21a 199
– thermal conductivity: III/15c 17, 68
– for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

cobalt compounds and alloys
– binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5c 268 . . 400
– compounds with 3d elements, magnetic and related properties: III/19a 142 . . 281, 311 . . 490, III/32a 155 . . 164
– crystal structure of cobalt oxo-compounds: III/7f 720 . . 731
– superconducting properties: III/21a 199 . . 200, 488 . . 489
– thermal conductivity of ternary alloys: III/15c 283
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

CODATA classification scheme of fundamental constants
– 0/b 3-14

coefficency coercive field, magnetic
– amorphous oxides: III/27f 239 . . 319 (d)
– boron containing oxides: III/27f 1 . . 285 (d)
– chromites (Cr spinels): III/4b 394 . . 421, 619 . . 646 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
– ferrites
– – cubic ferrites: III/4b 54 . . 393 (d), III/12b 55 . . 284, 744 . . 758 (d)
– – hexagonal ferrites: III/4b 547 . . 618 (d), III/12c 1 . . 46 (d)
– ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 5c in III/16a, b, 28a, b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)
– halides: III/27f 1 . . 233 (d), III/27f 1 . . 359 (d)
– iron oxides and iron-metal oxides: III/4a 1 . . 40 (d), III/12b 1 . . 53 (d)
– liquid quenched and sputtered magnetic alloys: dispersed data in III/19b
– metallic elements, alloys and compounds: dispersed data in III/19a . . f, III/32a
– minerals: V/1b 308 . . 365 (d)
– oxides with ilmenite and corundum structure: III/27f 173 . . 238 (d)
– oxy-spinels: III/27d 1 . . 501 (d)
– pnictides and chalcogenides based on transition elements: III/27a 1 . . 425, III/32a 1 . . 382 (d)
– rocks: V/1b 366 . . 432 (d)
– soft magnetic alloys: dispersed data in III/19i1
– thin films: III/19g 229 . . 234

coexisting phases of pure substances
– density: 6th Ed.II/2a 185 . . 215

coherence length
– non-linear dielectrics: III/11 693 . . 737 (d), III/18 465 . . 487, 499 . . 505 (d)

collective-electron ordering
– localized vs. collective electrons: II/4a 255 . . 262
– perovskites and perovskite related compounds: III/4a 142 . . 145

collision cross sections of atoms, ions and molecules
(Section 13 24 in volume I/1 of the 6th Edition)
– excitation, ionization and charge exchange cross sections of atoms and molecules at collisions with electrons, atoms and ions: 6th Ed.II/1 314 . . 322

color
– ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 1b in III/16a,b,28a,b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)
– inorganic compounds: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
– organic substances: dispersed data in III/5a,b,10a,b

color – magnitude diagrams of stars
– VI/2b 449 . . 456, VI/3b 1 . . 40

colorimetry
– CIE colorimetric system: 0/a 2-383 . . 2-387
– colour differences: 0/a 2-388
– optical radiation: 0/a 2-374 . . 2-379
– weighting functions of the human eye: 0/a 2-380 . . 2-382
– weighting of optical radiation: 0/a 2-379

coma
– VI/1 188, 194, VI/2a 222, 223, VI/3a 171 . . 179

combustion
– 6th Ed.IV/4b 225 . . 408

comet Halley
– VI/2c 375 . . 395

comets
– coma: VI/1 188, 194, VI/2a 222, 223, VI/3a 171 . . 179
– dust: VI/2a 225, VI/3a 178
– list of periodic comets: VI/2a 205 . . 208
– mechanical data: VI/1 176 . . 187, VI/2a 202 . . 215, VI/3a 141 . . 153
– nucleus: VI/1 188 . . 193, VI/2a 220 . . 222, VI/3a 168 . . 172
– photometric and spectroscopic observations: VI/2a 215 . . 220, VI/3a 154 . . 167
– tail: VI/1 194, 195, VI/2a 223, 224, VI/3a 175 . . 177
– see also 6th Ed. III 90 . . 99

compact objects
– black holes: VI/2c 32, 33
– neutron stars: VI/2c 1 . . 10
– pulsating X-ray sources: VI/2c 24 . . 28
– radiopulsars: VI/2c 10 . . 23
– X-ray bursters: VI/2 30 . . 32
– for updates and additional data see VI/3b 223 . . 256
compensation temperature, magnetic
- chromites (Cr spinels):  III/4b 394 . . 421, 621 . . 645 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
- iron garnets:  III/4a 320, III/12a 72 . . 74
- perovskites and perovskite related compounds:  III/4a 214 . . 254, 269 . . 274 (d), III/12a 429 . . 479 (d)
- spinels other than chromites and cubic ferrites:  III/4b 422 . . 546 (d), III/12b 614 . . 743 (d)

compositeness
- I/10 271

compressibility
- alloys: 6th Ed.I/1 747 . . 791
- binary and ternary solutions with varying composition: 6th Ed.I/1 814 . . 833
- chromites (Cr spinels):  III/4b 394 . . 421, 621 . . 645 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
- cubic ferrites:  III/4b 54 . . 393 (d), III/12b 55 . . 284, 744 . . 758 (d)
- elements: 6th Ed.I/1 379 . . 448
- gases: 6th Ed.I/1 69 . . 270
- glasses: 6th Ed.I/1 800 . . 813
- inorganic compounds: 6th Ed.I/1 449 . . 631
- iron oxides and iron-metal oxides:  III/4a 1 . . 40 (d), III/12b 1 . . 53 (d)
- metals:  II/5 236, 237
- minerals: 6th Ed.I/1 792 . . 799
- nuclear:  I/2 6, 17
- organic substances: 6th Ed.I/1 632 . . 718
- pnictides and chalcogenides based on transition elements:  III/27a 1 . . 425 (d)
- polystyrole and lucite:  II/5 245, 246
- porcelain: 6th Ed.I/1 792 . . 799
- pressure dependence in liquids and liquid systems:  IV/4 131 . . 160
- pressure dependence in solids:  IV/4 71 . . 130
- rare earth compounds:  III/4a 44 . . 109 (d), III/12c 59 . . 405 (d)
- sea water:  V/3a 242 . . 244
- semiconductors: see subsections on lattice properties in the subvolumes of III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) and in III/22a
- spinels other than chromites and cubic ferrites:  III/4b 422 . . 546 (d), III/12b 614 . . 743 (d)

Compton scattering below 1.5 GeV
- above the resonance region:  I/8 306 . . 307
- deuterons:  I/8 15
- protons:  I/8 6 . . 13

Compton wavelength
- 6th Ed.I/1 435

concrete
- material values: 6th Ed.IV/1 142 . . 143

condensed molecules
- see "molecules, condensed"

conductance, Kapitza
- see "Kapitza conductance"

conductivity
- electrical: see "electrical conductivity"
- equivalent: see "equivalent conductivity"
- ionic: see "ionic conductivity"
- thermal: see "thermal conductivity"
- optical of oxy-spinels:  III/27d 1 . . 501 (d)

conductors, linear
- see "linear conductors"

conformational angles
- nucleosides: VII/1a 211 . . 220
- nucleotides: VII/1a 221 . . 230

contact angle at solid – liquid interfaces
- 6th Ed.I/3 473 . . 486
contacting of semiconductors
  – technological aspects: 6th Ed.IV/2c 762 . . 765
contact materials
  – properties: 6th Ed.IV/2b 119 . . 125
convection, thermal
  – see "thermal convection"
conversion factors between various units
  – 6th Ed.II 22
  – see also "energy conversion factors"
coordinates, cartesian
  – in molecular structure: dispersed data in II/22
coordination transition metal compounds
  – magnetic properties: II/2,8,10,11,12
copper
  – band structure and Fermi surfaces: III/13c 116 . . 129
  – crystal structure: III/8,7,114a 12
  – electron states and Fermi surfaces of homogeneously strained elements: III/13b 97 . . 104
  – electronic structure of surfaces: III/24b 111 . . 149
  – material properties: 6th Ed.IV/2b 639 . . 890
  – nuclear quadrupole resonance data: III/20b 500 . . 517, III/31a 428 . . 437
  – phonon dispersion and frequency spectra: III/13a 44 . . 51
  – properties of atomic defects: III/25 231 . . 241
  – structural defects at surfaces: III/24a 244 . . 246
  – superconducting properties: III/21a 208 . . 216, 491
  – thermal conductivity: III/15c 19 . . 20, 70
  – for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage
copper compounds and alloys
  – binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5a 143 . . 299
  – compounds with 3d elements, magnetic and related properties: III/19b 11 . . 69
  – crystal structure of copper oxo-compounds: III/7b
  – superconducting properties: III/21a 217 . . 239, 491 . . 499
  – thermal conductivity of binary alloys: III/15c 144 . . 152, 200 . . 219
  – thermal conductivity of ternary alloys: III/15c 283 . . 297
  – for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage
core level binding energies
  – elements and inorganic solids: dispersed data in III/23a
core-level emission spectra
  – metallic compounds and disordered alloys: dispersed figures in III/13a 196 . . 440
  – semiconductors: see subsections on optical properties, mostly in III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) a,22a
core-level shifts at surfaces
  – metallic elements: III/24b 69 . . 85
Coriolis coupling constants
  – asymmetric top molecules: II/4 48 . . 135, II/6 2-82 . . 2-259, 6-6 . . 6-8, II/14a 128 . . 555, II/14b 299 . . 301, II/19b 5 . . 488
  – polyatomic radicals: II/4 5-91 . . 5-131, II/14b 171 . . 290 (d)
  – symmetric top molecules: II/4 22 . . 47, II/6 2-55 . . 2-81, 6-5, II/14a 63 . . 127, II/14b 299, II/19a 74 . . 143
Coriolis parameter
  – as a function of geographical latitude: V/4a 47, 49
corona, solar
  – VI/1 115, 116, VI/2a . . 102, 103, VI/3a 91, VI/3b 48 . . 54
correlation coefficients, table
  – 0/b 3-334
corrosion
(Section 43 in volume IV/2c of the 6th Edition)
– behavior of metallic and non-metallic technological materials by chemical treatment up to 500°C, heat resistant materials: 6th Ed.IV/2c 935 . . 976

cosmic radiation
(Section 16 in volume I/5 of the 6th Edition)
– primary radiation, secondary particles, intensity variation, temporal variation, interaction with matter: 6th Ed.I/5 366 . . 397

cosmic background radiation
– see "background radiation, cosmic"

Cotton – Mouton effect
– liquids: 6th Ed.I/8 827 . . 844

Coulomb barrier
– for nuclear reactions: I/5a 5

Coulomb functions
– for beta-decay
  – unscreened functions: I/4 22 . . 24, 31 . . 234
  – ratio of screened to unscreened functions: I/4 25, 236 . . 292
  – for electron capture: I/4 26, 302 . . 314

coupling coefficient, magnetomechanical
– see "magnetomechanical coupling coefficient"

coupling constants
– from NMR data for $^{11}$B and $^{31}$P: III/35a 7 . . 226

coupling constants
– electron-positron interactions: I/14 157 . . 180
– stable vertices of elementary particles: I/6 38 . . 43

coupling constants, Born – von Karman
– see "Born – von Karman coupling constants"

coupling constants, Coriolis
– see "Coriolis coupling constants"

coupling factors, electromechanical
– see "electromechanical coupling factors"

covariance coefficients, table
– 0/b 3-334 . . 3-335

creep
– rocks: V/1B 209 . . 210

critical constants
– for melting and allotropic transitions under pressure: 6th Ed.II/2a 216 . . 265
– gases: 6th Ed.II/1 328 . . 377
– pure substances: 6th Ed.II/2a 1 . . 184

critical exponents of magnetic phase transitions
– actinide compounds: III/4a 110 . . 124 (d), III/12c 406 . . 484 (d)
– chromites (Cr spinels): III/4b 394 . . 421, 621 . . 645 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
– near Curie temperature in iron garnets: III/12a 77
– perovskites and perovskite related compounds: III/4a 214 . . 254, 269 . . 274 (d), III/12a 429 . . 479 (d)
– rare earth compounds: III/4a 44 . . 109 (d), III/12b 359 . . 405 (d)
– spontaneous magnetization in non-iron garnets: III/12a 287

critical fields
– superconductors: dispersed data in III/21a b1,b2

critical point
critical point energies
  – see "valence band critical point energies"

critical temperatures and pressures
  – in phase equilibria of mixtures: 6th Ed. IV/3 27 . . 275 (d)

cross sections
  – charge exchange: see "charge exchange cross sections"
  – scattering of charged particles at nuclei: 6th Ed. I/5 269 . . 365
  – for interactions of elementary particles: see the respective interactions

crosslinked thermosetted plastics
  – material values: 6th Ed. IV/1 524 . . 546

crystal classes

  – see also "symmetries, crystal classes, space groups"

crystal energy

crystal field parameters
  – boron containing oxides: III/27b 1 . . 285 (d)
  – ions in iron garnets: III/4a 353, III/12a 186, 187
  – ions in non-iron garnets: III/4b 26, 27, III/12a 298 . . 302
  – perovskite-type oxides based on 3d elements: III/ II/27f1 1 . . 345, III/27f 1 . . 307 (d)
  – perovskite layered cuprates: III/27f2 141 . . 136 (d)
  – perovskite-type oxides: III/27f3 1 . . 172 (d)
  – perovskites and perovskite related compounds: III/4a 136 . . 138

crystal growth
  – ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 2 in III/16a,b,28a,b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)
  – semiconductors

  – data in the chapters on semiconducting materials in volumes III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) c,d

  – see also 6th Ed. IV/2c 740 . . 748

crystal structure
  – actinide compounds: III/4a 110 . . 124 (d), III/12c 406 . . 484 (d)
  – bases, nucleosides, and nucleotides: VII/1a 22 . . 254
  – binary alloys: dispersed data in volumes IV/5a . . g
  – boron containing oxides: III/27b 1 . . 285 (d)
  – chromites (Cr spinels): III/4b 394 . . 421, 619 . . 646 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
  – cubic ferrites: III/4b 54 . . 393 (d), III/12b 55 . . 284, 744 . . 758 (d)
  – DNA and RNA helices in oriented fibers: VII/1b 31 . . 170
  – drug – oligonucleotide complexes: VII/1b 247 . . 276
  – elements: dispersed data in volumes IV/5a . . g
  – elements and inorganic solids: dispersed data in III/23a,b
  – elements and intermetallic phases

  – elements (and solid solutions of Ar, N2): III/6 1 . . 30, III/14a 1 . . 53, 386 . . 405
  – borides: III/6 41 . . 78, III/14a 54 . . 196, 406 . . 418
  – carbides: III/6 79 . . 137, III/14a 197 . . 318, 441 . . 458
  – hydrides: III/6 138 . . 156, III/14a 319 . . 385, 441 . . 458
  – intermetallic phases: III/6 175 . . 931
  – sulfides, selenides, tellurides: III/14b 1 . . 443, III/14b 2 . . 489, data also in III/6 175 . . 921
  – list of space group symbols for various settings: III/6 XVII . . XXII, III/14b1 1 . . 100
  – list of symmetry classes and Laue groups: III/6 XVI
  – list of symmetry elements: III/6 XV
  – ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 3 in III/16a,b,28a,b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)

  – garnets: III/4a 327 . . 330, III/12a 1 . . 52, III/12b 12 . . 17
--- location and environment of ions: in the unit cell: III/4a 327, 328, III/4b 12, 13, III/12a 2
--- oxygen coordinates, interionic spacings, bond angles: III/4a 328, III/4b 13 . . 16, III/12a 4 . . 22
--- lattice parameters: III/4a 329, III/4b 15, 16, III/12a 2 . . 40
--- site selectivity of various ions: III/12a 41 . . 44
--- influence of preparation: III/12a 44, 45

--- halides: III/27j1 1 . . 233 (d), III/27j2 1 . . 359 (d)
--- hexagonal ferrites: III/4b 547 . . 618 (d), III/12c 1 . . 46 (d)
--- inorganic compounds: 6th Ed. I/4 15 . . 218
--- iron garnets: III/27e 111 . . 112
--- iron oxides and iron-metal oxides: III/4a 1 . . 40 (d), III/12b 1 . . 53 (d)
--- metal – nucleotide complexes: VII/1b 171 . . 246
--- new theoretical models for the DNA structure: VII/1d 455 . . 486
--- nucleic acid bases: VII/1a 35 . . 133
--- nucleosides: VII/1a 134 . . 182
--- nucleotides: VII/1a 255 . . 360
--- organic compounds: 6th Ed. I/4 219 . . 517
--- organic crystals: topic of volumes III/5, III/10
--- oxides with ilmenite and corundum structure: III/27f3 173 . . 238 (d)
--- oxy-spinnels: III/27f1 . . 501 (d)
--- perovskite-type oxides: III/27f3 . . 172 (d)
--- perovskites and perovskite related compounds
--- ideal perovskite structure, influence of ionic size, localized- and collective electron ordering etc.: III/4a 31 . . 147
--- perovskite related structures, description: III/4a 190 . . 193
--- data for perovskites and perovskite related structures: III/4a 148 . . 206, III/12a 374 . . 428
--- pnictides and chalcogenides based on transition elements: III/27a 1 . . 425 (d)
--- rare earth compounds: III/4a 44 . . 109 (d), III/12c 59 . . 405 (d)
--- semiconductors: see subsections on structure and chemical bond in III/17  III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41)., also in III/22 (the data have been included into the subsection on lattice properties
--- spinels other than chromites and cubic ferrites: III/4b 422 . . 546 (d), III/12b 614 . . 743 (d)
--- superconductors: dispersed data in III/21a, b1, b2
--- symmetries, crystal classes, space groups: 6th Ed. I/4 1 . . 14
--- tRNAs: VII/1b 1 . . 30
--- Curie – Weiss constant
--- binary oxides of d transition elements: III/27g 1 . . 86 (d)
--- binary oxides of d transition elements: III/27g 87 . . 123 (d)
--- hexagonal ferrites: III/27g 124 . . 236 (d)
--- oxides with ilmenite and corundum structure: III/27f3 173 . . 238 (d)
--- Curie constant
--- amorphous oxides: III/27f3 239 . . 319 (d)
--- binary oxides of d transition elements: III/27g 1 . . 86 (d)
--- binary oxides of d transition elements: III/27g 87 . . 123 (d)
--- boron containing oxides: III/27h 1 . . 285 (d)
--- chromites (Cr spinels): III/4b 394 . . 421, 619 . . 646 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
--- cuprates, perovskite-type
--- see "perovskite-type layered cuprates"
--- Curie – Weiss constant
--- binary oxides of d transition elements: III/27g 1 . . 86 (d)
--- binary oxides of d transition elements: III/27g 87 . . 123 (d)
--- hexagonal ferrites: III/27g 124 . . 236 (d)
--- oxides with ilmenite and corundum structure: III/27f3 173 . . 238 (d)
- ferrites
  - cubic ferrites: III/4b 54 . . 393 (d), III/12b 55 . . 284, 744 . . 758 (d)
  - hexagonal ferrites: III/4b 547 . . 618 (d), III/12c 1 . . 46 (d)
  - halides: III/27f1 1 . . 233 (d), III/27f2 1 . . 359 (d)
  - hexagonal ferrites: III/27g 124 . . 236 (d)
  - iron garnets: III/4b 315 . . 367 (d), III/12c 53 . . 264 (d)
  - iron oxides and iron-metal oxides: III/4a 1 . . 40 (d), III/12b 1 . . 53 (d)
  - liquid quenched and sputtered magnetic alloys: dispersed data in III/19b
  - minerals: V/1b 320 . . 365
  - non-iron garnets: III/12a 272, 273
  - oxy-spinel: III/2d 1 . . 501 (d)
  - perovskite-type oxides: III/27h 1 . . 172 (d)
  - perovskites and perovskite related compounds: III/4a 214 . . 254, 269 . . 274 (d), III/14a 429 . . 479 (d)
  - pnictides and chalcogenides based on transition elements: III/27a 1 . . 425 (d)
  - rare earth compounds: III/4a 44 . . 109 (d), III/12c 59 . . 405 (d)
  - spinels other than chromites and cubic ferrites: III/4b 422 . . 546 (d), III/12b 614 . . 743 (d)

Curie constant, paraelectric
- ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 5a in III/16a,b,28a,b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)

Curie temperature, ferro- and antiferroelectric
- inorganic compounds: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
- piezoelectric substances: III/11 299 . . 326, III/18 185 . . 198

Curie temperature, ferro- and ferrimagnetic
- actinide compounds: III/4a 110 . . 124 (d), III/12c 406 . . 484 (d)
- alloys: 6th Ed.II/9 1-2 . . 1-111
- amorphous oxides: III/27f3 239 . . 319 (d)
- binary oxides of d transition elements: III/27g 1 . . 86 (d)
- boron containing oxides: III/27b 11 . . 285 (d)
- chromites (Cr spinels): III/4b 394 . . 421, 619 . . 646 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
- data for simple, coordination and organometallic transition metal compounds: II/2 2-1 . . 2-79 (d), II/8 46 . . 858 (d), II/10 29 . . 668 (d), II/11 46 . . 657 (d), II/12a 46 . . 572 (d)
- ferrites
  - cubic ferrites: III/4b 54 . . 393 (d), III/12b 55 . . 284, 744 . . 758 (d)
  - hexagonal ferrites: III/4b 547 . . 618 (d), III/12c 1 . . 46 (d)
  - halides: III/27f1 1 . . 233 (d), III/27f2 1 . . 359 (d)
  - hard magnetic alloys: dispersed data in III/19i2
  - hexagonal ferrites: III/27g 124 . . 236 (d)
  - inorganic compounds: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
  - iron garnets, III/12a 58 . . 74, III/27d 1 . . 16
  - iron oxides and iron-metal oxides: III/4b 41 . . 40 (d), III/12b 1 . . 53 (d)
  - liquid quenched and sputtered magnetic alloys: dispersed data in III/19b
  - lunar rocks: V/1b 548 . . 557 (d)
  - metallic alloys, elements and compounds: dispersed data in III/19a . . f, III/32a
  - metallic elements: 6th Ed.II/9 1 . . 25
  - minerals: V/1b 308 . . 365 (d)
  - non-iron garnets: III/12a 274
  - oxides with ilmenite and corundum structure: III/27r 173 . . 238 (d)
  - oxy-spinel: III/27d 1 . . 501 (d)
  - perovskite-type oxides: III/27h 1 . . 172 (d)
  - perovskites and perovskite related compounds: III/4a 148 . . 274 (d), III/12a 373 . . 479 (d)
  - pnictides and chalcogenides based on transition elements: III/27a 1 . . 425 (d)
  - pressure dependence in solids: IV/4 262 . . 281
  - rare earth compounds: III/4a 44 . . 109 (d), III/12c 59 . . 405 (d)
  - rocks: V/1b 366 . . 432 (d)
  - soft magnetic alloys: dispersed data in III/19b
  - spinels other than chromites and cubic ferrites: III/4b 422 . . 546 (d), III/12b 614 . . 743 (d)
  - superconductors: dispersed data in III/21a,b,1,2
Curie temperature, paraelectric
- piezoelectric substances: III/11 299 . . 326, III/12a 185 . . 198
- semiconductors: dispersed data in III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) f, III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) h

Curie temperature, paramagnetic
- actinide compounds: III/4a 110 . . 124 (d), III/12c 406 . . 484 (d)
- amorphous oxides: III/27f3 394 . . 421, III/12a 619 . . 646 (d)
- boron containing oxides: III/27a 1 . . 285 (d)
- chromites (Cr spinels): III/4b 173 . . 238 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
- data for simple, coordination and organo-metallic transition metal compounds: II/2 2-1 . . 2-379, II/8 46 . . 858, II/10 29 . . 668, II/11 46 . . 657, III/12a 46 . . 660
- halides: III/27j 1 . . 233 (d), III/27j 1 . . 359 (d)
- hexagonal ferrites: III/4b 422 . . 546 (d), III/12b 1 . . 46 (d)
- iron oxides and iron-metal oxides: III/4a 1 . . 40 (d), III/12b 53 (d)
- liquid quenched and sputtered magnetic alloys: dispersed data in III/19b
- metallic elements, alloys and compounds: dispersed data in III/19a . . f, III/32a III/32a
- non-iron garnets: III/4b 619 . . 646 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
- oxides with ilmenite and corundum structure: III/27f3 173 . . 238 (d)
- oxy-spinels: III/27d 1 . . 501 (d)
- perovskite-type oxides: III/27f3 1 . . 172 (d)
- perovskites and perovskite related compounds: III/4d 6 . . 274 (d), III/14a 429 . . 479 (d)
- rare earth compounds: III/4a 214 . . 367 (d), III/12c 59 . . 405 (d)
- semiconductors: see sections on semi-magnetic and magnetic semiconductors in III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) b,g,h
- spinels other than chromites and cubic ferrites: III/4b 422 . . 546 (d), III/12b 614 . . 743 (d)

curium
- crystal structure: III/14a 44
- superconducting properties: III/21a 198
- for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

curium compounds and alloys
- binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5c 263 . . 267
- photoemission spectra and related data: III/23b 269 . . 317
- superconducting properties: III/21a 198
- for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

currents in quantum flavourdynamics
- I/10 93 . . 251

cutting of metals
- technological aspects: 6th Ed.IV/2c 910 . . 918

cyclotron resonance
- semiconductors: 6th Ed.II/9 5-13 . . 5-22
D

D-meson
– properties and description in electroweak: theory I/10 53 . . 60

damage rates
– metals and alloys: III/25 1 . . 87 (d)
damping constant of sound
– technological aspects: 6th Ed. IV/1 812 . . 823
day light as light source
– technological aspects: 6th Ed. IV/3 881 . . 882
de Haas – Shubnikov effect
– semiconductors: 6th Ed. II/9 5-23
de Haas – van Alphen data
– disordered alloys: dispersed data in III/13a 196 . . 440
– metals
– – homogeneously strained metallic elements: dispersed data in III/13b 16 . . 247
– – metallic compounds: dispersed data in III/13a 196 . . 440
– – metallic elements: dispersed data in III/13c 26 . . 407
Debye – Waller factor
– inorganic compounds: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
– metallic elements: III/13a 7 . . 179
Debye function
– tables: 6th Ed. II/4 742 . . 749
Debye temperature
– binary oxides of d transition elements: III/27g 1 . . 86 (d)
– chromites (Cr spinels): III/4b 394 . . 421, 619 . . 646 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
– cubic ferrites: III/4b 54 . . 393 (d), III/12b 55 . . 284, 744 . . 758 (d)
– halides: III/27f 1 . . 233 (d), III/27j 1 . . 359 (d)
– hexagonal ferrites: III/27g 124 . . 236 (d)
– iron garnets: III/4e 351 . . 367 (d), III/12a 53 . . 264 (d)
– metallic elements, alloys and compounds: dispersed data in III/19a . . f, III/32a
– non-iron garnets: III/12a 550, 351, III/27c 218
– oxides with ilmenite and corundum structure: III/27f 173 . . 238 (d)
– perovskite-type oxides: III/27f 1 . . 172 (d)
– pnictides and chalcogenides based on transition elements: III/27a 1 . . 425 (d) decay
– rare earth compounds: dispersed data in III/21a . . b1,b2
– semiconductors: see subsections on lattice properties in III/17 III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) . . i,22a
– spinels other than chromites and cubic ferrites: III/4b 422 . . 546 (d), III/12a 614 . . 743 (d)
– superconductors: dispersed data in III/21a . . b1,b2

decay
– elementary particles, general formulae: I/6 9 . . 14

decay constants
– naturally radioactive atoms: 6th Ed. I/5 238 . . 265

decay coupling constants
– elementary particles: I/6 21 . . 37

decay energies
– levels and transitions: data in all chapters of I/1
– nuclear levels: 6th Ed. I/5 70 . . 181, 205 . . 217, 240 . . 265, 398 . . 413

decay times
– excited states in luminescence of organic substances: III/8 . . 190
decomposition
– decomposition temperature of chromites (Cr spinels):  III/4b 394 . . 421 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
decomposition equilibria
– pressure dependence in liquids and liquid systems:  IV/a 340 . . 358
deep traps
– semiconductors: see subsections on impurities and defects in the subvolumes of III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) and in III/22a

defect absorption in alkali halides
(Ssection 15 II in volume I of the 6th Edition)
– absorption in alkali halides caused by lattice defects: 6th Ed.II/4 981 . . 1007
defect saturation
– metals and alloys:  III/25 1 . . 87 (d)
defects
– activation energy: see "activation energy of defects"
– ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 16 in III/16a,b,28a,b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)
– iron oxides and iron-metal oxides: III/4a 1 . . 40 (d), III/12b 1 . . 53 (d)
– semiconductor technology: data in the chapters on semiconducting materials in III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) c,d
– solid surfaces III/24a 225 . . 362
– see also "impurities and defects"
def ormability
– of rocks:  V/1b 141 . . 194
def ormation potentials
– semiconductors: see subsections on electronic properties in III/17 III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41).e,i,22a
– shallow donors in semiconductors: see subsections on electronic properties in the subvolumes of III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) and in III/22a

deformed nuclei
– energy levels:  I/2 18
deliquescence
– ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 1b in III/16a,b,28a,b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)
demagnetization, adiabatic
– see "adiabatic demagnetization"
densities of liquid systems
Topic of volume V/1a chapter in volume V/1b
(see also new data in subvolumes IV/8B, IV/8C, IV/8D, IV/8E, IV/8F, IV/8G, IV/8H, IV/8I)
to find substances, please use the substance indexes starting from the LB-homepage).
For contents of the volume, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords
density
– definition, measurement, dissemination, maintenance, uncertainties: 0/a 2-136 . . 2-143
– alloys: 6th Ed.II/1 747 . . 791
– aqueous and non-aqueous solutions: 6th Ed.II/1 839 . . 917
– binary and ternary solutions with varying composition: 6th Ed.II/1 814 . . 833
– binary oxides of d transition elements: III/27g 1 . . 86 (d)
– chromites (Cr spinels): III/4b 394 . . 421, 619 . . 646 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
– coexisting phases of pure substances: 6th Ed.II/2a 185 . . 215
– cubic ferrites: III/4b 54 . . 393 (d), III/12b 55 . . 284, 744 . . 758 (d)
– earth’s interior: V/2a 87 . . 95
– elements: table in 0/b 3-343 . . 3-347, tables in the introductions of IV/5a . . g, 6th Ed.II/1 379 . . 448
– elements and intermetallic solids: dispersed data in III/6 14
– ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 1b in III/16a,b,28a,b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)
– glasses: 6th Ed.II/1 800 . . 813
– halides:  III/27j1 . . 233 (d), III/27j2 . . 359 (d)
– hard magnetic alloys:  dispersed data in III/19i2
– hexagonal ferrites:  III/4b 547 . . 618 (d), III/12c 1 . . 46 (d), III/27g 124 . . 236 (d)
– ice in the ocean:  V/3c 168, 169
– inorganic compounds:  dispersed data in III/7a . . f, 6th Ed.II/1 449 . . 631
– iron garnets:  III/4a 315 . . 367 (d), III/12a 53 . . 264 (d)
– iron oxides and non-metal oxides:  III/4a 1 . . 40 (d), III/12b 1 . . 53 (d)
– liquid helium:  II/5 227
– liquids:  II/5 2 . . 49, 64, 65,
– liquid systems
  – non-aqueous solutions:  IV/1a 1 . . 560
  – ternary and polynary aqueous solutions:  IV/1a 656 . . 716
  – binary aqueous solutions:  IV/1b 1 . . 207
– elements:  6th Ed.II/2a 186, 187
– inorganic substances:  6th Ed.II/2a 188 . . 192
– organic substances:  6th Ed.II/2a 197 . . 207
– binary mixtures:  6th Ed.II/2a 208 . . 212
– lunar rocks:  V/1b 513, 514
– mercury:  6th Ed.II/1 37, 6th Ed.IV/1 128
– minerals:  6th Ed.II/1 313 . . 323, V/1a 66 . . 113
– minerals and rocks under shock wave compression:  V/1a 120 . . 181
– non-iron garnets:  III/4 1 . . 49 (d), III/12a 265 . . 367 (d)
– organic compounds:  III/5a,b,10a,b
– organic substances:  6th Ed.II/1 632 . . 718
– oxy-spinel:  III/27d 1 . . 501 (d)
– piezoelectric substances:  6th Ed.II/2a 419 . . 422
– pnictides and chalcogenides based on transition elements:  III/27a 1 . . 425 (d)
– pressure dependence in liquids and liquid systems:  IV/d 131 . . 160
– pressure dependence in solids:  IV/d 71 . . 130
– pure iron, cast iron and various steels:  6th Ed.IV/2a 131 . . 132
– pyroelectric crystals:  II/11 478 . . 484
– rare earth compounds:  III/4a 44 . . 109 (d), III/12c 59 . . 405 (d)
– rocks:  V/1a 113 . . 119, 6th Ed.III 324
– sea water:  V/3a 237 . . 242
– semiconductors:  see subsections on further properties in III/17 III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) , 6th Ed.II/2a these data have been included into the subsections on lattice properties
– spinels other than chromites and cubic ferrites:  III/4b 422 . . 546 (d), III/12b 614 . . 743 (d)
– water and water vapor:  6th Ed.II/1 1449 . . 459, 6th Ed.IV/1 101, 102, 6th Ed.IV/4a 417 . . 542

density of coexisting phases
(Section 22 12 in volume II/2a of the 6th Edition)
– densities for liquids and its coexisting vapour for elements, inorganic and organic substances and two-component systems: 6th Ed.II/2a 185 . . 215

density of states in energy bands
– elements and inorganic solids:  dispersed data in III/23a b
– metallic elements, alloys and compounds:  dispersed data in III/19a . . f, III/32a III/32a
– semiconductors:  see subsections on electronic properties in III/17 III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) , 6th Ed.II/2a these data have been included into the subsections on lattice properties
– see also 6th Ed.II/3 763 . . 807

density, thermal expansion and compressibility of gases
(Section 21 11 in volume II/1 of the 6th Edition)
– data for density, thermal expansion and compressibility in equilibrium as function of pressure and temperature, second and higher virial coefficients, intermolecular forces, equations of state, fugacity, critical parameters: 6th Ed.II/1 61 . . 377

density, thermal expansion and compressibility of liquids and solids
(Section 21 12 in volume II/1 of the 6th Edition)
– data for density, thermal expansion and compressibility in equilibrium as function of pressure and temperature for elements, inorganic and organic compounds, high polymers, volume change at the melting point, elastic constants of elements: 6th Ed.II/1 378 . . 731

density, thermal expansion and compressibility of solid and liquid solutions and mixtures
(Section 21 13 in volume II/1 of the 6th Edition)
– data for density, thermal expansion and compressibility in equilibrium as function of pressure and temperature for alloys, minerals, porcelain, glasses, solid solutions with varying composition, aqueous and non-aqueous solutions, elastic constants of special alloys: 6th Ed. II/1 61 . . 817

depolarization by light scattering
– liquids and solutions: 6th Ed. II/8 815 . . 844

deposited SI units
– 0/a 2-119 . . 2-391

desorption and desulfurization alloys
– properties: 6th Ed. IV/2a 881 . . 888

desoxiribonucleic acid
– calorimetric data: VII/1c 241 . . 256
– dipole moments and related data: VII/1d 295 . . 307
– electrostatic potentials, fields and accessibilities: VII/1d 349 . . 414
– energetics of DNA double helices: VII/1c 228 . . 240
– flexibility and dynamics: VII/1d 436 . . 454
– interaction with metal ions: VII/1c 277 . . 445
– depolarization by light scattering: VII/1c 257 . . 276
– sedimentation: VII/1c 257 . . 276
– solution properties: VII/1c 257 . . 445
– structure of DNA in oriented fibers: VII/1b 31 . . 170
– supercoiled DNA: VII/1d 30
– superhelix density: VII/1c 5 . . 7
– viscosity: VII/1c 257 . . 276

detonation
– 6th Ed. IV/4b 393 . . 408

detectors
– excitation functions for radionuclide production: I/13f 7 . . 340

detectors
– nuclear quadrupole resonance data: II/20a 82 . . 137, III/31a 82 . . 125
– for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

deuterium compounds and alloys
– superconducting properties: III/21a 240 . . 242, 499
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

detectors
– differential elastic cross sections: I/9a 287 . . 291, 322 . . 324
– integrated elastic cross sections: I/9a 7, 8, 12 . . 14, 16
– total cross sections I/9a 12

device preparation
– semiconductor technology: data in the chapters on semiconducting materials in III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) c,d

dew point curves for boiling mixtures
– 6th Ed. IV/3 27 . . 343

diamagnetic and electrical polarizability and molecular refractions of atoms and ions
(Sections 13 26 and 13 27 in volume I/1 of the 6th Edition)
Contents: data for atoms, their ions and for molecule ions

diamagnetic anisotropy
– asymmetric top molecules: II/6 2-423 . . 2-448, II/14a 772 . . 785, II/14b 311, II/19c 284 . . 295
– chromites (Cr spinels): III/4b 394 . . 421, 619 . . 646 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
– cubic ferrites: III/4b 54 . . 393 (d), III/12c 55 . . 284, 744 . . 758 (d)
– elements: 6th Ed. II/10 141 . . 147
– garnets: III/12c 22T . . 223
– halides: III/27/1 233 (d), III/27/2 359 (d)
– hexagonal ferrites: III/4b 547 . . 618 (d), III/12c 1 . . 46 (d)
– inorganic and organometallic crystals and molecules: II/16 445 . . 453
– inorganic substances: 6th Ed. II/10 148 . . 167
– iron oxides and iron-metal oxides: III/4a 1 . . 40 (d), III/12b 1 . . 53 (d)
– linear and symmetric top molecules: II/6 2-402 . . 2-422, II/14a 755 . . 771, II/14b 308 . . 310, II/19c 263 . . 283
– minerals: V/1 308 . . 365 (d)
– organic crystals and molecules: II/16 403 . . 439
– organic substances: 6th Ed. II/10 141 . . 167
– rare earth compounds: III/4a 44 . . 109 (d), III/12c 59 . . 405 (d)
– rocks: V/1b 366 . . 432 (d)
diamagnetic corrections
– II/2 1-5, II/8 1-4, II/11 5, II/12a 5
diamagnetic polarizability
– atoms, atomic and molecule ions: 6th Ed. I/1 394 . . 398
diamagnetic susceptibility
– anions and cations: II/2 1-16, 1-17, II/8 27, 28, II/10 12, 13, II/11 27, 28
– contributions of several ions (calculated): II/16 400 . . 401
– diamagnetic and paramagnetic ions: III/1 25
– inorganic and organometallic compounds: II/16 265 . . 385
– inorganic materials: 6th Ed. II/10 1 . . 65
– metallic elements: 6th Ed. II/9 1 . . 25
– methylene group in various compounds: II/16 399
– mixtures: II/16 386 . . 398
– organic compounds: II/16 14 . . 265
– organic substances: 6th Ed. II/10 66 . . 140
– pnictides and chalcogenides based on transition elements: III/27a 1 . . 425 (d)
– the methylene group in various compounds: II/16 399
diamagnetic susceptibilities and diamagnetic anisotropy
(Sections 2 10 1 and 2 10 2 in volume II/10 of the 6th Edition)
– data for elements, inorganic and organic substances: II/10 1 . . 167
diamagnetic susceptibility of crystals, mixtures and molecules
Topic of volume II/16
For contents of the volume, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords

diamond
– band structure and core levels: III/23a 12 . . 14
– crystal structure: III/1 26, III/14a 16
– electronic structure of surfaces: II/24b 362 . . 366
– impurities and defects: III/22b 173 . . 206
– semiconducting properties: III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) 349 . . 358, III/22a 9 . . 13, 261, 262
– for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage
diatomic molecules
– centrifugal distortion constants: II/4 14, II/6 2-1 . . 2-37, II/14a 5 . . 36, II/14b 291 . . 295, II/19a 5 . . 40
– Dunham coefficients: II/6 2-1 . . 2-37, II/14a 5 . . 36, II/14b 291 . . 295, II/19a 5 . . 40
– electric dipole moments: II/4 138, 139, II/6 2-260 . . 2-271, II/14a 584 . . 589, II/14b 301, II/19c 5 . . 13
– electric quadrupole moments: II/6 2-383 . . 2-401, II/14a 745 . . 754, II/14b 306 . . 308, II/19c 256 . . 262
– g-factor: II/6 2-383 . . 2-401, II/14b 745 . . 754, II/14b 306 . . 308, II/19c 256 . . 262
– interatomic distances and bond angles: II/6 2-1 . . 2-37, II/14a 5 . . 36, II/14b 291 . . 295, II/21 459, II/23 405
– isotopic masses and mass ratios of molecules: II/4 14, II/6 2-1 . . 2-37, II/14a 5 . . 36, II/14b 291 . . 295, II/19a 5 . . 40
– magnetic constants: II/6 2-383 . . 2-401, II/14a 745 . . 754, II/14b 306 . . 308, II/19c 256 . . 262
– magnetic shielding constants: II/6 2-383 . . 2-401, II/14a 745 . . 754, II/14b 306 . . 308, II/19c 256 . . 262
– magnetic susceptibility: II/6 2-383 . . 2-401, II/14a 745 . . 754, II/14b 306 . . 308, II/19c 256 . . 262
– molecular structure: II/21 459 . . 460, II/23 405
diatomic radicals
– quadrupole coupling constants: II/4 156 . . 163, II/6 2-305 . . 2-319, II/14a 644 . . 653, II/14b 302 . . 305, II/19c 99 . . 110
– rotation-vibration interaction constants: II/4 14, II/6 2-1 . . 2-37, II/14a 5 . . 36, II/14b 291 . . 295, II/19c 5 . . 13
– rotational constants: II/4 14, II/6 2-1 . . 2-37, II/14a 5 . . 36, II/14b 291 . . 295, II/19c 5 . . 13, 6th Ed. I/3 50, 691 . . 702
– spin-rotation and spin-spin coupling constants: II/6 2-383 . . 2-401, II/14a 745 . . 754, II/14b 306 . . 308, II/19c 256 . . 262
diatomic radicals
- II/6 5-1 . . 5-90 (d), II/14b 24 . . 170 (d), II/19d1 5 . . 209 (d)
dichroism, magnetic
- iron garnets: III/27c 103
dichroism, optic
- chromites (Cr spinels): III/4b 394 . . 421 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
dielectric constant, also complex
- binary oxides of d transition elements: III/27g 1 . . 86 (d)
- boron containing oxides: III/27h 1 . . 285 (d)
- chromites (Cr spinels): III/4b 394 . . 421, 619 . . 646 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
- crystalline liquids: 6th Ed.II/6 607 . . 612
cubic ferrites: III/4b 54 . . 393 (d), III/12b 55 . . 284, 744 . . 758 (d)
- ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 5a in III/16a,28a,b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)
gases: 6th Ed.II/6 871 . . 908
- halides: III/27i 1 . . 233 (d), III/27j 1 . . 359 (d)
hexagonal ferrites: III/4b 547 . . 646 (d), III/12c 1 . . 46 (d), III/27g 124 . . 236 (d)
- ice: V/1b 487 . . 493
- inorganic compounds: 6th Ed.II/6 451 . . 558
- liquid crystals: 6th Ed.II/6 607 . . 612
- liquids: 6th Ed.II/6 613 . . 742
- lunar rocks: V/1b 538 . . 547
- minerals: V/1b 254 . . 257
- metals: III/15b 222 . . 371
- non-iron garnets: III/12b 359
- organic substances: 6th Ed.II/6 559 . . 606
- oxy-spinels: III/27a 1 . . 501 (d)
- perovskite-type oxides: III/27e 1 . . 172 (d)
- piezoelectric crystals: 6th Ed.II/6 438 . . 446
- piezoelectric substances: III/1 88 . . 95, III/2 66 . . 74, III/11 328 . . 361, II/18 199 . . 223, II/29b 45 . . 94
dielectric constants of solids, liquids and gases
- temperature dependence: III/29b 95 . . 99
- pressure dependence in liquids and liquid systems: IV/d 282 . . 283
- pressure dependence in solids: IV/a 262 . . 281
- pure liquids and binary liquid mixtures: IV/6 1 . . 521
- rare earth compounds: III/4a 44 . . 109 (d), III/12c 59 . . 405 (d)
rocks: V/1b 257 . . 261
- semiconductors: see subsections on optical properties in III/17 III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) . .i,122a
- solutions
  - aqueous solutions: 6th Ed.II/6 742 . . 787
  - non-aqueous solutions: 6th Ed.II/6 787 . . 870
- spinels other than chromites and cubic ferrites: III/4b 422 . . 546 (d), III/12b 614 . . 743 (d)
- technologically important insulators: 6th Ed.IV/3 204 . . 736
dielectric constants of solids, liquids and gases
- (Section 27 4 in volume II/6 of the 6th Edition)
non-iron garnets
- dielectric constants (static and high frequency) and related parameters for inorganic and organic solids, liquid crystals, pure liquids, aqueous and non-aqueous solutions and of gases: 6th Ed.II/6 449 . . 928
dielectric polarization
do see "polarization, dielectric"
dielectric properties, nonlinear
- see "nonlinear dielectric properties"
dielectric susceptibility, nonlinear
- see "nonlinear dielectric susceptibility"
diffusion
- see the enumeration of keywords to "electronic and nonelectronic transport, diffusion" in the Guide to the Keywords
- diffusion in gases and liquids
- (Section 25 2 in volume II/5a of the 6th Edition)
diffusion in metals
(Section 25 3 in volume II/5b of the 6th Edition)
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diffusion in non-metals
Topic of volume III/33. Semiconductors see III/33A other than Semiconductors see III/33B1

diffusion in solid metals and alloys
For contents of the volume, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords
diffusion, further data
– hard magnetic alloys: dispersed data in III/19i2
– He in metals: III/25 386 .. 396 (d)
– impurities and defects in semiconductors: dispersed data in III/22b
– oxy-spinels: III/27d 1 .. 501 (d)
– pressure dependence in liquids and liquid systems: IV/4 224 .. 261
– pressure dependence in solids: IV/4 185 .. 223
– rocks and minerals: V/II 213 .. 232 (d)
– sea water: V/3a 257, 258
– semiconductor technology: data in the chapters on semiconducting materials in III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) c,d
– soft magnetic alloys: dispersed data in III/19i1
diffusion, surface
– see "surface diffusion"
dilution enthalpy
– see "enthalpy of mixing, solution and dilution of binary and polynary systems"
dimer and excimer fluorescence
– fluorescence emission bands: II/3 296 .. 338
dipole moments and related data
– of DNA and RNA: VII/1d 295 .. 307
dipole moments, electric
– see "electric dipole moments"
directional solidification
– semiconductor technology: data in the chapters on semiconducting materials in III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) c,d
directions of orientation
– in epitaxy of inorganic and organic compounds: dispersed data in III/8
dislocations
– diffusion in dislocations: III/26 626 .. 629
– ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 16 in III/16a,b,28a,b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)
disorder energies
– ionic conductors: 6th Ed.II/6 229
dispersion
– air: 6th Ed.II/8 878
– isotropic compounds: 6th Ed.II/8 879 .. 887
dispersion filters
– technological aspects: 6th Ed.IV/3 957
displacement energies of defects
– metals and alloys: III/25 1 .. 87 (d)
displacement energy maps
– metals and alloys: III/25 . . 87 (d)

dissociation constant
– electrolytic: 6th Ed.II/7 839 . . 937

dissociation energies
– of chemical bonds: see "binding and dissociation energies of chemical bonds"

dissociation enthalpy
– see "enthalpy of activation and of dissociation"

dissociation entropy
– see "entropy of activation and dissociation"

dissociation equilibria
– pressure dependence in liquids and liquid systems: IV/A 161 . 184

distances, internuclear
– see "internuclear distances"

distribution coefficients
– semiconductor technology: data in the chapters on semiconducting materials in III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) c,d

domain wall velocity
– perovskite-type oxides: III/27f3 . . 1 . . 172 (d)

domains, electric
– ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 15 in III/16a,b,28a,b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)

domains, magnetic
– see "magnetic domains"

doping of semiconductors
– technological aspects: 6th Ed.IV/2c 749 . . 762

dose equivalent
– conversion factors for various particles: I/11 . . 15
– data for incident photons and neutrons: I/17 . . 10
– definition and application of dose equivalent: 0/a 2-325 . . 2-326
– definition: I/11 . . 8, 56
– operational dose equivalent quantities: 0/a 2-327
– relative biological effectiveness and quality factor: 0/a 2-324
– standards and determination of dose equivalent: 0/a 2-327
– uncertainty in the determination of dose equivalent: 0/a 2-328 . . 2-329

dose, absorbed
– see "absorbed dose"

dosimetry, X-radiation
– 6th Ed.IV/3 990 . . 998

double stars
– astrometric binaries and stars with invisible companions: VI/1 515 . . 516, VI/2b 393 . . 394
– binary systems: VI/1 489, VI/2b 383
– general, classification: VI/1 487 . . 490, VI/2b 381 . . 387
– orbital elements: VI/1 488, VI/2b 382
– photometric binaries: VI/1 508 . . 514, VI/2b 408 . . 419
– photometric or eclipsing binaries: VI/1 508 . . 514, VI/2b 407 . . 417
– spectroscopic binaries: VI/1 501 . . 507, VI/2b 395 . . 402
– visual double stars: VI/1 490 . . 496, VI/2b 387 . . 392
– wide pairs: VI/1 497 . . 500, VI/2b 387 . . 392
– X-ray binaries: VI/2b 403 . . 406
– for updates and additional data see VI/3b 263 . . 302
– see also 6th Ed. III 178 . . 189
Drude parameters
- binary metallic alloys: III/15b 377 . . 381
- metals: III/15b 212 . . 222

Drug – oligonucleotide complexes
- crystal structure: VII/1b 247 . . 276

Dunham coefficients
- diatomic molecules: II/6 2-1 . . 2-37, II/14a 5 . . 36, II/14b 291 . . 295, II/19a 5 . . 40

Dust
- interplanetary: see "interplanetary dust"
- interstellar: see "interstellar dust"

Dynamics of the Earth – Moon System
- V/2a 299 . . 310

Dynamics of the Earth’s Atmosphere
- elementary dynamical relations
  - useful parameters as a function of latitude: V/4a 45 . . 52
  - significant wind approximations: V/4a 52 . . 63
  - equations and principles of large scale dynamics: V/4a 1 . . 36

Dysprosium
- band structure and Fermi surfaces: III/13c 130 . . 131
- crystal structure: III/6 8, III/14a 12
- electronic structure of surfaces: II/24b 332
- phonon dispersion and frequency spectra: III/13a 52
- photoemission spectra and related data: III/23a 391–396
- superconducting properties: III/21a 243, 500
- thermal conductivity: III/15c 20 . . 21, 72
- for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

Dysprosium compounds and alloys
- binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5e 1 . . 56
- for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage
ear, human
– 6th Ed.IV 1 837 . . 846

earth
– abundances of elements: 6th Ed.II 1 58
– dimensions and figure: VI 1 156
– gravity field and figure: V/2a 311 . . 356
– interior: 6th Ed.III 375 . . 395
– magnetic field: V/2b 31 . . 242
– sources: V/2b 71
– magnetic field on the surface and in the interior: V/2b 74 . . 183
– palaeomagnetism and archaeomagnetism: V/2b 182 . . 234
– orbital motion: VI 1 157
– planetology of the terrestrial planets: V/2a 379 . . 417
– properties: V/2a 47 . . 310, V/2b 1 . . 30, 370 . . 436
– composition of the earth's interior: V/2a 248 . . 258
– electrical properties of the earth's interior: V/2b 370 . . 433
– heat flow data, continental: V/2b 1 . . 15
– heat flow data, oceanic: V/2b 207 . . 241
– heat transport in the earth's interior: V/2b 20 . . 23
– radioactive heat production: V/2a 242 . . 247
– seismicity: V/2a 47 . . 83
– structure and properties of the earth's interior: V/2a 384 . . 96
– structure of the earth's crust and upper mantle: V/2a 97 . . 206
– temperature profile of the earth's interior: V/2b 20 . . 23
– tidal friction and dynamics of the earth – moon system: V/2a 299 . . 310
– tides of the earth: V/2a 259 . . 298
– rotation of the earth, precession: VI 1 156
– theories and hypotheses of global tectonics: V/2b 298 . . 362
– motion in the earth's core and core – mantle coupling: V/2a 377, 378
– transport of masses in the earth's interior: V/2a 357 . . 378, V/2b 243 . . 369
– relief of the earth's surface: V/2b 243 . . 264
– relief of the sea floor: V/2b 266 . . 294
– recent crustal movements: V/2a 357 . . 374
– see also 6th Ed. III 369 . . 395

earth in the planetary system
– basic system of reference: V/2a 14, 15
– motion: V/2a 9 . . 46
– nutation: V/2a 20 . . 25
– orbital motion: V/2a 15
– origin, accretion models: V/2a 1 . . 8
– primary parameters of rotational motion: V/2a 18, 19
– rotation: V/2a 25 . . 43

earth's atmosphere
– influence on astronomical observations: VI 1 48 . . 61
– astronomical extinction: VI 1 50 . . 53, VI/2a 24, VI/2b 45 . . 47
– astronomical refraction: VI 1 48 . . 50
– atmospheric turbulence, scintillation: VI 1 56 . . 59
– brightness of twilight and night sky: VI 1 60, 61
– refraction and extinction of radio waves: VI 1 53 . . 56
– numerical values: V/2a 17
– thermodynamical and dynamical structures: V/4a 1 . . 491
– data for the basic structure: V/4a 37 . . 139
– equations and principles of atmospheric large scale dynamics: V/4a 1 . . 36
– the observed circulation of the earth's atmosphere: V/4a 140 . . 453
– tidal friction and dynamics: V/2a 299 . . 310
– see also "circulation of the earth's atmosphere"
earth's core
– motion: \( V/2a \)377, 378

earth's crust
– structure: \( V/2a \)97 . . 206

earth's interior
– bulk modulus: \( V/2a \)89 . . 95
– density: \( V/2a \)87 . . 95
– elastic properties: \( V/2a \)84 . . 96
– Poisson's ratio: \( V/2a \)89 . . 95
– pressure: \( V/2a \)89 . . 95
– rheological properties: \( V/2a \)84 . . 96
– shear modulus: \( V/2a \)89 . . 95
– structure and properties: \( V/2a \)84 . . 96
– transport of masses: \( V/2a \)357 . . 378, \( V/2b \)243 . . 369

earth's magnetism
– 6th Ed. III 396 . . 425, 728 . . 766

earth's mantle
– abundance of the elements: \( V/2a \)2,3
– viscosity: \( V/2a \)86

earth's surface
– relief: \( V/2b \)243 . . 264

earthquakes
– 6th Ed. III 375 . . 384

ebulloscopic constants
– inorganic and organic solvents: 6th Ed.II/2a 917 . . 919

eddies heat
– in the earth's atmosphere: \( V/4a \)153 . . 156, 163, 164, 222 . . 239, 6

edge angles
– solid – liquid interfaces, interfacial films on water: 6th Ed.\( I/3 \)473 . . 486

effective ionic charge
– semiconductors: see subsections on structure and chemical: bond in the subvolumes of \( III/17 \) (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of \( III/41 \)) and on lattice properties in \( III/22a \)

effective mass
– charge carriers in semiconductors: see subsections on electronic properties in \( III/17 \) \( III/17 \) (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of \( III/41 \)) \( III/15b \)212 . . 222

effective range parameters and coupling constants of stable vertices
– \( I/6 \) 38 . . 43

efflorescence
– ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 1b in \( III/16a,b \)28a,b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of \( III/36 \))

Einstein – de Haas effect
– 6th Ed.II/9 1-200 . . 1-202

einsteinium
– crystal structure: \( III/14a \)13
– for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

einsteinium compounds and alloys
– binary phase diagrams and related data: \( IV/5e \)110
– photoemission spectra and related data: \( III/23b \)321 . . 322
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage
elastic constants

- alloys: 6th Ed.I/1 834 . . 838
- ceramics: 6th Ed.I/1 838
- chromites (Cr spinels): III/4b 394 . . 421, 619 . . 646 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
- crystals
  - second order
    - pressure dependence: III/1 19, 70, III/2 15, 16, 60, III/11 100 . . 108, 193, 196, 199 . . 201, III/18 157 . . 139, III/29a 272 . . 295
  - third order
    - temperature dependence: III/11 277 . . 279, III/18 174 . . 176
  - higher order
    - elastic constants: III/11 275, 276, III/18 168 . . 173, III/29a 663 . . 665
    - temperature dependence: III/11 279
- cubic ferrites: III/4b 54 . . 393 (d), III/12b 55 . . 284, 744 . . 758 (d)
- elements: 6th Ed.I/1 732 . . 746

elastic constants of dielectric crystals

Chapters in III/1, III/2, III/11, III/18, volume III/29a.
For contents of the chapters, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords

elastic properties

- earth's interior: V/2a 84 . . 96
- ice: V/18 496 . . 500
– perovskite-type oxides based on 3d elements: III/27f1 1 . . 345, III/27β 1 . . 307 (d)
– perovskite layered cuprates: III/27f2 255 . . 258 (d)
– perovskite-type oxides: III/27f3 1 . . 172 (d)
– perovskites and perovskite related compounds: III/27 214 . . 254, 269 . . 274 (d)
– pnictides and chalcogenides based on transition elements: III/4a 1 . . 429 . . 479 (d)
– pressure dependence in liquids and liquid systems: IV/4 224 . . 261
– pressure dependence in solids: IV/4 185 . . 223
– rare earth compounds: III/4a 44 . . 109 (d), III/12c 59 . . 405 (d)
– rocks and minerals: V/1b 239 . . 253
– rocks and minerals at high temperatures and pressures: V/1b 291 . . 307
– rocks containing electrolytes: V/1b 276 . . 290
– semiconductors: see subsections on transport properties in III/17  III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) ,e..i,22a, see also 6th Ed.I/6 224 . . 413
– spinels other than chromites and cubic ferrites: III/4b 422 . . 546 (d), III/12b 614 . . 743 (d)
– technological important materials: 6th Ed.V/3 1 . . 40
– terrestrial planets and their satellites: V/2a 409 . . 412
– thermogalvanic and related effects: 6th Ed.I/6 909 . . 1018
electrical conductivity of ionic conductors
(Section 27 12 in volume II/6 of the 6th Edition)
– conductivity, disorder energies, threshold energies: 6th Ed.I/6 223 . . 241
electrical conductivity of metals
(Section 27 111 in volume II/6 of the 6th Edition)
electrical conductivity of molten salts
(Sectio 27 61 in volume II/7 of the 6th Edition)
– inorganic salts, organic salts, mixed inorganic and organic salts: 6th Ed.II/7 1 . . 14
electrical conductivity of pure liquids
(Section 27 62 in volume II/7 of the 6th Edition)
– data for elements, inorganic and organic liquids: 6th Ed.II/7 15 . . 26
electrical conductivity, transference numbers and ionic conductivity of aqueous and non-aqueous solutions
(Sectio 27 63 in volume II/7 of the 6th Edition)
– conductivity in aqueous solutions, frequency and field dependence, transference numbers of ions and ionic conductivity in aqueous solutions, electrolytes in heavy water; conductivity in inorganic and organic solvents, in mixtures of solvents, ionic mobilities, Walden products, transference numbers: 6th Ed.II/7 27 . . 281
electrical dipole moments
– ions
  – linear triatomic molecule ions: II/19d2 298 . . 319
  – non-linear triatomic molecule ions: II/19d2 320 . . 326
  – polyatomic molecule ions: II/19d2 327 . . 355
  – molecules
    – asymmetric top molecules: II/4 140 . . 151, II/6 2-277 . . 2-304, 6-9, II/14a 598 . . 643, II/14c 39 . . 98
    – diatomic molecules: II/4 138, 139, II/6 2-230 . . 2-276, II/14a 584 . . 589, II/14b 301, II/19c 5 . . 13
    – linear triatomic molecules: II/20b1 1 . . 446, II/20b2α 1 . . 415, II/20b2β 1 . . 345 (d)
  – radicals
    – diatomic radicals: II/6 5-1 . . 5-90, II/14b 24 . . 170 (d), II/19d1 5 . . 209 (d)
    – tricatomic and polyatomic radicals: II/6 5-91 . . 5-131, II/14b 771 . . 290 (d), II/19d2 6 . . 298 (d)
electrical domains
  – see "domains, electric"
electrical engineering
– conduction of electricity in gases: 6th Ed.IV/3 58 . . 208
– conduction of electricity in liquids: 6th Ed.IV/3 41 . . 57
– conduction of electricity in solids: 6th Ed.IV/3 40
– insulating materials: 6th Ed.IV/3 209 . . 736
– magnetic materials: 6th Ed.IV/3 737 . . 843
electrical field
– definitions, measuring methods, units, standards: 0/a 2-227 . . 2-267

electrical moments of molecules
(Section 14 208 in volume I/3 of the 6th Edition)
– elements: 6th Ed.I/3 388
– inorganic molecules: 6th Ed.I/3 388 . . 392
– organic molecules: 6th Ed.I/3 393 . . 492
– dependence on solutes: 6th Ed.I/3 493 . . 508

electrical polarizability
– atoms, atomic and molecule ions: 6th Ed.I/1 399 . . 404

electrical properties
– actinide compounds: III/4a 110 . . 124 (d), III/12c 406 . . 484 (d)
– chromites (Cr spinels): III/4b 394 . . 421, 619 . . 646 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
– cubic ferrites: III/4b 547 . . 618 (d), III/12c 1 . . 46 (d)
– ice: V/1b 487 . . 493
– iron garnets: III/4a 353, III/12a 230 . . 234, III/27c 107 . . 110
– non-iron garnets: III/12a 359, III/27c 237 . . 242
– perovskite-type oxides: III/27d 1 . . 172 (d)
– pure iron, cast iron and various steels: 6th Ed.IV/2a 223 . . 243
– rare earth compounds: III/4a 44 . . 109 (d), III/12c 59 . . 405 (d)
– rocks: 6th Ed.III 349 . . 352
– rocks and minerals: V/1b 239 . . 307
– spinels other than chromites and cubic ferrites: III/4b 422 . . 546 (d), III/12b 614 . . 743 (d)
– the earth's interior: V/2b 370 . . 433

electrical properties
– see the enumeration of keywords to "electrical properties" in the Guide to the Keywords

electrical quadrupole moment
– asymmetric top molecules: II/6 2-423 . . 2-448, II/14a 772 . . 785, II/14b 331, II/19c 284 . . 295
– data from nuclear quadrupole resonance spectroscopy: III/20a 80 . . 677, III/20b 8 . . 717, III/20c 8 . . 799, III/31a 79 . . 437,
III/31b 8 . . 198 (d)
– diatomic molecules: II/6 2-383 . . 2-401, II/14a 745 . . 754, II/14b 306 . . 308, II/19c 256 . . 262
– linear and symmetric top molecules: II/6 2-402 . . 2-422, II/14a 755 . . 771, II/14b 308 . . 310, II/19c 263 . . 283

electrical resistivity
– definition, realization, measurement: 0/a 2-259 . . 2-267

electrical resistivity
– amorphous oxides: III/27d 239 . . 319 (d)
– binary oxides of d transition elements: III/27g 1 . . 86 (d)
– binary oxides of d transition elements: III/27g 87 . . 123 (d)
– boron containing oxides: III/27b 1 . . 285 (d)
– hexagonal ferrites: III/27c 124 . . 236 (d)
– liquid quenched and sputtered magnetic alloys: dispersed data in II/19h
– metals: 6th Ed.I/6 1 . . 108
– oxy-spinels: III/27c 501 (d)
– perovskite-type oxides: III/27d 1 . . 172 (d)
– pnictides and chalcogenides based on transition elements: III/27a 1 . . 425 (d)
– soft magnetic alloys: dispersed data in III/19i

electrical resistivity of metals and alloys
Chapter in volumes III/15a,b.
For contents of the chapter, data presented and
arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords

electricity, atmospheric
– see "atmospheric electricity"

t Electoral properties
– ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 5 in III/16a,b,28a,b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)
electrochemical activity coefficient
– see "activity coefficient, electrochemical"

**electrochemistry**
– see the enumeration of keywords to "electrochemistry" in the Guide to the Keywords
electrogyration coefficient
– III/11 555 . . 605, III/18 431 . . 446, III/30a 288 . . 293
electrokinetic potentials
– 6th Ed.II/7 727 . . 746
electromagnetic cascades
– see "cascades, electromagnetic"
electromagnetic current
– four particle final states in e^+e^- - interactions: I/10 107 . . 108
– general considerations: I/10 93 . . 95
– three particle final states in e^+e^- - interactions: I/10 103 . . 106
– two-particle final states in e^+e^- interactions: I/10 96 . . 102
electromagnetic form factors and SU(3)-comparison
– I/6 44 . . 48
electromechanical coupling factors
– III/11 287 . . 470, III/18 180 . . 324, III/29b 45 . . 324
electromechanical properties
– ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 7 in III/16a,b,28a,b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)
electromechanical properties, nonlinear
– see "nonlinear electromechanical properties"
electromotive forces
– reversible potentials, standard potentials, electromotoric forces of galvanic elements in aqueous and non-aqueous solutions, in salt melts; irreversible potentials: 6th Ed.II/7 747 . . 832
electron
– properties and description in electroweak theory: I/10 37 . . 39
electron affinities
– see "ionization voltages and electron affinities"
electron – hole liquids
– III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) i 297 . . 312

**electron - positron interactions**
Topic of volume I/14
For contents of the volume, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords
electron attenuation
– electromagnetic cascades: I/11 267 . . 308
– electron processes: I/11 175 . . 228
– photonic processes: I/11 229 . . 266
electron capture
– Coulomb functions of the bound orbital electron: I/4 301 . . 314
– energies and intensities of nuclear energy levels: data in all chapters of I/1
– general formulae: I/4 17 . . 20
electron capture and beta-decay
– numerical tables title of volume I/4: see topical keyword "beta decay and electron capture"
electron configuration
– elements and inorganic solids: dispersed data in III/23a
electron density distribution
– in inorganic compounds: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
electron diffraction (LEED, EKEED, VLEED, MEED, RHEED)
- data for molecular structure: dispersed data in II/7,15,21
- data for solid surfaces: III/24c 29 . . 112 (d)
- structure data of inorganic compounds: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
- structure of elements and intermetallic solids: dispersed data in III/6.14

electron distributions in the atomic shell
  (Section 13 21 in volume I/1 of the 6th Edition)
- data calculated with the self-consistent field method: 6th Ed.I/1 276 . . 296

electron emission from metals and metalloids
  (Section 15 06 in volume I/4 of the 6th Edition)
- some data of the work function and the long wavelength limit for metallic surfaces: 6th Ed.I/4 759 . . 762

electron emission, thermal
  - 6th Ed.I/6 909 . . 928

electron energy loss spectroscopy
- actinide compounds: III/4a 110 . . 124 (d), III/12c 406 . . 484 (d)
- rare earth compounds: III/4a 44 . . 109 (d), III/12c 59 . . 405 (d)

electron exchange parameter
- for free radicals: II/9d2 151 . . 308

electron nuclear double resonance
- ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 13b in III/16a,b,28a,b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)
- impurities and defects in semiconductors: dispersed data in III/22b
- non-iron garnets: III/12a 295 . . 297

electron paramagnetic resonance
- binary oxides of δ transition elements: III/27g 1 . . 86 (d)
- boron containing oxides: III/27h 1 . . 285 (d)
- chromites (Cr spinels): III/4a 394 . . 421, 619 . . 646 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
- data for ions in diamagnetic non-iron garnets: III/4b 18 . . 24, III/12a 289 . . 294
- ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 13b in III/16a,b,28a,b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)
- hexagonal ferrites: III/4b 547 . . 618 (d), III/12c 46 . . 46 (d), III/27g 124 . . 236 (d)
- perovskite-type oxides based on 3d elements: III/3/27f1α 1 . . 345, III/27β 1 . . 307 (d)
- perovskite layered cuprates: III/27f2 270 . . 199 (d)
- perovskites and perovskite related compounds: III/4a 214 . . 254, 269 . . 274 (d), III/12a 429 . . 479 (d)
- rare earth compounds: III/4a 44 . . 109 (d), III/12c 59 . . 405 (d)
- semiconductors: see subsections on impurities and defects in III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41)
- see also 6th Ed.I/4 942 . . 980

electron paramagnetic resonance data of coordination and organometallic transition metal compounds
  Chapters in volumes II/2, II/8, II/10, II/11, II/12b
  For contents of the chapters, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords

electron scattering in matter
  - 6th Ed. I/5 325 . . 350

electron spin resonance
- amorphous oxides: III/27f3 239 . . 319 (d)
- boron containing oxides: III/27g 1 . . 285 (d)
- coordination and organometallic transition metal compounds: dispersed data in II/2 8,10,11,12b
- crystals with paramagnetic centers: 6th Ed.II/9 4 . . 39
- ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 13b in III/16a,b,28a,b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)
- perovskite-type oxides: III/27f3 1 . . 172 (d)

electron spin-lattice relaxation
- paramagnetic ions in non-iron garnets: III/12a 327, 328

electron states and Fermi surfaces in metals
Topic of chapters in volumes III/13a, b, c.
For contents of the chapters, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords
electron transfer equilibria involving radicals and radical ions in aqueous solutions
– reaction rates in liquids: III/13d 150 . . 296
electron tunneling
– at surfaces: III/24d 342 . . 402
electronic band spectra of polyatomic molecules
– inorganic molecules: 6th Ed.I/3 54 . . 60
– organic molecules: 6th Ed.I/2 61 . . 77
electronic charge distribution
– see "charge distribution, electronic"
electronic circular dichroism (CD)
– spectroscopy of nucleic acids: VII/1c 1 . . 24
electronic energy states
– see subsections on electronic properties in the subvolumes of III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) and in III/22a
electronic properties
– semiconductors: see subsections in III/17 III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41)
electronic specific heat
– superconductors: dispersed data in III/21a b1, b2
electronic spectra of crystals
– metallic elements: III/24b 29 . . 351
– actinide metals: III/24b 333 . . 337
– alkali metals (group IA): III/24b 85 . . 98
– alkaline earth metals (group IIA): III/24b 99 . . 110
– group IIB metals: III/24b 183 . . 185
– group IIIA metals: III/24b 185 . . 206
– group IVA metals: III/24b 207 . . 209
– lanthanide metals: III/24b 328 . . 333
– noble metals (group IIB): III/24 111 . . 183
– transition metals: III/24b 210 . . 328
electronic structure
– see the enumeration of keywords to "electronic structure" in the Guide to the Keywords
electronic structure of solid surfaces
– metallic elements: III/24b 29 . . 351
– actinide metals: III/24b 333 . . 337
– alkali metals (group IA): III/24b 85 . . 98
– alkaline earth metals (group IIA): III/24b 99 . . 110
– group IIB metals: III/24b 183 . . 185
– group IIIA metals: III/24b 185 . . 206
– group IVA metals: III/24b 207 . . 209
– lanthanide metals: III/24b 328 . . 333
– noble metals (group IIB): III/24 111 . . 183
– transition metals: III/24b 210 . . 328
electronic transport
– see the enumeration of keywords to "electronic and nonelectronic transport, diffusion" in the Guide to the Keywords
electrooptic coefficients (linear and quadratic)
– crystals: III/1 139 . . 147, III/2 141 . . 163, III/11 555 . . 605, 631 . . 651, III/18 402 . . 416, 429, 435 . . 446, III/30a 164 . . 233
– ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 9b in III/16a b, 28a b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)
– nonmetallic solids: 6th Ed.II/8 459 . . 461
electrooptical Kerr effect
– see "Kerr effect, electrooptical"
electrophoretic mobilities
– 6th Ed.II/7 727 . . 746
electrostatic potentials, fields and accessibilities
– of DNA, RNA and their constituents: VII/1d 349 . . 414
electrostrictive constants
– ferro- and antiferroelectrics (and antiferroelectrics): subsections 7b in III/16a,b,28a,b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)

electroweak interactions
Topic of volume I/10.
For contents of the volume, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords

elementary charge
– experimental determination: 0/b 3-79 . . 3-82
– see also 6th Ed I/1 33, 34

elementary particles
– classification: I/6 2
– notation, constants and general relations: I/6 49 . . 52, I/7 1 . .5, I/9 1 . . 5
– properties, coupling constants and form factors: I/6 1 . . 48

elementary particles
– see the enumeration of keywords to "elementary particles" in the Guide to Keywords
– see also the respective interactions

elementary particles, elastic and charge exchange scattering of elementary particles
Topic of volumes I/2 1/9.
For contents of the volumes, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords

elementary particles, photoproduction
Topic of volume I/8.
For contents of the volume, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords

elementary particles, production spectra
Chapter in volume I/6.
For contents of the chapter, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords

elementary particles, properties
Chapter in volume I/6.
For contents of the volume, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords

elements
– see the enumeration of keywords to "elements" in the Guide to the Keywords
elements
– atomic weight, table: 6th Ed II/1 50 . . 57
– compressibility: 6th Ed II/1 379 . . 448
– compressibility, thermal and caloric properties at high pressures: IV/4 74 . . 120
– core level binding energies: dispersed data in III/23a,b
– core level shifts at surfaces: III/69 . . 85
– de Haas – van Alphen data: dispersed data in III/13c 26 . . 407
– Debye – Waller factor: III/13c 7 . . 179
– Debye frequency: III/13c 7 . . 179 (d)
– density: 6th Ed II/1 379 . . 448
– diamagnetic anisotropy: 6th Ed II/10 141 . . 147
– diffusion: III/25a 32 . . 212
– elastic constants: 6th Ed II/1 732 . . 746
– electrical resistivity: III/15a 1 . . 2891
– electron configuration: dispersed data in III/23a,b
– electronic structure of surfaces: III/24b 85 . . 337
– enthalpy: 6th Ed II/4 399 . . 411
– entropy: 6th Ed II/4 399 . . 411
– epitaxy data: III/8 4 . . 19, 99
heat capacity of elements in the solid, liquid and gaseous states: 6th Ed. II/4 474 . . 482
kinetic phenomena at high pressures: IV/4 342 . . 344
lattice parameters: III/13a 7 . . 179, dispersed data in III/23a.b
melts and allotropic transformations under pressure: 6th Ed. II/2a 217 . . 223
names and symbols not used anymore: 6th Ed. IV/1 81
optical properties and spectra: III/15b 210 . . 375
optical properties at high pressures: IV/4 282 . . 303
phase equilibria at high pressures: IV/4 4 . . 53
phonon dispersion curves: III/13a 7 . . 179
phonon frequencies (wavenumbers): III/13a 7 . . 179
plasmon energies: dispersed data in III/23a.b
semiconducting elements
  group III elements: III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) e 9 . . 27, 263 . . 285
  group IV elements: III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) a 33 . . 143, 349 . . 454, III/22a 9 . . 51, 261 . . 291, III/22b 173 . . 489
  group V elements: III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) e 27 . . 63, 285 . . 322
  group VI elements: III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) e 63 . . 122, 322 . . 378
  static electric and magnetic properties phenomena at high pressures: IV/4 266 . . 275
  systems in the neighborhood of the critical area: IV/4 162
  table of allotropic modifications at normal pressure: tables in the introductions of IV/5a . . g
  table of crystal structures: tables in the introductions of IV/5a . . g
  table of high pressure modifications: tables in the introductions of IV/5a . . g
  table of physical properties: tables in the introductions of IV/5a . . g
  table of some thermodynamic properties tables in the introductions of IV/5a . . g
  thermal expansion coefficient: 6th Ed. IV/1 379 . . 448, 6th Ed. IV/4a 781 . . 787
  thermoelastic power: III/15b 49 . . 122
  transport phenomena at high pressures: IV/4 186 . . 208
  valence band critical point energies: dispersed data in II/23a.b
  vaporization coefficients: 6th Ed. II/5b 238 . . 240
  vapour pressure: 6th Ed. II/2a 3 . . 30
  volume change in melting: 6th Ed. II/1 719 . . 721
  work function: III/24b 56 . . 68, dispersed data in III/23a.b
elements, periodic system
  see "periodic system of the elements"

Elinvar alloys
  III/19i1 214 . . 238

ellipsometry, surface
  III/24d 32 . . 33

emission bands
  fluorescence: see "fluorescence emission bands"
  luminescence of organic substance: II/3 6 . . 190

emission lines of X-ray spectra
  metals and alloys: 6th Ed. IV/4 769 . . 868

emission spectra, core-level
  see "core-level emission spectra"

emission, thermal
  see "thermal emission"

enamel
  elastic constants: 6th Ed. III/1 838
  material properties: 6th Ed. IV/2c 830 . . 840

ENDOR data
  crystals with paramagnetic centers: 6th Ed. II/9 4 . . 1 . . 4.39
  ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 13b in III/16a.b, 28a.b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)

energetics
  of DNA and RNA double helices: VII/1c 228 . . 240
energies of chemical bonds
- diatomic and polyatomic molecules: 6th Ed.II/2 23 . . 24

energy
- definition: 0/a 2-227
- electrical energy measurement: 0/a 2-231

energy conversion factors, table
- 0/b 3-334 . . 3-335

energy levels of mu-mesic atoms
- for spherical nuclei: I/2 10 . . 14

energy levels of nuclei
Topic of volume I/1.
For contents of the volume, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords

energy of decay radiation
- naturally radioactive atoms: 6th Ed. I/5 238 . . 265

energy range relation of ionizing particles
- Ed. I/5 350

energy schemata of light nuclei
- 6th Ed.I/5 398 . . 413

energy terms
- atoms and ions: 6th Ed.I/1 48 . . 210, 436 . . 449

energy transfer
- fluorescence emission bands: II/3 296 . . 338

enthalpy
- definition, measurement, maintenance: 0/a 2-192 . . 2-203
- alloys: 6th Ed.II/4 807 . . 835
- elements: 0K . . 300K: 6th Ed.II/4 399 . . 411
- gases above 300K: 6th Ed.II/4 430 . . 473
- inorganic compounds 0K . . 300K: 6th Ed.II/4 412 . . 421
- organic compounds 0K . . 300K: 6th Ed.II/4 422 . . 429
- pure iron, cast iron and various steels: 6th Ed.IV/2a 180 . . 188
- two-component mixtures in the range of vaporization and melting: 6th Ed.IV/4b 188 . . 224
- water and water vapour: 6th Ed.IV/4a 417 . . 527

enthalpy, excess
- see "excess enthalpy"

enthalpy of activation and of dissociation
- radicals: dispersed data in II/13a.e,18a..d2

enthalpy of combustion
- organic gauge substances: 6th Ed.II/4 15 . . 17

enthalpy of dilution of binary and polynary systems
- see "enthalpy of mixing, solution and dilution of binary and polynary systems"

enthalpy of dissociation
- see "enthalpy of activation and of dissociation"

enthalpy of formation
- binary alloys: dispersed data in volumes IV/5a..g, also 6th Ed.II/4 807 . . 837
- solid and liquid inorganic substances: 6th Ed.II/4 179 . . 260
- solid and liquid organic substances: 6th Ed.II/4 261 . . 393
- increments for the calculation of formation enthalpy: see "increments for the calculation of the enthalpies of formation"

enthalpy of fusion
- of elements: dispersed data in volumes IV/5a..g
- of organic compounds and their mixtures: IV/8a1 . . 588, IV/8b1 . . 410, IV/8c1 . . 381 (d)

enthalpy of melting
- inorganic compounds: 6th Ed.II/4 179 . . 260
– pressure dependence in solids: IV/4: 2 . . 68

enthalpy of mixing
– of binary alloys: dispersed data in volumes IV/5a . . g

enthalpy of mixing, solution and dilution of binary and polynary systems
– aqueous solutions
  – inorganic substances – water: IV/2: 10 . . 122
  – organic substances – water: IV/2: 139 . . 193
  – polymer substances – water: IV/2: 200 . . 203
  – ternary and polynary systems containing water: IV/2: 204 . . 222
– non-aqueous systems
  – inorganic substances – inorganic substances: IV/2: 250 . . 294
  – organic substances – organic substances: IV/2: 353 . . 506
  – polymer substances – inorganic substances: IV/2: 517, 518
  – polymer substances – organic substances: IV/2: 518 . . 527
– diagrams for aqueous and some non-aqueous solutions: IV/2: 227 . . 249
– ternary and polynary systems not containing water: IV/2: 532 . . 540

enthalpy of solution
– see "enthalpy of mixing, solution and dilution of binary and polynary systems"

enthalpy of sublimation
– binary alloys: dispersed data in volumes IV/5a . . g

enthalpy of transformation
– binary oxides of d transition elements: III/27g: 1 . . 86 (d)
– hexagonal ferrites: III/27g: 124 . . 236 (d)
– oxy-spinels: III/27g: 1 . . 501 (d)
– organic compounds and their mixtures: IV/8a: 1 . . 588, IV/8b: 1 . . 410, IV/8c: 1 . . 381 (d)
– perovskite-type oxides: III/27f3: 1 . . 172 (d)
– pressure dependence in liquids and liquid systems: IV/4: 162 . . 184
– solid and liquid inorganic substances 6th Ed. II/4: 179 . . 260
– solid and liquid organic substances 6th Ed. II/4: 261 . . 393

entropy
– elements 0K . . 300K: 6th Ed. II/4: 399 . . 411, dispersed data in volumes IV/5a . . g
– inorganic compounds 0K . . 300K: 6th Ed. II/4: 412 . . 421
– pure iron, cast iron and various steels: 6th Ed. IV/2a: 172
– semiconductors: see subsections on further properties in the subvolumes of III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) and in III/22a
– two-component mixtures in the range of vaporization and melting: 6th Ed. IV/4b: 188 . . 224
– water and water vapour: 6th Ed. IV/4a: 417 . . 527

entropy of activation and dissociation
– radicals: dispersed data in II/13a.e, 18a.d2

entropy of dissociation
– see "entropy of activation and dissociation"

entropy of formation
– of binary alloys: dispersed data in volumes IV/5a . . g

entropy of melting
– pressure dependence in solids: IV/4: 2 . . 68
entropy of mixing
– of binary alloys: dispersed data in volumes IV/5a...g
– alloys and metallic solutions: 6th Ed. II/4 807...837

entropy of transformation
– binary alloys: dispersed data in volumes IV/5a...g
– pressure dependence in solids: IV/4 62...68

entropy of transition
– ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 6a in III/16a,28a,b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)

entropy, enthalpy and free energy of alloys
(Section 24 51 in volume II/4 of the 6th Edition)
– change of thermodynamical parameters by alloying for binary solid and liquid alloys: 6th Ed. II/4 807...835

Eötvös constant
– pure liquids to their vapor or to air: 6th Ed. II/3 407...436
– solutions to air, between two non-miscible liquids: 6th Ed. II/3 437...472

Ephemeris time
– VI/1 74, 75, VI/2a 73, 74

epitaxy data of inorganic and organic crystals
For contents of the volume, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords

epitaxy, further data
– inorganic compounds: dispersed data in III/7a...f
– semiconductor technology: data in the chapters on semiconducting materials in III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) c,d

equations of state
– gases: 6th Ed. II/1 298...309

equilibria except fusion equilibria: solution equilibria
(Volumes II/2b and c of the 6th Edition)
Contents: subvolume II/2b: data for solution equilibria of gases with liquids, of gases in solid and liquid metals, of solid and liquid substances in liquids; subvolume II/2c: solution equilibria of solid and liquid substances in liquids, equilibria in systems with several non-miscible phases

equilibria in electrochemical systems
(Section 27 8 in volume II/7 of the 6th Edition)
– dissociation constants of water, of inorganic and organic compounds, of organic electrolytes, acid-base-indicators, pKa-values of buffer mixtures: 6th Ed. II/7 839...405

equilibria of non-ionized substances in solution
(Section 21 2 in volume II/1 of the 6th Edition)
– data for keto-enol equilibria and related data for organic compounds: 6th Ed. II/1 918...944

equilibrium constant
– chemical gas reactions: 6th Ed. II/5b 360...381
– radical reactions in liquids: dispersed data in II/13a,e,18a,d2
– thermal dissociation and reactions of inorganic and organic compounds: 6th Ed. II/2a 768...843

equivalent conductivity
– pressure dependence in liquids and liquid systems: IV/4 185...223

equivalent mass
– definition: 6th Ed. II/1 5

erbium
– band structure and Fermi surfaces: III/13c 132
– crystal structure: III/6, III/14a 13
– phonon dispersion and frequency spectra: III/13a 52
– photoemission spectra and related data: III/23a 400...404
– superconducting properties: III/27a 243
– thermal conductivity: III/15c 21, 73
– for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage
erbium compounds and alloys
– binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5e57 . . 109
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

ESCA spectra
– metallic compounds and disordered alloys: dispersed figures in [III/13a] 197 . . 440
– semiconductors: see subsections on optical properties, mostly in III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) a,22a

estuaries
– V/3c 284 . . 294

eta-mesons
– photoproduction: [I/8] 276 . . 281, 284

etching processes
– semiconductor technology: data in the chapters on semiconducting materials in III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) c,d

Ettingshausen coefficient
– metals, alloys and semimetals: 6th Ed. II/6 161 . . 222

europium
– band structure and Fermi surfaces: [III/13c] 133 . . 137
– crystal structure: [III/6] 8, [III/14a] 13
– photoemission spectra and related data: [III/23a] 368 . . 376
– superconducting properties: [III/21a] 244, 500
– thermal conductivity: [III/15c] 22, 74
– for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

europium compounds and alloys
– binary phase diagrams and related data: [IV/5e] 111 . . 144
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

evaporation heat
– see "heat of evaporation"

EXAFS
– ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 14c in [III/16a,b,28a,b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)

excess enthalpy
– pressure dependence in liquids and liquid systems: [IV/4] 161 . 184

excess volume
– pressure dependence in liquids and liquid systems: [IV/4] 161 . 184

exchange energy
– metallic elements, alloys and compounds: dispersed data in [III/19a] . . f, [III/32a]

exchange interaction parameters
– chromites (Cr spinels): [III/4b] 394 . . 421, 619 . . 646 (d), [II/12b] 285 . . 613 (d)
– cubic ferrites: [III/4b] 54 . . 393 (d), [II/12b] 55 . . 284, 744 . . 758 (d)
– data for simple, coordination and organo-metallic transition metal compounds: [II/2] 2-1 . . 2-379 (d), [I/8] 46 . . 858 (d), [I/10] 29 . . 668 (d), [II/11] 46 . . 657 (d), [II/12a] 46 . . 572 (d)
– halides: [III/27] 1 . . 233 (d), [III/27j2] 1 . . 359 (d)
– iron garnets: [II/12a] 75 . . 77
– perovskites and perovskite related compounds: [III/4a] 214 . . 254, 269 . . 274 (d), [III/12a] 429 . . 479 (d)
– rare earth compounds: [III/4a] 44 . . 109 (d), [III/12c] 59 . . 405 (d)

exchange interaction, magnetic
– see "magnetic exchange interaction"

excimer formation velocities
– pressure dependence in liquids and liquid systems: [IV/4] 340 . . 358
excitation cross sections
  – atoms and molecules: 6th Ed. I/1 323 . . 388

excitation energy above ground state
  – in nuclear decay schemes: data in all chapters of I/1

excitation functions
  – for charged particle induced nuclear reactions
    – table of reactions ordered according to target nuclides: I/5b 7 . . 28
    – table of reactions ordered according to product nuclides: I/5b 29 . . 49
    – table of reactions ordered according to reaction types: I/5b 50 . . 160
  – for p, d, 3He and α-reactions
    – estimation of unknown functions I/5c 1 . . 257
    – see topical keyword "production of radionuclides at intermediate energies"

excitational properties
  – solid surfaces: III/24b 433 . . 505

excited states
  – of shallow donors in semiconductors: see subsections on electronic properties in the subvolumes of III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) and in III/22a

excitons
  – see subsections on electronic properties in III/17 III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) .e.i.22a

excitons, bound
  – see "bound excitons"

exclusive reactions of high energy particles
  – topic in I/12a,b: see topical keyword: "total cross sections for reactions of high energy particles"

expansion, thermal
  – see "thermal expansion"

extinction coefficient
  – metals: 6th Ed. II/8 1 . . 25
  – radicals: dispersed data in II/13a,c,18a..d2

extragalactic nebulae
  – 6th Ed.III 243 . . 249

extragalactic radio sources
  – see "radio sources, extragalactic"

eye, human
  – 6th Ed.IV/3 845 . . 852
F-coefficient in angular correlations
– definition, properties, other tabulations: I/3 21 . . 23
– tables: I/3 828 . . 1106
f-value of optically active substances
– 6th Ed. I/3 378 . . 384
fabrication of layers
– semiconductor technology: data in the chapters on semiconducting materials in III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) c,d
faculae, solar
– VI/1 123, VI/2a 118, 119, VI/3a 100
Faraday constant
– experimental determination: 0/b 3-212 . . 3-218
Faraday effect in solids
– amorphous oxides: III/27f3 239 . . 319 (d)
– boron containing oxides: III/27h 1 . . 285 (d)
– chromites (Cr spinels): III/4b 394 . . 421, 619 . . 646 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
– cubic ferrites: III/4b 54 . . 393 (d), III/12b 55 . . 284, 744 . . 758 (d)
– ferro- and antiferroelectrics: see subsection 9d in III/28a b
– halides: III/27f3 1 . . 172 (d), III/27g 1 . . 285 (d)
– hexagonal ferrites: III/4b 547 . . 618 (d), III/12b 1 . . 46 (d)
– inorganic and organic glasses: 6th Ed. I/8 3-551
– iron garnets: III/4a 344, 345, III/12a 189 . . 203, III/7a 77 . . 92
– metallic elements and alloys: 6th Ed. II/9 1-180 . . 1-183
– non-iron garnets: III/4b 38 . . 40, III/12a 323 . . 325
– oxy-spines: III/27f 1 . . 501 (d)
– perovskite-type oxides: III/27f3 1 . . 172 (d)
– perovskites and perovskite related compounds: III/4a 214 . . 254, 269 . . 274 (d), III/12a 429 . . 479 (d)
– rare earth compounds: III/4a 44 . . 109 (d), III/12a 59 . . 405 (d)
– semiconductors: 6th Ed. II/9 5-24 . . 5-26
– thin films: III/19a 248 . . 252
Faraday effect of atoms, ions and molecules
(Section 13 28 in volume I/1 of the 6th Edition)
– data of the Verdet constant and magnetic rotatory power of atoms, ions and inorganic and organic molecules in the gas and liquid phases and in the crystalline state: 6th Ed. I/1 405 . . 441
Fermi functions
– for beta-decay and electron capture: I/4 295 . . 299
Fermi resonance interaction constants
– linear molecules: II/4 14 . . 22, II/6 3-38 . . 5-38, 6-1 . . 6-4, II/14a 37 . . 62, II/14b 296 . . 298, II/19a 41 . . 73
– linear triatomic molecules: II/206a 1 . . 415, II/206a 1 . . 415, II/206b 1 . . 345 1 . . 446 (d)
Fermi surfaces
– free electron model: III/13a 10 . . 12
– homogeneously strained metallic elements: III/13b 16 . . 247
– metallic compounds and disordered alloys: III/13a 196 . . 440
– metallic elements, alloys and compounds: dispersed data in III/19a . . 322
– see also "electron states and Fermi surfaces in metals"
Fermi-surfaces, surface
– see "surface Fermi-surfaces"
fermion sector
– in electroweak interactions: II/10 37 . . 69
fermions
– properties and description in electroweak theory: II/10 37 . . 69
fermium compounds and alloys
– binary phase diagrams and related data: [IV/5e 291]
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

ferrimagnetic resonance
– loss parameter (linewidths) in iron garnets: [III/4a 335 . . 339]

ferrimagnetism
– ferrites: [III/4b 54 . . 64]
– minerals: [V/II 320 . . 365]

ferrites
– see "cubic ferrites", "hexagonal ferrites"

ferro- and antiferroelectric Curie temperature
– see "Curie temperature, ferro- and antiferroelectric"

ferro- and desoxydation alloys
– technological properties: 6th Ed.IV/2a 881 . . 887

ferro- and ferrimagnetic Curie temperature
– see "Curie temperature, ferro- and ferrimagnetic"

ferroelectrics and antiferroelectrics
For contents of the volumes, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords

ferromagnetic alloys, amorphous
– III/19i1 144 . . 192

ferromagnetic resonance
– chromites (Cr spinels): [III/4b 394 . . 421, 621 . . 645 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
– cubic ferrites: [III/4b 54 . . 393 (d), III/12b 55 . . 284, 744 . . 758 (d)
– hexagonal ferrites: [III/4b 547 . . 618 (d), III/12c 1 . . 46 (d)
– iron garnets: [III/12a 104 . . 192, III/27e 59 . . 44
– iron oxides and iron-metal oxides: [III/4a 1 . . 40 (d), III/12b 1 . . 53 (d)
– liquid quenched and sputtered magnetic alloys: dispersed data in III/19h
– metallic elements and alloys: 6th Ed.II/9 1-203 . . 1-211
– metallic elements, alloys and compounds: dispersed data in III/19a . . f. III/32a
– rare earth compounds: [III/4a 44 . . 109 (d), III/12c 59 . . 405 (d)
– thin films: [III/19g 242 . . 247

ferromagnetic surface layers
– III/19g 25 . . 27

ferrospinels
– magnetic properties: 6th Ed.II/9 2-1 . . 2-149

Feynman-rules and renormalization
– I/10 17 . . 24

fiber materials
– properties: 6th Ed.IV/1 322 . . 420
– fiber materials as insulating material, technological aspects: 6th Ed[IV/3 335 . . 434

field desorption
– of surfaces: [III/24d 342 . . 362

field emission
– on surfacesIII/24d 342 . . 362

field ionization
– of surfaces: [III/24d 342 . . 362

filling and impregnating materials
– technological aspects: 6th Ed[IV/3 276 . . 334

films, ultrathin
– see "ultrathin films"
filters
- absorption: see "absorption filters"
- dispersion: see "dispersion filters"
- interference: see "interference filters"

fine structure of the X-ray absorption edge
- metals and alloys: 6th Ed.IV/4 769 . . 868

fine structure parameters of the spin Hamiltonian
- coordination and organometallic transition metal compounds: dispersed data in II/2,8,10,11,12b

fine-structure constant
- experimental determination: 0/b 3-125 . . 3-131, 6th Ed.I/1 434

flares, solar
- VI/1 123, 124, VI/2a 124 . . 127, VI/3a 103, 104

flavour quantum number
- description in electroweak theory: I/10 37

flexibility and dynamics
- of DNA: VII/1d 436 . . 454

flow
- rocks and minerals: VII/1b 141 . . 204

flow and flotation
(Sections 42 3 . . 42 6 in volume IV/1 of the 6th Edition)
- physical and technological data for flow through pipes: 6th Ed.IV/1 662 . . 704
- around bodies (planes, cylinders, prisms, wings, airships, aeroplanes, houses etc., flotation): 6th Ed.IV/1 705 . . 808
- flotation
  - accumulators: 6th Ed.IV/1 797 . . 801
  - foamers: 6th Ed.IV/1 801, 802
  - grain characteristics: 6th Ed.IV/1 807
  - influence of reagents: 6th Ed.IV/1 802 . . 807

flow induced birefringence
- liquids and solutions: 6th Ed.II/8 845 . . 848

fluorescence
- pressure dependence in liquids and liquid systems: IV/4 317 . . 339
- pressure dependence in solids: IV/4 284 . . 316

fluorescence, dimer and excimer
- see "dimer and excimer fluorescence"

fluorescence emission bands
- degree of polarization: II/3 274 . . 284
- interaction between fluorescence molecules and solvent: II/3 285 . . 291
- quantum efficiency: II/3 265 . . 272
- quenching, energy transfer, sensitized fluorescence, dimer and excimer fluorescence: II/3 296 . . 338
- reaction the excited state: II/3 291 . . 296
- triplet – singlet transitions: 6th Ed.III/3 272, 273
- vibrational structure of fluorescence spectra of organic substances: II/3 230 . . 262
- wavenumbers of emission maxima in luminescence of organic substances: II/3 8 . . 190

fluorescence, laser induced
- see "laser induced fluorescence"

fluorescence, sensitized
- see "sensitized fluorescence"

fluorescent lamps
- radiation properties: 6th Ed.IV/3 922 . . 924
fluorine
– crystal structure: III/8, III/14a 13
– superconducting properties: III/21a 244
– for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

fluorine compounds and alloys
– binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5e 145 . . 152
– crystal structure of fluorides and complex fluorides: III/7a 1 . . 341
– superconducting properties: III/21a 245, 500
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

flux density, magnetic
– see "magnetic flux density"

flux quantum, magnetic
– see "magnetic flux quantum"

foils as insulating material
– technological aspects: 6th Ed.IV/3 415 . . 431

force
– definition, realization, measurement: 0/a 2-143 . . 2-150

force constants
– triatomic and polyatomic radicals: II/6 5-91 . . 5-131 (d), II/19d2 6 . . 298 (d)
– molecules: 6th Ed I/2 227 . . 571, 6th Ed II/3 621 . . 634
– linear triatomic molecules: II/20b1, II/20b2α 1 . . 415, II/20b2β 1 . . 345 1 . . 446 (d)
– molecular vibrations: dispersed data in II/7,15,21

form factors
– atoms: 6th Ed.I/1 314 . . 322
– elementary particles: I/6 44 . . 47, I/9b2 301 . . 309, 580 . . 587
– nuclear charge: see "nuclear charge form factors"
– pseudopotential: see "pseudopotential form factors"

formation enthalpy
– see "enthalpy of formation"

formation entropy
– see "entropy of formation"

formation equilibria
– pressure dependence in liquids and liquid systems: IV/4 340 . . 358

formation heat
– see "heat of formation"

formation heat, atomic
– see "atomic formation heat"

fracture
– of rocks and minerals: V/13 141 . . 204

fragmentation functions
– in electron-positron interactions: I/14 181 . . 286

fragmentation and rearrangement reactions
– reaction rates in liquids: II/18a 171 . . 253

francium compounds and alloys
– binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5e 292

free energy
– binary alloys: dispersed data in volumes IV/5a . . g

free energy of formation
– alloys: 6th Ed.II/4 807 . . 830
– binary alloys: dispersed data in volumes IV/5a . . g
– metallic solutions: 6th Ed.II/4 831 . . 837
free energy of mixing
– of binary alloys: dispersed data in volumes IV/5a . . g
free enthalpy
– pure iron, cast iron and various steels: 6th Ed.IV/2a 180 . . 188
free enthalpy of formation
– solid and liquid inorganic substances: 6th Ed.II/4 179 . . 260
– solid and liquid organic substances: 6th Ed.II/4 261 . . 393
free radicals
– see "radicals"
freezing point (freezing temperature)
– of sea water: V/3a 252 . . 255
– spin glasses: III/15a 334 . . 375 (d)
freezing point depression and boiling point elevation
(Sections 22 23 and 22 24 in volume II/2a of the 6th Edition)
Contents: real freezing point depressions and Lewis-Randall functions (osmotic coefficients) in inorganic and organic solvents and in salt melts, molar boiling point elevation (ebouilloscopic constants) of inorganic and organic solvents
– inorganic and organic solvents: 6th Ed.II/2a 844 . . 901
– salt melts: 6th Ed.II/2a 902 . . 916
Frenkel defects
– metals and alloys: III/25 88 . . 379 (d)
frequency
– atomic frequency standards: 0/a 2-20 . . 2-26
– frequency transfer: 0/a 2-28 . . 2-31
– generators and clocks: 0/a 2-16 . . 2-19
– measurement: 0/a 2-11 . . 2-15
– standard: 0/a 2-16
friction
– rocks: V/1b 195 . . 204
friction and rolling resistance
(Section 42 1 in volume IV/1 of the 6th Edition)
– static friction, friction of moving bodies, sliding friction, friction in metal working (grinding, drawing, turning, polishing): 6th Ed.IV/1 563 . . 582
– rolling resistance: 6th Ed.IV/1 582, 583
friction, sliding
– see "sliding friction"
friction, static
– see "static friction"
Froehlich coupling parameter
– see subsections on electronic properties in III/17 III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41), e.i,22a
fuels
– 6th Ed.IV/4b 225 . . 408
fugacity
– gases: 6th Ed.II/1 310 . . 327
– relative, of mixtures: 6th Ed.II/2a 336 . . 767
fundamental constants
Topic of subvolume b of the volume "Units and fundamental constants in physics and chemistry".
For contents of the volume, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords
– see also the enumeration of keywords to "fundamental constants" in the Guide to the Keywords
fundamental constants, further data
– definition: 6th Ed.II/2a 30 . . 41, 433 . . 435
– fundamental constants of thermochemistry: 6th Ed.II/4 1 . . 14
fundamental constants, recommended values; the status in 1992
– review of the data: 0/b 3-304 . . 308
– primary stochastic input data: 0/b 3-309 . . 316
– secondary stochastic data: 0/b 3-316 . . 328
– data analysis and results: 0/b 3-316 . . 328

fusion enthalpy
– see "enthalpy of fusion"

fusion equilibria
(Sections 22 27 in volume II/3 of the 6th Edition)
– phase diagrams of metallic alloys, of binary and ternary systems of inorganic compounds, reciprocal salt pairs, silicate systems, organic systems and inorganic-organic systems: 6th Ed. II/3 1 . . 403

fusion heat
– see "heat of fusion"
**G-factor**

- binary oxides of d transition elements: III/27g 87...123 (d)
- charge carriers in semiconductors: see subsections on electronic properties in III/17. III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41).e,i,22a
- coordination and organometallic transition metal compounds: dispersed data in II/2k,10,11,12b
- cubic ferrites: III/4b 54...393 (d), III/12b 55...284, 744...758 (d)
- hexagonal ferrites: III/4b 547...618 (d), III/12c 1...46 (d)
- impurities and defects in group IV and III-V semiconductors: dispersed data in III/22b
- iron garnets: III/12a 119, 120, III/27e 43...44
- liquid quenched and sputtered magnetic alloys: dispersed data in III/19h
- metallic elements, alloys and compounds: dispersed data in III/19a...f, III/32a
- molecules and molecule ions
  - asymmetric top molecules: II/6 2-423...2-448, II/14a 772...785, II/14b 311, II/19c 284...295
  - diatomic molecules: II/6 2-383...2-422, II/14a 745...754, II/14b 306...308, II/19c 256...262
  - linear and symmetric top molecules: II/6 2-383...2-422, II/14a 745...771, II/14b 306...310, II/19c 263...283
  - non-linear triatomic molecular ions: II/19d 320...326
  - non-iron garnets: III/12a 289...294
- perovskites and perovskite related compounds: III/4a 214...254, 269...274 (d), III/12a 429...479 (d)
- pnictides and chalcogenides based on transition elements: III/27a 1...425 (d)
- radicals
  - diatomic radicals: II/6 5-1...5-90 (d), II/14b 24...170 (d), III/19d 5...209 (d)
  - triatomic and polyatomic radicals: II/6 5-91...5-131 (d), II/14b 171...290 (d), III/19d 6...298 (d)
- rare earth compounds: III/4a 44...109 (d), III/12c 59...405 (d)
- spinels other than chromites and cubic ferrites: III/4b 422...546 (d), III/12b 614...743 (d)

**gadolinium**

- band structure and Fermi surfaces: III/13c 174...178
- crystal structure: III/10, III/14a 16
- electron states and Fermi surfaces of homogeneously strained elements: III/13b 111...113
- electronic structure of surfaces: III/24b 331
- phonon dispersion and frequency spectra: III/13a 60...61
- photoemission spectra and related data: III/23a 376...386
- superconducting properties: III/21a 268, 506
- thermal conductivity: III/13c 24...25, 76
- for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

**gadolinium compounds and alloys**

- binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5f 85...142
- superconducting properties: III/21a 268
- for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

**galaxies other than our galaxy**

- apparent distribution of galaxies over the sky: VI/1 665
- catalogues, atlases, positions: VI/1 664...667, VI/2c 232...237
- distance criteria: VI/1 665...666
- evolution: VI/2c 288...295
- extragalactic radio sources: VI/2c 315...341
- individual galaxies: VI/1 667...671
- integral properties and classification: VI/1 667...673, VI/2c 237...253
- internal structure and dynamics: VI/2c 254...270
- multiple systems and clusters of galaxies: VI/1 672...674
- pairs, groups and clusters: VI/1 674, 675, VI/2c 271...287
- quasars and active galactic nuclei: VI/2c 300...312
- for keywords see also the comprehensive index in VI/2c 417...487

**Galaxy**

- global parameters: VI/2c 207
- kinematics and dynamics: VI/1 627...641
dynamics: also VI/2c 219 . . 229
kinematics: also VI/2c 209 . . 218
nearest stars: VI/1 598 . . 601, VI/2c 168 . . 174
structure: VI/1 601 . . 626, VI/2c 175 . . 207
— apparent distribution of galactic objects: VI/1 601 . . 610, VI/2c 175 . . 180
— galactic center: VI/2c 201 . . 205
— large scale distribution of stars: VI/1 619 . . 621
— luminosity, local star field: VI/1 610 . . 617, VI/2c 180 . . 188
— shape and dimension: VI/1 622
— spiral structure: VI/1 623 . . 626
— see also 6th Ed. III 215 . . 234
gallium
— band structure and Fermi surfaces: III/13c 160 . . 173
— crystal structure: III/6 9, III/14a 16
— electron states and Fermi surfaces of homogeneously strained elements: III/13b 108 . . 111
— nuclear quadrupole resonance data: III/20b 518 . . 527, III/31b 10 . . 13
— phonon dispersion and frequency spectra: III/13a 57 . . 60
— properties of atomic defects: III/25 306 . . 307
— superconducting properties: III/21a 249 . . 258, 502
— thermal conductivity: III/15c 24, 75
— for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage
gallium arsenide
— electronic structure of surfaces: III/24b 391 . . 397, 416 . . 424
— impurities and defects: III/22b 566 . . 658
— semiconducting properties: III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) a 218 . . 257, 512 . . 545, III/22a 82 . . 96, 310 . . 320
— structural defects at surfaces: III/24a 312 . . 320
— technology: III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) d 12 . . 144, 319 . . 377
— for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage
gallium compounds and alloys
— binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5f 1 . . 84
— compounds with 3d elements, magnetic and related properties: III/19b 421 . . 501
— crystal structure of gallium oxo-compounds: III/7d2 245 . . 303
— photoelectron spectra: III/23b 143 . . 149
— superconducting properties: III/21a 258 . . 267, 502 . . 505
— see also "gallium arsenide"
— for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage
galvanomagnetic and thermomagnetic effects in metals
(Section 27 113 in volume II/6 of the 6th Edition)
— Hall, Ettingshausen, Right-Leduc and Nernst-Ettingshausen effects in metals, alloys and semimetals: 6th Ed. II/6 161 . . 222
— gamma (Γ) coefficients in angular correlations
— definition, properties: I/3 22 . . 23
— tables: I/3 1107 . . 1198
gamma-ray sources in astronomy
— VI/2c 40 . . 42
garnets
— crystallographic and structural data: III/4a 327 . . 329, III/4b 12 . . 17, III/12a 1 . . 52
— magnetic and related properties
— iron garnets: III/4a 315 . . 367, III/12a 53 . . 264, III/27e 1 . . 135
— non-iron garnets: III/4b 1 . . 49, III/12a 265 . . 367
— magnetic properties: see also 6th Ed. II/9 2-150 . . 2-186
gas constant, molar
— definition, determination, sources of uncertainties: 0/b 3-219 . . 3-258
— see also 6th Ed. I/1 38, 6th Ed. II/4 5
– sound velocity: II/5 6 . . 12, 6th Ed./I/1 818 . . 821
– standard liter weight of gases: 6th Ed./I/1 61 . . 68
– thermal conductivity: 6th Ed./I/4a 582 . . 619, 6th Ed./I/5b 39 . . 71
– thermodynamic functions (entropy, enthalpy): 6th Ed./I/4a 430 . . 473
– thermodynamical properties: 6th Ed./I/4a 172 . . 416
– triple point: 6th Ed./I/4a 161 . . 780 (d), 6th Ed./I/4c1, 6th Ed./I/4c2 (d)
– virial coefficients, second and higher: 6th Ed./I/2 245 . . 297
– viscosity: 6th Ed./I/5a 3 . . 91, 698 . . 700

- gases and gas mixtures
  – interdiffusion coefficients: 6th Ed./I/5a 516 . . 565
  – selfdiffusion coefficients: 6th Ed./I/5a 516 . . 565

- gases in the plasma state
  – heat capacity: 6th Ed./I/4 717 . . 735

- gauge boson sector
  – in electroweak interactions: I/10 70 . . 87

- Gaussian gravitational constant
  – VI/1 77, VI/2a 80, VI/3a 78

- geocentric and celestial reference systems
  – see "reference systems, geocentric and celestial"

- geographical position
  – determination: VI/1 62 . . 69, VI/2a 63 . . 70, VI/3a 68 . . 74
  – nomograms: VI/1 682 . . 700
  – see also 6th Ed. III 35 . . 42

- geophysical time tables
  – VI/1 585 . . 593

- geophysical data
  – moon: V/2a 381 . . 383
  – terrestrial planets and their satellites: V/2a 379 . . 413

**geophysics**
- see the enumeration of keywords to "geophysics" in the Guide to the Keywords

- geophysics
  – meteorology: topic of V/4a, V/4b, V/4c1, V/4c2
  – oceanography: topic of V/3a, V/3b, V/3c
  – properties of rocks: topic of V/1a, V/1b
  – solid earth, moon and planets: topic of V/2a, V/2b

- geophysics
  (Section 32 in volume III of the 6th Edition)
  – gravity and figure of the earth, tides of the earth, minerals and rocks, body of the earth, magnetism of the earth, oceanography, hydrography, meteorology, physics of the higher atmosphere: 6th Ed./III 256 . . 795

**geophysics of the solid earth, the moon and the planets**
Topic of volume V/2.
For contents of the volume, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords

- geopotential height
  – in the earth's atmosphere: V/4a 152, 153, 162, 218 . . 221, 274 . . 276, 322 . . 345, 422 . . 437
  – time averaged horizontal distributions: V/4a 149 . . 153, 161, 162, 182 . . 217, 244 . . 273, 297 . . 321, 401 . . 421
  – time averaged meridional cross sections: V/4a 145 . . 148, 158 . . 160, 179 . . 181, 242, 243, 293 . . 297

- germanium
  – band structure and core levels: III/23a 20 . . 23
  – compounds with 3d elements, magnetic and related properties: III/19a 1 . . 70
  – crystal structure: III/5 10, III/14a 17
  – electronic structure of surfaces: III/24b 380 . . 388
  – impurities and defects: III/22b 399 . . 489
  – semiconducting properties: III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) a 87 . . 118, 400 . . 348, III/22a 28 . . 38, 275 . . 282
– structural defects at surfaces: III/24a 278 . . 283
– superconducting properties: III/21a 269 . . 273, 506
– technology: III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) c 12 . . 403, 417 . . 585
– for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

germanium compounds and alloys
– binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5f 143 . . 220
– crystal structure of germanium oxo-compounds: III/7d1gamma 1 . . 169
– photoelectron spectra: III/23b 154 . . 158
– superconducting properties: III/21a 273 . . 283, 507 . . 515
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

glass as insulating material
– technological aspects: 6th Ed. IV/3 670 . . 703

glass structure
– boron containing oxides: III/27b 1 . . 285 (d)


glass transition temperature
– amorphous oxides: III/27f3 239 . . 319 (d)
– boron containing oxides: III/27b 1 . . 285 (d)

glasses
– birefringence: 6th Ed. II/8 542 . . 550
– boron glasses: III/27b 205 . . 285
– compressibility: 6th Ed. II/1 800 . . 813
– density: 6th Ed. II/1 800 . . 813
– elastic: constants 6th Ed. II/1 838
– Faraday effect: 6th Ed. II/3 3.551
– Kerr effect: 6th Ed. II/3 3.552
– magnetic properties: 6th Ed. II/9 4-1 . . 4-42
– optical constants: 6th Ed. II/8 465 . . 541
– reflectance: 6th Ed. II/8 509 . . 541
– refractive index: 6th Ed. II/8 465 . . 541
– technological properties: 6th Ed. IV/1 442 . . 455
– thermal conductivity: 6th Ed. IV/4a 481 . . 489
– thermal expansion: 6th Ed. II/1 800 . . 813, 6th Ed. IV/4a 811 . . 818
– transference numbers: 6th Ed. II/6 250
– transmission, optical: 6th Ed. II/8 511 . . 541
– Verdet constant: 6th Ed. II/8 551, 552

global atmosphere
– see "atmosphere, global"
global tectonics
– theories and hypotheses: V/2b 298 . . 362
gold
– band structure and Fermi surfaces: III/13c 47 . . 54
– crystal structure: III/6 24, III/14a 3
– electron states and Fermi surfaces of homogeneously strained elements: III/13b 37 . . 40
– electronic structure of surfaces: III/24b 172 . . 183
– nuclear quadrupole resonance data: III/20c 226 . . 227, III/31b 146 . . 149
– phonon dispersion and frequency spectra: III/13a 18 . . 22
– properties of atomic defects: III/25 224 . . 230
– structural defects at surfaces: III/24a 236 . . 242
– superconducting properties: III/21a 56 . . 57, 463
– thermal conductivity of binary alloys: III/15c 139 . . 140, 189 . . 195
– for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage
gold compounds and alloys
– binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5a 337 . . 446
– compounds with 3d elements, magnetic and related properties: III/19b 84 . . 138
– crystal structure of gold oxo-compounds and alloys: III/7c 4
superconducting properties: III/21a

for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

gradient freeze

semiconductor technology: data in the chapters on semiconducting materials in III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) c,d

grain boundary diffusion

– III/26 630 . . 716

grand unified theory

– theoretical foundations: I/10 270 . . 271

graphite

– band structure and Fermi surfaces: III/13c 68 . . 72
– crystal structure: III/6 4, 5, III/14a 6
– electron states and Fermi surfaces of homogeneously strained elements: III/13b 56 . . 60
– thermal conductivity: III/15c 426 . . 444
– for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

graphite, intercalation compounds

– see "intercalation compounds of graphite"

gravimetry

– of terrestrial planets and their satellites: V/2a 392 . . 398

gravitational constant

– determination, experimental methods, sources of uncertainties: 0/b 3-28 . . 3-36
– Gaussian: VI/1 77, VI/2a 80, VI/3a 78
– see also 6th Ed. I/1 40, 59

gravity

– moon: V/2a 394 . . 396

gravity field and figure

– of the earth: V/2a 311 . . 356
– see also 6th Ed. III 256 . . 270

gravity system of the atmosphere

– V/4a 109 . . 115

ground state splittings

– of shallow donors in semiconductors: see subsections on electronic properties in the subvolumes of III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) and in III/22a

group IA metals

– electronic surface structure: III/24b 85 . . 98

for further properties of individual substances see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

group IIA metals

– electronic surface structure: III/24b 99 . . 110

for further properties of individual substances see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

group IIB metals

– electronic surface structure: III/24b 183 . . 185

for further properties of individual substances see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

group IIIA metals

– electronic surface structure: III/24b 185 . . 206

for further properties of individual substances see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

group IVA semiconductors

– electronic surface structure III/24b 362 . . 388

– semiconducting properties: III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) e 9 . . 27, 263 . . 285
– for further properties of individual substances see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

group IVA semiconductors
group IVB compounds and alloys
– phonon dispersion and related properties: III/13b 281 . . 284
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

group VA elements
– semiconducting properties: III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) e 27 . . 63, 285 . . 322
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

group VB compounds and alloys
– phonon dispersion and related properties: III/13b 285 . . 289
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

group VIA elements
– semiconducting properties: III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) e 63 . . 122, 322 . . 378
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

Grüneisen parameter
– see subsections on lattice properties in III/17 III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41)
, e,.i,22a

gypsum
– material values: 6th Ed.IV/1 139

gyromagnetic coefficient of the proton
– experimental determination, uncertainties: 0/b 3-95 . . 3-106

gyromagnetic effect

gyromagnetic ratio
– pnictides and chalcogenides based on transition elements: III/27a 1 . . 425 (d)
gyromagnetic ratio of proton and electron
– 6th Ed.I/1434
Habit
- inorganic compounds: dispersed data in III/7a...f
- organic compounds: III/5a,b,10a,b

Hadron attenuation
- hadron cascade: I/11 98...104
- physical processes: I/11 68...97
- results of Monte-Carlo calculations for hadron shielding: I/11 104...123
- shielding: I/11 124...171

Hadronic cross sections
- two-body final states and inclusive states: I/14 74...132

Hadrons
- hadronic cross sections: I/14 74...132
- hadronic multiplicities: I/14 134...156

Hafnium
- band structure and Fermi surfaces: III/13c 178
- crystal structure: III/6 12, III/14a 18
- electronic structure of surfaces: III/24b 294
- material properties: 6th Ed.IV/2c 569...586
- phonon dispersion and frequency spectra: III/13a 61...62
- superconducting properties: III/21a 294...295
- thermal conductivity: III/15c 25, 76
- for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

Hafnium compounds and alloys
- binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5f 281...326
- compounds with 3d elements, magnetic and related properties: III/19a 519...565, 286...331
- crystal structure of hafnium oxo-compounds: III/7e 312...326
- magnetic properties: III/19c 293...295
- photoelectron spectra: III/23b 107...111
- superconducting properties: III/21a 296...304, 517...518
- for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

Half time
- naturally radioactive atoms: 6th Ed. I/5 238...265
- nuclear energy levels: data in all chapters of I/1

Hall coefficient
- actinide compounds: III/4a 110...124 (d), III/12c 406...484 (d)
- chromites (Cr spinels): III/4b 394...421, 619...646 (d), III/12b 285...613 (d)
- cubic ferrites: III/4b 54...393 (d), III/12b 55...284, 744...758 (d)
- ferromagnets: 6th Ed.II/9 1-176...1-180
- hard magnetic alloys: dispersed data in III/19c
- hexagonal ferrites: III/4b 547...618 (d), III/12c 1...46 (d)
- liquid quenched and sputtered magnetic alloys: dispersed data in III/19e
- metallic elements and alloys: 6th Ed.II/9 1-176...1-179
- metallic elements, alloys and compounds: dispersed data in III/19a...f, III/32a
- metals, alloys and semimetals: 6th Ed.II/8 109...222
- oxy-spinels: III/27d 1...501 (d)
- pnictides and chalcogenides based on transition elements: III/27a 1...425 (d)
- rare earth compounds: III/4a 44...109 (d), III/12c 59...405 (d)
- semiconductors: see subsections on transport properties in III/17 III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) e, i,22a
- thin films: III/19e 268...275

Hall resistance, quantized
- see "quantized Hall resistance"

Halogen compounds and alloys
- crystal structure
— halides and complex halides: III/7a 1 . . 647
— oxide and hydroxide halides: III/7b 1 . . 128
— halogen oxo-compounds: III/7b 2 1 . . 209
— epitaxy data: III/8 1 21 . . 44, 54, 100 . . 107
— magnetic and related properties: III/27j 1 . . 233, III/27j 2 1 . . 359
— structural defects at surfaces: III/24a 321 . . 329
— for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

hard magnetic alloys
— magnetic and related properties
— magnet alloys based on 3d transition elements: III/19i 1 . . 165
— magnet alloys between 3d transition elements and rare earths: III/19i 2 166 . . 196
— Nd-Fe-B magnet alloys: III/19i 3 197 . . 231
— rare earth-Fe-C magnet alloys: III/19i 4 232 . . 264
— rare earth-Fe interstitial compounds: III/19i 5 265 . . 327
— technological aspects: see also 6th Ed.IV/2b 31 . . 65, 6th Ed.IV/3 737 . . 843

hardness
— chromites (Cr spinels): III/4b 394 . . 421, 619 . . 646 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
— cubic ferrites: III/4b 54 . . 393 (d), III/12b 55 . . 284, 744 . . 758 (d)
— hardness scales: 6th Ed.II/3 149
— hexagonal ferrites: III/4b 547 . . 618 (d), III/12c 1 . . 46 (d)
— inorganic compounds: dispersed data in III/27f 2 1 . . 319 (d)
— semiconductors: see subsections on further properties in III/17 II/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41).e.i, in III/22a, those data have been included into the see subsections on lattice properties
— testing: see "testing of hardness"

hard solders
6th Ed.IV/2c 841 . . 851

harmonic generation coefficients
— second order: see "second order harmonic generation coefficients"
— third order: see "third order harmonic generation coefficients"

heat
— atomic: see "atomic heat"
— moistening: see "heats of absorption and moistening"
— specific: see "specific heat"
— transition: see "transition heat"
— vaporization: see "vaporization heat"
— definition, measurement, maintenance: 0/a 2-192 . . 2-203

heat capacity
— definition, measurement, maintenance: 0/a 2-192 . . 2-203
— actinide compounds: III/4a 110 . . 124 (d), III/12c 406 . . 484 (d)
— amorphous oxides: III/27j 1 239 . . 319 (d)
— binary oxides of d transition elements: III/27j 2 1 . . 123(d)
— boron containing oxides: III/27j 3 1 . . 285 (d)
— chromites (Cr spinels): III/4b 394 . . 421, 619 . . 646 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
— cubic ferrites: III/4b 54 . . 393 (d), III/12b 55 . . 284, 744 . . 758 (d)
— elements: dispersed data in volumes V/5a . . g
— elements in the solid, liquid and gaseous states: 6th Ed.II/4 474 . . 482
— ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 6a in III/16a,b,26a,b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)
— gases: 6th Ed.II/4 688 . . 716
— gases in the plasma state: 6th Ed.II/4 717 . . 735
— halides: III/27j 1 233 (d), III/27j 2 359(d)
— hard magnetic alloys: dispersed data in III/19i 2
— hexagonal ferrites: III/27j 2 124 . . 236 (d)
— ice: V/15 486
— ice in the ocean: V/3c 172
— inorganic compounds in the solid, liquid and gaseous states: 6th Ed.II/4 179 . . 260, 483 . . 519
— iron garnets: III/4a 315 . . 367 (d), III/12a 53 . . 264 (d)
— iron oxides and iron-metal oxides: III/4a 40 (d), III/12b 53 (d)
– liquid helium: IV/1b 227
– liquid quenched and sputtered magnetic alloys: dispersed data in III/19h
– lunar rocks: V/1b 535, 536
– metallic elements, alloys and compounds: dispersed data in II/19a, f. III/32a
– metals: 6th Ed.IV/4a 882 . . . 903
– minerals: 6th Ed.IV/4a 903 . . . 908
– non-iron garnets: II/4b 1 . . . 349 (d), III/2a 265 . . . 376 (d), III/27c 207 . . . 214
– non-metallic inorganic substances: 6th Ed.IV/4a 903 . . . 923
– organic compounds in the solid, liquid and gaseous states: 6th Ed.I/4 261 . . . 393, 520 . . . 544
– organic liquids: 6th Ed.IV/4a 923 . . . 936
– oxides with ilmenite and corundum structure: III/27f 1 . . . 172 (d)
– oxides with ilmenite and corundum structure based on 3d elements: III/27f 1 . . . 307 (d)
– perovskite layered cuprates: III/27f 215 . . . 243 (d)
– perovskite and oxynitrides based on transition elements: III/27f 3 . . . 238 (d)
– perovskite type oxides: III/27f 3 . . . 238 (d)
– pnictides and chalcogenides based on transition elements: III/27a 1 . . . 425 (d)
– pressure dependence in liquids and liquid systems: IV/4 131 . . . 160
– pressure dependence in solids: IV/4 71 . . . 130
– pure iron, cast iron and various steels: 6th Ed.IV/2a 175 . . . 179
– rare earth compounds: III/4a 44 . . . 109 (d), III/12c 59 . . . 405 (d)
– rocks: V/1b 305 . . . 340
– sea water: V/2a 247 . . . 250
– semiconductors: see subsections on further properties in III/17
– soft magnetic alloys: dispersed data in III/19i.
– solid and liquid inorganic substances: 6th Ed.IV/4 261 . . . 393
– solid and liquid organic substances: 6th Ed.IV/4 261 . . . 393
– solutions
  – binary aqueous solutions: IV/1b 212 . . . 329
  – binary non-aqueous solutions: IV/1b 330 . . . 333
  – ternary aqueous solutions: IV/1b 334, 335
– technological important materials: 6th Ed.IV/4a 878 . . . 881
– water and water vapour: 6th Ed.IV/4a 528 . . . 533

heat capacity of liquid systems
Chapter in volume IV/1b
For contents of the chapter, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords

heat capacity of matter
(Section 24 15 in volume IV/4 of the 6th Edition)
– temperature dependence of the heat capacity for elements, inorganic and organic compounds in the solid, liquid and gaseous states: 6th Ed.IV/4 474 . . . 735

heat capacity of technological important liquids and solids
(Section 48 16 in volume IV/4a of the 6th Edition)
– for heat capacities of solid and liquid technically important metals, non-metals, organic substances, minerals, natural and artificial technical materials: 6th Ed.IV/4a 875 . . . 944

heat capacity, magnetic
– general remarks: III/12a 528

heat flow data
– continental: V/2a 1 . . . 15
– oceanic: V/2a 207 . . . 241

heat of evaporation
– gases: 6th Ed.IV/172 . . . 416
– liquids: 6th Ed.IV/5
– water and water vapour: 6th Ed.IV/4a 417 . . . 542

heat of formation
– semiconductors: see subsections on further properties in the subvolumes of III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) and in III/22a
heat of fusion
– semiconductors: see subsections on further properties in the subvolumes of III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) and in III/22a

heat of melting
– gases: 6th Ed.IV/172 . . 416
– liquids: 6th Ed.IV/544 . . 571

heat of neutralization
(Section 24 53 in volume II/4 of the 6th Edition)
– neutralization heats of acids and bases in aqueous and non-aqueous solutions: 6th Ed.II/4843 . . 863

heat of transition
– ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 6a in III/16a,b,28a,b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)
– liquid crystals: IV/7a 26 . . 246, IV/7b 74 . . 609, IV/7c 34 . . 212, IV/7d 72 . . 497, IV/7e 86 . . 586, IV/7f 57 . . 570
– pure iron, cast iron and various steels: 6th Ed.IV/2a 195

heat of vaporization
– pure iron, cast iron and various steels: 6th Ed.IV/2a 198
– semiconductors: see subsections on further properties in the subvolumes of III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) and in III/22a

heat technology
– absorption equilibria of gases in liquids
  – low vapour pressure: 6th Ed.IV/4c1 1 . . 479
  – high vapour pressure: 6th Ed.IV/4c2 1 . . 1093
– heat production and transport
  – fuels and combustion: 6th Ed.IV/4b 225 . . 619
  – heat transfer: 6th Ed.IV/4b 620 . . 771
– hygrometry: 6th Ed.IV/4a 148 . . 160
– thermodynamic equilibria of mixtures: 6th Ed.IV/4b 1 . . 224
– thermodynamical properties of homogeneous materials: 6th Ed.IV/4a 161 . . 944
– thermometry: 6th Ed.IV/4a 1 . . 147

heat transport
– in the earth's interior: V/2b 20 . . 23

heats of absorption and moistening
(Section 24 52 in volume II/4 of the 6th Edition)
– gases and vapors at adsorbents: 6th Ed.II/4 836 . . 842

heats of mixing and solution of liquid systems
Topic of volume IV/2.
For contents of the volume, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords

helical parameters
– of oligonucleotides: VII/1a 264 . . 265

helium
– crystal structure: III/6 11, 12, III/14a
– in metals: III/25 380 . . 437
– superconducting properties: III/21a 293
– for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

helium compounds and alloys
– binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5f 277 . . 280

helium in metals
– atomistic properties: III/25 386 . . 396 (d)
– binding to defects: III/25 386 . . 396 (d)
– bubbles: III/25 386 . . 396 (d)
– clusters: III/25 386 . . 396 (d)
– coarsening: III/25 386 . . 396 (d)
– diffusion: III/25 386 . . 396 (d)
– growth: III/25 386 . . 396 (d)
– implantation: III/25 386 . . 396 (d)
– interstitial and substitutional solubility: III/25 386 . . 396 (d)
helium nuclei ($^3\text{He}$)
– excitation functions for radionuclide production: I/13f 351 . . 503

Helium stars
– VI/2b 305 . . 311

Herman-Wallis factor
– linear triatomic molecules: II/20b1, II/20b2α 1 . . 415, II/20b2β 1 . . 345 1 . . 446 (d)

Hertzsprung – Russell diagram
– VI/1 304, 306, 519, VI/2b 25 . . 27, 201, 202

heterogeneous equilibria
(Section 22.22 in Volume I/2a of the 6th Edition)
– equilibrium constants of thermal dissociation and of reactions of inorganic and organic compounds: 6th Ed.II/2a 768 . . 843

Heusler alloys
– magnetic properties: III/19c 75 . . 185

hexagonal close-packed crystals
– surface structure: III/24a 102 . . 122

hexagonal ferrites
– magnetic and related properties
  – M-type ferrites: III/4b 562 . . 583, III/12c 7 . . 10, III/27g 131 . . 171
  – W-type ferrites: III/4b 584 . . 592, III/12c 20 . . 23, III/27g 172 . . 186
  – Y-type ferrites: III/4b 593 . . 605, III/12c 24 . . 29, III/27g 189 . . 193
  – Z- and U-type ferrites, Calcium ferrites III/4b 606 . . 613, III/12c 29 . . 34, III/27g 194 . . 196
  – X- and F-type ferrites, KFe$_{11}$O$_{17}$, further hexagonal ferrites: III/12c 34 . . 46, III/27g 197 . . 207
  – see also 6th Ed.II/9 2-222 . . 2-236

Higgs particle
– properties and description in electroweak theory: I/10 88 . . 92

Higgs sector
– in electroweak interactions: I/10 88 . . 92

Higgs-Kibble mechanism for mass generation
– I/10 12

**high frequency properties of dielectric crystals**

Chapters in: III/1, II/2, III/11, III/18, Volume III/29b.

For contents of the volume and the chapters, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords

high frequency spectra in crystals
(Section 15.10 in Volume I/4 of the 6th Edition)
– nuclear quadrupole spectra, resonance frequencies of nuclei in diamagnetic crystals, resonance frequencies of paramagnetic ions in crystals: 6th Ed.I/4 942 . . 980

high polymers
– nuclear magnetic relaxation: 6th Ed.II/9 7-66 . . 7-71

high pressure phases
– chromites (Cr spinels): III/4b 394 . . 421, 619 . . 646 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
  – elements: dispersed data in volumes I/V/5a . . g
  – semiconductors: sections on crystal structure and chemical bond in III/17, III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41).

**high pressure properties of liquids and liquid systems**

Sections in the chapters of Volume IV/4.
For contents of Volume IV/4 data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords

**high pressure properties of solids**

Sections in the chapters of Volume IV/4.
For contents of Volume IV/4 data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords

high-energy radiation
– topic of Volume I/11: see topical keyword "shielding against high-energy radiation"
hindered internal rotation of some molecules in the gas phase

holmium
- band structure and Fermi surfaces: III/13c 184
- crystal structure: III/6 13, III/14a 18
- electronic structure of surfaces: II/24ab 332
- phonon dispersion and frequency spectra: III/13a 64 . . 66
- photoemission spectra and related data: III/23a 397 . . 399
- superconducting properties: III/21a 311
- thermal conductivity: III/15c 26 . . 27, 78
- for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

holmium compounds and alloys
- binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5g 63 . . 98

homogeneous gas equilibria
(Section 26 in volume II/5b of the 6th Edition)
- values of the equilibrium constant for important chemical gas reactions: 6th Ed.II/5b 360 . . 384

hot electrons
- III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) i 256 . . 296

Hubble constant
- VI/1 675

Hubble space telescope
- VI/3b 37 . . 40

Hugoniott data
- for minerals and rocks: V/1a 124 . . 181 (d)

human ear
- see "ear, human"

human eye
- see "eye, human", "sensitivity of the human eye"

humidity of the air
- H₂O-saturation equilibrium in cloud air: V/4a 96 . . 108
- virtual and potential temperature, density of moist air: V/4a 67 . . 95

hydrazine
- oligonucleotides: VII/1b 265 . . 266

hydrides
- crystal structure: III/6 138 . . 156, III/14a 319 . . 385, 441 . . 458
- hydrides of rare earths: III/19d 280 . . 393
- phonon dispersion and frequency spectra: III/13a 431 . . 446
- for further properties of individual substances see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

hydrogen
- crystal structure: III/6 10, 11, III/14a 18
- for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

hydrogen bonding
- crystal structures of nucleic acid components: VII/1b 277 . . 348
- nucleotides: VII/1b 298 . . 317

hydrogen compounds and alloys
- binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5f 221 . . 276
- superconducting properties: III/21a 284 . . 292, 516 . . 517
- for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

hydrogen in metals
- phonon dispersion and related properties: III/13b 333 . . 354
hydrography
– 6th Ed. III 542 . . 563

hygrometry
(Section 47 2 in volume IV/4a of the 6th Edition)
– hygrometric and psychrometric tables, Mollier diagrams for air: 6th Ed. IV/4a 148 . . 160

hypercharge
– description in electroweak theory: [I/10]37

hyperfine coupling tensor
– free radicals: dispersed data in II/1,9,17

hyperfine field
– amorphous oxides: III/27f3 239 . . 319 (d)
– binary oxides of d transition elements: III/27g 1 . . 86 (d)
– boron containing oxides: III/27h 1 . . 285 (d)
– hard magnetic alloys: dispersed data in III/19b
– liquid quenched and sputtered magnetic alloys: dispersed data in II/19b
– metallic elements, alloys and compounds: dispersed data in III/19a . . E, III/32a
– oxides with ilmenite and corundum structure: III/27f3 173 . . 238 (d)
– oxy-spinels: III/27d 1 . . 501 (d)
– pnictides and chalcogenides based on transition elements: III/27a 1 . . 425 (d)

hyperfine field, magnetic on surfaces
– single crystal surfaces: III/24b 474 . . 505 (d)

hyperfine interaction parameters
– actinide compounds: III/4a 110 . . 124 (d), III/12c 406 . . 484 (d)
– chromites (Cr spinels): III/4b 394 . . 421 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
– cubic ferrites: III/4b 54 . . 393 (d), III/12b 55 . . 284, 744 . . 758 (d)
– rare earth compounds: III/4a 44 . . 109 (d), III/12c 59 . . 405 (d)
– thin films: III/19g 12 . . 14

hyperfine interactions, surface
– see "surface hyperfine interactions"

hyperfine splitting parameters
– coordination and organometallic transition metal compounds: dispersed data in II/2,8,10,11,12b

hyperfine structure of spectral lines and terms
(Section 16 1 in volume I/5 of the 6th Edition)
– hyperfine structure of atomic spectra of atoms and ions: 6th Ed. I/5 1 . . 69

hyperfine structure constant, magnetic
– diatomic radicals: [II/6] 5 . . 1 . . 5-90, II/14b 24 . . 170 (d), II/19d 5 . . 209 (d)
– non-linear triatomic molecular ions: II/19d 320 . . 326
– triatomic and polyatomic radicals: II/6 5-91 . . 5-131 (d), II/14b 171 . . 290 (d), II/19d 6 . . 298 (d)

hyperon induced high energy reactions
– [I/12b] 323 . . 331

hypography
– ocean floor: V/3a 14 . . 25

hysteresis, magnetic
– actinide compounds: III/4a 110 . . 124 (d), III/12c 406 . . 484 (d)
– chromites (Cr spinels): III/4b 394 . . 421, 619 . . 646 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
– cubic ferrites: III/4b 54 . . 393 (d), III/12b 55 . . 284, 744 . . 758 (d)
– hexagonal ferrites: III/4b 547 . . 618 (d), III/12c 1 . . 46 (d)
– spinels other than chromites and cubic ferrites: III/4b 422 . . 546 (d), III/12b 614 . . 743 (d), III/12c 59 . . 405 (d)
I

I-V compounds and alloys
– semiconducting properties: III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) e 126 . . 136, 382 . . 395
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

I-VI compounds and alloys
– semiconducting properties: III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) e 137 . . 163, 395 . . 431
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

I-VII compounds and alloys
– absorption coefficient of impurities and defects: 6th Ed. I/4 981 . . 1007
– photoemission spectra and related data: III/23a 113 . . 161
– semiconducting properties: III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) b 253 . . 302, 489 . . 528, III/22a 235 . . 260, 440 . . 451
– see also "alkali halides"
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

IA-IB compounds and alloys
– semiconducting properties: III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) e 123 . . 126, 379 . . 381
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

ice
– absorption coefficient, optical: V/1b 494 . . 496
– creep: V/1b 501 . . 504
– dielectric constant, also complex: V/1b 487 . . 493
– elastic properties: V/1b 496 . . 500
– electrical properties: V/1b 487 . . 493
– heat capacity: V/1b 486
– optical properties: V/1b 493 . . 496
– phase diagram: V/1b 482
– Poisson's ratio: V/1b 499
– shear modulus: V/1b 499
– sound velocity: V/1b 499, 500
– strength: V/1b 505
– thermal conductivity: V/1b 486, V/3c 173, 174
– thermal expansion coefficient: V/1b 485
– thermal properties: V/1l 484 . . 486
– Young's modulus: V/1b 499

ice in the ocean
– density: V/3c 168, 169
– elastic properties: V/3c 174 . . 176
– heat capacity: V/3c 172
– ice cover characteristics: V/3c 183 . . 189
– salinity: V/3c 170, 171
– strength: V/3c 176 . . 183
– structure: V/3c 168, 169
– thermal conductivity: V/3c 173, 174
– thermophysical properties: V/3c 172 . . 174

igneous rocks
– chemical composition: V/1a 17, 1
– mineral composition: V/1a 9 . . 16
– nomenclature: V/1a 3 . . 9
– origin and genesis: V/1a 21 . . 25
– texture and structure: V/1a 18 . . 20
ignition of gaseous and liquid fuels
  – 6th Ed.IV/4b 368 . . 392

II-IV compounds and alloys
  – semiconducting properties:  III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) e 163 . . 177, 432 . . 455
  – for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

II-V compounds and alloys
  – semiconducting properties:  III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) e 178 . . 249, 455 . . 518
  – for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

II-VI compounds and alloys
  – band structure and core levels:  III/23a 74 . . 102
  – electronic structure of surfaces:  III/24b 412 . . 416
  – semiconducting properties:  III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) b 10 . . 273, 319 . . 488, III/22a 160 . . 234, 370 . . 439
  – for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

II-VII compounds and alloys
  – photoelectron spectra:  III/23b 171 . . 176
  – semiconducting properties:  III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) e 250 . . 262, 519 . . 533
  – for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

III-V compounds and alloys
  – band structure and core levels:  III/23a 30 . . 73
  – electronic structure of surfaces:  III/24b 389 . . 411
  – semiconducting properties
    – physical properties:  III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) a 144 . . 348, 454 . . 642, III/22a 52 . . 159, 291 . . 369
    – impurities and defects:  III/22b 499 . . 749
    – amorphous materials:  III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) i 20 . . 23, 88 . . 91
    – ternary and quaternary solid solutions:  III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) a 333 . . 348, 603 . . 642, III/22a 135 . . 159, 343 . . 369
  – for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

III-VI compounds and alloys
  – photoelectron spectra:  III/23b 143 . . 153
  – semiconducting properties:  III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) f 9 . . 102, 289 . . 339
  – for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

III-VII compounds and alloys
  – semiconducting properties:  III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) f 103 . . 123, 340 . . 356
  – for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

image states
  – metal surfaces:  III/24b 32, 43 . . 55

implantation
  – He in metals:  III/25 386 . . 396 (d)

impurities and defects in group IV and III-V semiconductors:  dispersed data in III/22b

impregnating materials
  – see "filling and impregnating materials"

impurities and lattice defects
  – see the enumeration of keywords to "impurities and lattice defects" in the Guide to the Keywords
impurities and defects
  – alkali halides: 6th Ed. I/3981 . . 1007
  – group IV elements and III-V compounds
    – theoretical prediction impurity properties: III/22b 14 . . 50
    – measurement methods: III/22b 51 . . 172
    – – electrical methods: III/22b 104
    – – optical methods: III/22b 125
    – – magnetic resonance methods: III/22b 123 . . 125
    – – analysis of extended defects: III/22b 126 . . 158
    – – chemical analysis: III/22b 159 . . 172
  – data:
    – – diamond: III/22b 173 . . 206
    – – silicon: III/22b 207 . . 438
    – – germanium: III/22b 439 . . 489
    – – silicon carbide: III/22b 490 . . 498
    – – gallium nitride: III/22b 499 . . 503
    – – gallium phosphide: III/22b 504 . . 565
    – – gallium arsenide: III/22b 566 . . 658
    – – gallium phosphide: III/22b 659 . . 666
    – – indium phosphide: III/22b 667 . . 705
    – – indium arsenide: III/22b 706 . . 70
    – – indium phosphide: III/22b 710 . . 718
    – – boron nitride and phosphide: III/22b 719 . . 720
    – – ternary III-V compounds: III/22b 721 . . 748
    – – quaternary III-V compounds: III/22b 749
  – semiconductors, further data:
    – see subsections on impurities and defects in III/17 III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) e . . h
    – semiconductor technology: data in the chapters on semiconducting materials in III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) c.d
  – vibrational states in metallic compounds and disordered alloys: III/13b 272
  – impurity contribution to resistivity
    – Kondo systems: III/15a 294 . . 333 (d)

inclusive reactions of high energy particles
  – topic in l/12a,b: see topical keyword: "total cross sections for reactions of high energy particles"

increments for the calculation of the enthalpies of formation
  – organic compounds: 6th Ed II/4 18 . . 38

indicator exponent for acid – base colour indicators
  – 6th Ed. II/7 938, 953

indium
  – band structure and Fermi surfaces: III/13c 184 . . 192
  – crystal structure: III/6 13, III/14a 20
  – electron states and Fermi surfaces of homogeneously strained elements: III/13b 114 . . 117
  – electronic structure of surfaces: III/24b 206
  – nuclear quadrupole resonance data: III/20c 42 . . 37, III/31b 74 . . 93
  – phonon dispersion and frequency spectra: III/13a 67 . . 68
  – properties of atomic defects: III/25 308 . . 309
  – superconducting properties: III/21a 312 . . 325, 519 . . 520
  – thermal conductivity: III/15c 27 . . 28, 79
  – for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

indium compounds and alloys
  – binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5g 113 . . 192
  – compounds with 3d elements, magnetic and related properties: III/19b 502 . . 516
  – crystal structure of indium oxo-compounds and alloys: III/7d2 303 . . 319
  – photoelectron spectra: III/23b 150 . . 153
  – superconducting properties: III/21a 326 . . 342, 521
  – for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage
inductance
  - definition, realization, measurement, uncertainties: 0/a 2-294 . . 2-301

inelastic neutron scattering by phonons
  - theoretical basis: III/13b 264 . . 267

infrared astronomical satellite
  - VI/3b 30 . . 33

infrared detectors in astronomy
  - VI/2a 42 . . 49

infrared rotation and vibration spectra
  - simple molecules: 6th Ed.I/2 328 . . 478

initial permeability
  - cubic ferrites: III/4b 54 . . 393 (d), III/12b 55 . . 284, 744 . . 758 (d)
inorganic and organic solvents
  - ebouilloscopic constants: 6th Ed.II/2a 917 . . 919
  - freezing point depressions: 6th Ed.II/2a 844 . . 901
  - Lewis – Randall functions: 6th Ed.II/2a 851 . . 901
  - osmotic coefficients: 6th Ed.II/2a 851 . . 901

inorganic compounds
  - see the enumeration of keywords to "inorganic compounds" in the Guide to the Keywords

inorganic compounds, crystal structure (defined in contrast to "intermetallic phases" as compounds which contain at least one of the elements F, Cl, Br, I, O, N, or P and are not classified as "organic")
  - compounds with the key element germanium: III/7d1gamma 1 . . 169
  - compounds with the key element phosphorus: III/c2 1 . . 305
  - compounds with the key element boron: III/7d2 1 . . 146
  - compounds with the key element carbon: III/c3 1 . . 291
  - compounds with the key element nitrogen: III/c1 1 . . 260
  - compounds with the key element silicon: III/7d1alpha 1 . . 464, III/7d1beta 1 . . 506
  - compounds with the key element sulfur: III/7b3 1 . . 307
  - compounds with the key elements aluminium, gallium, indium, thallium, and beryllium: III/7d2 147 . . 327
  - compounds with the key elements chromium, molybdenum, and tungsten: III/7h 1 . . 137
  - compounds with the key elements manganese, technetium, and rhenium: III/7e 8 . . 120
  - compounds with the key elements scandium, yttrium, the lanthanides, and the actinides: III/c2 306 . . 452
  - compounds with the key elements vanadium, niobium, and tantalum: III/7c 327 . . 739
  - compounds with the key elements arsenic, antimony, and bismuth: III/c2 306 . . 452
  - compounds with the key elements copper, silver, gold, zinc, cadmium, and mercury: III/c1 1 . . 7
  - compounds with the key elements iron, cobalt, nickel, ruthenium, rhodium, palladium, iridium, and platinum: III/7f 539 . . 778
  - compounds with the key elements selenium and tellurium: III/7b3 308 . . 435
  - compounds with the key elements: III/7d1gamma 170 . . 215
  - compounds with the key elements titanium, zirconium, and hafnium: III/c 121 . . 326
  - see also dispersed data in volumes on various substance groups as semiconductors, ferroelectrics etc.
  - see also dispersed data in III/23ab

inorganic compounds, properties other than crystal structure
  - angle-integrated and angle-resolved valence band and core level spectra: dispersed data in III/23ab
  - band structure: dispersed data in III/23ab
  - boiling temperature: dispersed data in III/7a . . 6, f, 6th Ed.I/4 179 . . 260
  - cleavage: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
  - color: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
  - compressibility: 6th Ed.I/1 449 . . 631
  - core level binding energies: dispersed data in III/23ab
  - Curie temperature, ferrimagnetic: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
  - Curie temperature, ferromagnetic: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
  - Curie temperatures, ferro- and antiferroelectric: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
  - Debye-Waller factor: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
  - densities of state of energy bands: dispersed data in III/23ab
  - density: dispersed data in III/7a . . f, 6th Ed.I/1 449 . . 631
  - diamagnetic anisotropy: II/16 445 . . 453, also 6th Ed.I/10 148 . . 167
– diamagnetic susceptibility: 6th Ed.II/10 1 . . 65
– dielectric constants: 6th Ed.II/6 451 . . 558
– ebouilloscopic constants: 6th Ed.II/8 363 . . 371
– electron configuration: dispersed data in III/23a,b
– electron density distribution: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
– electron diffraction: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
– enthalpy: 6th Ed.II/4 141 . . 421
– entropy: 6th Ed.II/4 412 . . 421
– epitaxial data: III/8 4 . . 124
– epitaxy: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
– equilibrium constants of thermal dissociation and reactions: 6th Ed.II/2a 768 . . 843
– habit: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
– hardness: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
– heat capacity in the solid, liquid and gaseous states: 6th Ed.II/4 179 . . 260, 483 . . 519
– lattice constant: dispersed data in III/7a . . f, III/23a,b
– melting equilibria: 6th Ed.II/3 98 . . 270
– melting point: dispersed data in III/7a . . f, also 6th Ed.II/4 179 . . 260
– melts and allotropic transformations under pressure: 6th Ed.II/2a 224 . . 235
– Néel temperature: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
– neutron diffraction: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
– nuclear magnetic resonance: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
– nuclear quadrupole resonance: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
– phase diagrams: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
– piezoelectric properties: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
– plasmon energies: dispersed data in III/23a,b
– pyroelectric coefficients: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
– Raman spectroscopy: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
– refractive index: dispersed data in III/7a . . f, 6th Ed.II/8 43 . . 285
– solubility: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
– space groups: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
– structure factors: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
– thermal expansion coefficient: 6th Ed.II/1 449 . . 631
– thermal stability: dispersed data in III/7a . . f
– valence band critical point energies: dispersed data in III/23a,b
– vaporization coefficients: 6th Ed.II/5b 241
– vapour pressure: 6th Ed.II/2a 31 . . 88
– volume change in melting: 6th Ed.II/1 722, 723
– work function: dispersed data in III/23a,b
– X-ray diffraction: dispersed data in III/7a . . f

inorganic liquids
– refractive index: III/38a 5 . . 28

inorganic radicals
– free radicals, radical ions, radicals in metal complexes: [II/9a 5 . . 341, III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41)] a 5 . . 505

insulating liquids
– technological aspects: 6th Ed.IV/3 220 . . 275

insulating materials
(Section 44 4 in volume IV/3 of the 6th Edition)
Contents: definition of technical insulators, insulating liquids, filling and impregnating materials, fiber materials, foils, mica, rubber and related materials, resins, plastics, wood, quartz, glass, stones, ceramics etc.

intensity variation
– cosmic radiation: 6th Ed.I/5 372 . . 386

interaction of DNA and RNA with metal ion
– VII/1c 277 . . 445
interaction of nuclei with particles and photons
(Section 16.4 in volume I/5 of the 6th Edition)
– scattering of charged particles at nuclei, cross sections, yields of nuclear transmutations, passage of electrons and of $\alpha$-particles through matter: 6th Ed.I/5 269 . . 365

interaction with matter
– cosmic radiation: 6th Ed.I/5 390 . . 397

interactions of elementary particles
– basic interactions in elementary particle reactions: I/6 1 . . 8
– cosmic radiation with matter: 6th Ed. I/5 390 . . 397
– muons with matter: I/11 358 . . 368
– of protons with targets
  – from He to Br: I/13a 1 . . 358
  – from Kr to Te: I/13b 1 . . 348
  – from I to Am: I/13c 1 . . 576
– supplementary data: I/13d 1 . . 369
– of pions with targets: I/13e 1 . . 167
– of antiprotons with targets: I/13e 168 . . 186
– of deuterons with targets: I/13f 7 . . 340
– of tritons with targets: I/13f 341 . . 350
– of $^1$He-nuclei with targets: I/13i 351 . . 502
– see also the topical keyword "production of radionuclides at intermediate energies"
– pions and antiprotons with nuclei
  – interactions of $p^+$-mesons with nuclei: I/13e 1 . . 62
  – interactions of $p^-$-mesons with nuclei: I/13e 63 . . 167
  – interactions of antiprotons with nuclei: I/13e 168 . . 186
  – pions and antiprotons with nuclei: topic of volumes: I/13a . . e

interatomic distances and bond angles
– diatomic molecules: II/6 2-1 . . 2-37, II/14a 5 . . 36, II/14b 291 . . 295, II/21 459 . . 460, II/23 405
– ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 3b in III/16a,b,28a,b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)
– polyatomic molecules
  – linear triatomic molecules: II/20b1 II/20b2α 1 . . 415, II/20b2β 1 . . 345 1 . . 446 (d)

interband and intraband transitions in semiconductors
– see subsections on electronic properties in III/17 III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41)
– intercalated halide – transition element compounds and alloys
  – III/27j 136 . . 205

intercalation compounds of graphite
– superconducting properties: III/21a 149 . . 169, 480 . . 482
– thermal conductivity: III/15c440 . . 444

interdiffusion coefficients
– aqueous and non-aqueous systems: 6th Ed.II/5a 588 . . 589
– gases and gas mixtures: 6th Ed.II/5a 516 . . 565
– inorganic and organic liquids: 6th Ed.II/5a 581 . . 587
– liquid elements: 6th Ed.II/5a 576 . . 580

interface boundary diffusion
– III/26 630 . . 716

interface phenomena
– adsorption: 6th Ed.II/3 496 . . 528
– interfacial films on water: 6th Ed.II/3 487 . . 494
– paper chromatography: 6th Ed.II/3 529 . . 535
– surface tension: 6th Ed.II/3 404 . . 495

interfaces
– see the enumeration of keywords to "interfaces" in the Guide to the Keywords
interfaces
- magnetic properties: III/19g 1 . . 34
interfaces, solid - liquid
- adhesion, contact angle, edge angles: II/3 473 . . 486
interfacial tension
- between two non-miscible liquids: 6th Ed. II/3 457 . . 472
- pure liquids to their vapor or to air: 6th Ed. II/3 407 . . 436
- solutions to air: 6th Ed. II/3 437 . . 456
interference filters
- technological aspects: 6th Ed. IV/3 951 . . 954
interferometers, astronomical
- VI/1 33, 34, VI/2a 61, 62
intermediate phases
- phonon dispersion and frequency spectra: III/13a 431 . . 445
intermetallic phases (defined in contrast to "inorganic compounds as inorganic phases which do not contain any of the elements F, Cl, Br, I, O, N)
- crystal structure: III/6 175 . . 931, III/14a 54 . . 265, III/14b 1 . . 216, III/14c 1 . . 277
intermolecular forces
- gases: 6th Ed. II/1 271 . . 297
internal energy
- definition, measurement, maintenance: 0/a 2-192 . . 2-203
internal friction
- cubic ferrites: III/4b 54 . . 393 (d), III/12b 55 . . 284, 744 . . 758 (d)
internal magnetic field
- chromites (Cr spinels): III/4b 394 . . 421, 619 . . 646 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
- cubic ferrites: III/4b 54 . . 393 (d), III/12b 55 . . 284, 744 . . 758 (d)
- hexagonal ferrites: III/4b 547 . . 618 (d), III/12c 1 . . 46 (d)
- iron oxides and iron-metal oxides: III/4a 54 . . 109 (d), III/12b 1 . . 53 (d)
- rare earth compounds: III/4a 54 . . 109 (d), III/12c 59 . . 405 (d)
internal surfaces
- rocks: V/1a 267 . . 277
internal vibrations of crystals
(Section 15.05 in volume II of the 6th Edition)
- frequencies from Raman and infrared spectra of elements, inorganic and organic crystals, theoretical data for some solids: 6th Ed. I/4 546 . . 758
International Metre Convention
- 0/a 1-2
International Practical Temperature Scale of 1968
- 0/a 2-93 . . 2-94
International System of Units
- 0/a 1-4
International Temperature Scale of 1990
- 0/a 2-73 . . 75
internuclear distances
- diatomic molecules: II/21 459 . . 460, II/23 405
interplanetary dust
- VI/1 233 . . 243, VI/2a 228 . . 243, VI/3a 180 . . 183
interplanetary magnetic field
- kinetic properties of the interplanetary and coronal plasma: VI/1 250
- measurements with satellites and space probes: VI/1 248 . . 253, VI/2a 245 . . 250, VI/3a 189 . . 192
- modulation of galactic cosmic rays: VI/1 249
- propagation of solar cosmic rays: VI/1 249
interplanetary plasma
– VI/1 244 . . 253, VI/2a 244 . . 251, VI/3a 184 . . 192

interplanetary space
– VI/1 233 . . 253, VI/2a 228 . . 256, VI/3a 180 . . 195

interstellar dust
– VI/1 652 . . 658, VI/2a 228 . . 244

interstellar matter
– cool interstellar clouds: VI/2c 66 . . 86
– dust: VI/1 652 . . 661, VI/2c 106 . . 114
– gas: VI/1 642 . . 652, VI/2c 115 . . 127
– general phenomena: VI/2c 143 . . 145
– H II region: VI/2c 88 . . 101
– see also VI/1 642 . . 663, VI/2c 45 . . 66, 6th Ed. III 231 . . 234

interstellar space
– interstellar magnetic field: VI/1 663, VI/2c 143 . . 145
– interstellar radiation field: VI/1 662

intraband transitions in semiconductors
– see "interband and intraband transitions in semiconductors"

intrinsic magnetic properties of metals
Topic of volumes II/19a... I, 32a.
For contents of the volumes, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords

Invar alloys
– III/19i1 193 . . 213

inverse photoemission
– from surfaces: III/24d 70 . . 311

iodine
– crystal structure: III/6 13, III/14a 20
– nuclear quadrupole resonance data: III/20c 100 . . 193, III/31b 94 . . 133
– superconducting properties: III/21a 311, 518
– for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

iodine compounds and alloys
– binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5g 99 . . 112
– crystal structure of iodides and complex iodides: III/7a 583 . . 647
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

ionic crystals
– conductivity: 6th Ed. II/6 223 . . 228
– disorder energies: 6th Ed. II/6 229
– threshold energies: 6th Ed. II/6 229
– transference numbers: 6th Ed. II/6 242 . . 247

ion implantation
– semiconductor technology data in the chapters on semiconducting materials in III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41 c,d)

ionic and atomic radii
(Section 15 3 in volume I/4 of the 6th Edition)
– space increments for atoms, ions: 6th Ed. I/4 519 . . 533
– intermetallic and semimetallic as well as organic compounds: 6th Ed. I/4 519 . . 533

ionic charge, effective
– see "effective ionic charge"

ionic conductivity
– aqueous and non-aqueous solutions: 6th Ed. II/7 257 . . 274
– aqueous electrolytes: 6th Ed. II/7 27 . . 281
– ionic conductors: 6th Ed. II/6 223 . . 228
– non-aqueous solutions: 6th Ed. II/7 282 . . 726
pressure dependence in liquids and liquid systems: 6th Ed. II/6 223 . . 241
ionic mobilities
aqueous and non-aqueous solutions: 6th Ed. II/7 27 . . 281
ionicity
of chemical bond in semiconductors: tables on structure and chemical bond in III/17 III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) e,f
ionization cross sections
atoms and molecules: 6th Ed. I/1 323 . . 388
ionization energies of impurities and defects
shallow donors in semiconductors: see subsections on impurities and defects in the subvolumes of III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) c
ionization energies of molecules
(Section 14 204 in volume II of the 6th Edition)
ionic mobilities
aqueous and non-aqueous solutions: 6th Ed. II/7 223 . . 241
ionization voltages and electron affinities
data for atoms and ions in various ionization states: 6th Ed. I/1 211 . . 213
ionizing radiation
definitions, measurement: 0/a 2-302 . . 2-329
biological effects: I/11 4 . . 15
damage to materials: I/11 15 . . 23
properties: I/11 2 . . 4
ionosphere
6th Ed. III 718 . . 727
ions
see the enumeration of keywords to "atoms and ions" in the Guide to the Keywords
ions, diamagnetic and paramagnetic
diamagnetic susceptibility: I/16 402
ions, molecular
larger molecular ions: II/19d2 327 . . 355
linear triatomic ions: II/19d2 298 . . 319
non-linear triatomic ions: II/19d2 320 . . 326
iridium
band structure and Fermi surfaces: III/13c 193 . . 197
crystal structure: III/6 13, III/14a 20
electron states and Fermi surfaces of homogeneously strained elements: III/13b 118
electronic structure of surfaces: III/24b 322 . . 323
properties of atomic defects: III/25 241 . . 242
structural defects at surfaces: III/24a 248
superconducting properties: III/21a 343, 522
thermal conductivity: III/15c 28, 80
for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage
iridium compounds and alloys
binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5g 193 . . 242
compounds with 3d elements, magnetic and related properties: III/19a 566 . . 647, III/32a 332 . . 382
crystal structure of iridium oxo-compounds: III/7f 765 . . 770
superconducting properties: III/21a 344 . . 351, 522 . . 523
for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage
iron
band structure and Fermi surfaces: III/13c 138 . . 160
crystal structure: III/6 8, III/14a 14 . . 16
electron states and Fermi surfaces of homogeneously strained elements: III/13b 104 . . 107
– magnetic and related properties: III/19a: 24 . . 133 31 . . 76
– magnetic properties of high purity iron and low carbon steels: III/19i: 1 . . 32
– phonon dispersion and frequency spectra: III/13a: 53 . . 56
– properties of atomic defects: III/25: 125 . . 134
– structural defects at surfaces: III/24a: 247
– superconducting properties: III/21a: 246
– technological properties: 6th Ed.IV/2a: 121 . . 880
– thermal conductivity: III/15c: 22 . . 23, 74
– for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

iron compounds and alloys
– binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5e: 153 . . 290
– compounds with 3d elements, magnetic and related properties: III/19a: 142 . . 281, 311 . . 490, III/32a: 77 . . 113, 127 . . 224
– crystal structure of iron oxo-compounds and alloys: III/27f1: 539 . . 719
– thermal conductivity of binary alloys: III/15c: 153 . . 154, 220 . . 228
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

iron garnets

iron-metal oxides

iron oxides
– magnetic and related properties: III/4a: 1 . . 20, III/12b: 1 . . 53

irreversible potential
– aqueous solutions and salt melts: 6th Ed.II/7: 833 . . 838

isobaric spin quantum number
– of nuclear energy levels: data in all chapters of I/1

isomer shift
– amorphous oxides: III/27f3: 239 . . 319 (d)
– binary oxides of d transition elements: III/27g: 1 . . 86 (d)
– boron containing oxides: III/27h: 1 . . 285 (d)
– chromites (Cr spinels): III/4b: 394 . . 421, 619 . . 646 (d), III/12b: 285 . . 613 (d)
– cubic ferrites: III/4b: 54 . . 393 (d), III/12b: 55 . . 284, 744 . . 758 (d)
– ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 13 in III/16a, b, 28a, b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)
– halides: III/27j: 1 . . 233 (d), III/27j: 2 . . 359 (d)
– hard magnetic alloys: dispersed data in III/19i
– hexagonal ferrites: III/4b: 547 . . 618 (d), III/12c: 1 . . 46 (d), III/27g: 124 . . 236 (d)
– iron garnets: III/4b: 315 . . 367 (d), III/12a: 53 . . 264 (d)
– iron oxides and iron-metal oxides: III/4a: 1 . . 40 (d), III/12b: 1 . . 53 (d)
– liquid quenched and sputtered magnetic alloys: dispersed data in III/19b
– metallic elements, alloys and compounds: dispersed data in III/19a, f, III/32a
– non-iron garnets: III/4b: 1 . . 49 (d), III/12a: 265 . . 367 (d)
– oxides with ilmenite and corundum structure: III/27f3: 173 . . 238 (d)
– oxy-spinels: III/27d: 1 . . 501 (d)
– perovskite-type oxides: III/27f1: 1 . . 172 (d)
– perovskites and perovskite related compounds: III/4a: 214 . . 254, 269 . . 274 (d), III/12a: 429 . . 479 (d)
– pnictides and chalcogenides based on transition elements: III/27a: 1 . . 425 (d)
– rare earth compounds: III/4a: 44 . . 109 (d), III/12c: 59 . . 405 (d)
– spinels other than chromites and cubic ferrites: III/4b: 422 . . 546 (d), III/12b: 614 . . 743 (d)

isomers, radii
– see "radii of isomers"

isospin
– description in electroweak theory: I/10: 37

isothermal throttling effect
isotope composition
– elements (table): 6/183 . . 187
– nuclides (table): 6/183 . . 187
isotope effect
isotope masses
– 6th Ed.1/5 182 . . 185
isotope weights
– nuclei: 6th Ed.1/5 70 . . 181
isotope yields
– for the interactions of antiprotons with nuclei: 1/13e 168 . . 185
– for the interactions of pions with nuclei: 1/13e 63 . . 89
isotopes, natural
– table: 6th Ed.I/15 52 . . 57
isotopes, radioactive
– in rocks: 6/1b 433 . . 470
isotopic masses and mass ratios of molecules
– diatomic molecules: II/4 14 . . 22, II/6 2-1 . . 2-37, II/14a 5 . . 36, II/14b 291 . . 295, II/19a 5 . . 40
– linear molecules: II/4 22 . . 47, II/6 2-55 . . 2-81, II/14a 127, II/14b 299, II/19a 74 . . 143
– symmetric top molecules: II/4 22 . . 47, II/6 2-55 . . 2-81, II/14a 127, II/14b 299, II/19a 74 . . 143
IV-IV compounds and alloys
– semiconducting properties: III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) a 132 . . 142, 442 . . 449, III/22a 43 . . 50, 286 . . 289
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage
IV-V compounds and alloys
– semiconducting properties: III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) f 123 . . 126, 356 . . 360
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage
IV-VI compounds and alloys
– photoelectron spectra: III/23b 87 . . 111, 154 . . 168
– semiconducting properties: III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) f 126 . . 219, 361 . . 473
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage
IV-VII compounds and alloys
– photoelectron spectra: III/23b 171 . . 176
– semiconducting properties: III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) f 219 . . 234, 474 . . 485
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage
J

j-symbols in angular correlation calculations
– 3j-symbols (Clebsch-Gordan coefficients)
  – definition, properties, algebraic table, recursion relations, other tabulations: I/3 8 11
  – tables: I/3 24 . . 220
– 6j-symbols (Racah coefficients)
  – definition, properties, algebraic table, recursion relations, other tabulations: I/3 12 . . 16
  – tables: I/3 221 . . 817
– 9j-symbols
  – definition, properties, algebraic table, recursion relations, other tabulations: I/3 17 . . 20
  – tables: I/3 818 . . 827

Jahn – Teller distortion
– in perovskites and perovskite related compounds: III/4a 140, 141

Joule-Thomson and isothermal throttling effect
(Section 24 3 in volume II/4 of the 6th Edition)
– data for several elemental, inorganic and organic gases: 6th Ed. II/4 755 . . 768
kaon induced reactions
  – total cross sections: I/12a 210 . . 419, I/12b 72, 332 . . 344
kaon-nucleon scattering
  – general remarks: I/7 133 . . 137
  – negative kaon-deuteron scattering
    – total cross sections: I/7 144 . . 146, I/9a 699
    – differential elastic cross sections: I/7 239 . . 241
    – total elastic cross sections: I/7 148, I/9a 699
  – negative kaon-neutron scattering
    – differential charge exchange cross sections: I/7 244 . . 267, I/9a 691
    – differential elastic cross sections: I/7 180 . . 233, I/9a 691, 713 . . 729
    – polarization parameters in elastic scattering: I/7 279 . . 290, I/9 733
    – total charge exchange cross sections: I/7 149 . . 151
    – total cross sections: I/7 141 . . 147, I/9a 699
    – total elastic cross sections: I/7 147, 148
  – negative kaon-proton scattering
    – differential charge exchange cross sections: I/7 241 . . 244
    – total charge exchange cross sections: I/7 148, 149
    – total cross sections: I/7 139 . . 141, I/9a 698
    – positive kaon-neutron (+proton) scattering: I/9a 692 . . 698, 729 . . 733
    – positive kaon-proton scattering
    – differential elastic cross sections: I/7 151 . . 180, I/9a 690, 700 . . 712
    – polarization parameters in elastic scattering: I/7 258 . . 279, I/9a 690
    – total cross sections: I/7 138, 139, I/9a 698
    – total elastic cross sections: I/7 146, 147
kaons (K mesons)
  – photoproduction: I/8 285 . . 298
kelvin
  – definition, realization and maintenance: 0/a 2-69 . . 2-73
kerma
  – definition, application, measurement, uncertainties, standards: 0/a 2-317 . . 2-324
Kerr effect
  – general remarks: III/12a 168
  – chromites (Cr spinels): III/4b 394 . . 421, 619 . . 646 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
  – cubic ferrites: III/4b 393 (d), III/12b 284, 744 . . 758 (d)
  – iron garnets: III/4b 365 . . 367 (d), III/12a 53 . . 264 (d)
  – metallic elements, alloys and compounds: dispersed data in III/19a . . f, III/32a
  – rare earth compounds: III/4a 109 (d), III/12c 405 (d)
  – see also 6th Ed.II/9 1-184 . . 1-199
keto – enol equilibria
– organic compounds: 6th Ed. II/1 919 . . 929

kilogram
– definition, realization and maintenance: 0/a 2-46 . . 2-59

kinetic variables in high-energy physics
– conversion tables: I/11 36 . . 39
– tables of kinematic variables vs. momentum: I/11 40 . . 51

kinetic phenomena
– pressure dependence in liquids and liquid systems: IV/4 350 . . 358
– pressure dependence in solids: IV/4 340 . . 349

kinetics
– see the enumeration of keywords to "kinetics" in the Guide to the Keywords

Knight shift
– binary oxides of d transition elements: III/27g 1 . . 86 (d)
– hexagonal ferrites: III/27g 124 . . 236 (d)
– metallic elements, alloys and compounds: dispersed data in III/19a . . f, III/32a
– pnictides and chalcogenides based on transition elements: III/27a 1 . . 425 (d)
– rare earth compounds: III/4a 44 . . 109 (d), III/12c 59 . . 405 (d)

Kondo and spin fluctuation systems, spin glasses
Chapters in volume III/15a.
For contents of the chapter, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords

Kondo systems
– data: III/15a 294 . . 333
– impurity contribution to resistivity: III/15a 294 . . 333 (d)
– introduction: III/15a 289 . . 291
– Kondo temperature: III/15a 294 . . 333 (d)
– molar heat: III/15a 294 . . 333 (d)
– properties: III/15a 289 . . 333
– specific heat: III/15a 294 . . 333 (d)
– specific susceptibility: III/15a 294 . . 333 (d)
– susceptibility: III/15a 294 . . 333 (d)
– thermopower: III/15a 294 . . 333 (d)

Kondo temperature
– Kondo systems: III/15a 294 . . 333 (d)

krypton
– crystal structure: III/6 13, III/14a 20
– superconducting properties: III/21a 352
– for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

krypton compounds and alloys
– binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5g 273 . . 274
l-type doubling constants
- linear molecules: II/4 14 . . 22, II/6 2-38 . . 2-54, 6-1 . . 6-4, II/14a 37 . . 62, II/14b 296 . . 298, II/19a 41 . . 73
- linear triatomic molecules: II/20b1, II/20b2α 1 . . 415, II/20b2β 1 . . 446 (d)
- symmetric top molecules: II/4 22 . . 47, II/6 2-55 . . 2-81, 6-5, II/14a 63 . . 127, II/14b 299, II/19a 74 . . 143
- triatomic and polyatomic radicals: II/6 5-91 . . 5-131 (d), II/14b 171 . . 290 (d), II/19d 26 . . 298 (d)

lagoons
- V/3c 284 . . 294

lambda-Booitis stars
- VI/2b 341

lambda-doubling parameters
- linear triatomic molecules: II/20b1, II/20b2α 1 . . 415, II/20b2β 1 . . 446 (d)

Lamé constant in rocks
- V/1b 100 . . 140 (d)

lanthanide elements
- see "rare earths (lanthanides)"

lanthanum
- band structure and Fermi surfaces: III/13c 201 . . 202
- crystal structure: III/6 14, III/14a 22
- electron states and Fermi surfaces of homogeneously strained elements: II/13b 122 . . 127
- electronic structure of surfaces: II/24b 293 . . 294
- phonon dispersion and frequency spectra: III/13a 76
- photoemission spectra and related data: III/23a 325 . . 335
- superconducting properties: III/21a 353 . . 358, 524
- thermal conductivity: III/15c 29, 81
- for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

lanthanum compounds and alloys
- binary phase diagrams and related data: IV/5g 275 . . 318
- superconducting properties: III/21a 359 . . 374, 524 . . 525
- for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

laser induced fluorescence
- data for molecular structure: dispersed data in II/7,15,21

laser magnetic resonance spectroscopy
- data for molecular structure: dispersed data in II/7,15,21

lattice constant (lattice parameter)
- actinide compounds: II/4a 110 . . 124 (d), III/12c 406 . . 484 (d)
- binary alloys: dispersed data in volumes IV/5a . . g
- binary oxides of d transition elements: III/27g 1 . . 86 (d)
- binary oxides of d transition elements: III/27g 87 . . 123 (d)
- boron containing oxides: III/27b 1 . . 285 (d)
- chromites (Cr spinels): III/4b 394 . . 421, 619 . . 646 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
- cubic ferrites: III/4b 54 . . 393 (d), III/12b 55 . . 284, 744 . . 758 (d)
- elements: dispersed data in volumes IV/5a . . g
- elements and for intermetallic solids: dispersed data in III/6a 4
- elements and inorganic solids: dispersed data in III/23a b
- ferro- and antiferroelectrics: subsections 3 in III/16a b,28a,b (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/36)
- garnets: III/12c 22 . . 41
- halides: III/27a 233 (d), III/27g 359 (d)
- hard magnetic alloys: dispersed data in III/192
- hexagonal ferrites: III/4b 547 . . 646 (d), III/12c 1 . . 46 (d), III/27p 124 . . 236 (d)
- inorganic compounds: dispersed data in III/7a, 6th Ed. I/4d 515 . . 518
- ionic crystals: 6th Ed I/4 534 . . 545
– iron garnets: III/4a 329
– iron oxides and iron-metal oxides: III/4a 1 . . 40 (d), III/12b 1 . . 53 (d)
– metallic elements: III/13a 7 . . 179
– metallic elements, alloys and compounds: dispersed data in III/19a . . f, III/32a
– minerals: V/1b 322 . . 336 (d)
– non-iron garnets: III/4b 15, 16, III/12a 289 . . 295 (d)
– organic compounds: III/5a,b 10a,b
– oxides with ilmenite and corundum structure: III/27f3 173 . . 238 (d)
– oxy-spinels: III/27d 1 . . 501 (d)
– perovskite-type oxides: III/27f3 1 . . 172 (d)
– perovskites and perovskite related compounds: III/4a 149 . . 189, 194 . . 206, 266 . . 269, III/12a 374 . . 428
– pnictides and chalcogenides based on transition elements: III/27a 1 . . 425 (d)
– pressure dependence in solids: IV/4 71 . . 130
– pure iron, cast iron and various steels: 6th Ed. IV/2a 131 . . 132
– rare earth compounds: III/4a 44 . . 109 (d), III/12c 59 . . 405 (d)
– semiconductors: see subsections on lattice properties in III/17  III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41)  e.l., 22a
– simple, coordination and organometallic transition metal compounds: III/2/2-1 . . 2-379 (d), III/8 46 . . 858 (d), III/10 29 . . 668 (d), III/11 46 . . 657 (d), III/12b 614 . . 743 (d)
– soft magnetic alloys: dispersed data in III/19i1
– spinels other than chromites and cubic ferrites: III/4b 422 . . 546 (d), III/12b 614 . . 743 (d)

lattice defects
– see the enumeration of keywords to "impurities and lattice defects" in the Guide to the Keywords

lattice dynamics
– see the enumeration of keywords to "lattice dynamics" in the Guide to the Keywords

lattice energies of crystals
– tables of Madelung constants, lattice energies of ionic crystals, surface energies of valence and van der Waals lattices, of alkali halides and of some metals at its melting point: 6th Ed/I/4 534 . . 545

lattice types, structures and dimensions of crystals
– inorganic crystals: 6th Ed.I/4 15 . . 218
– Laue groups of crystal structure
– list: III/6 XVI

Laves phases
– phonon dispersion and related properties: III/13b 308 . . 310

layered compounds and alloys
– phonon dispersion and related properties: III/13b 317 . . 319
– photoemission data: III/23b 84 . . 182

lead
– band structure and Fermi surfaces: III/13c 275 . . 281
– crystal structure of lead: III/6 19, III/14a 28
– electron states and Fermi surfaces of homogeneously strained elements: III/13b 158 . . 171
– electronic structure of surfaces: III/24b 207 . . 209
– material properties: 6th Ed.IV/2b 933 . . 962
– phonon dispersion and frequency spectra: III/13a 108 . . 112
– properties of atomic defects: III/25 250 . . 254
– thermal conductivity: III/15c 38, 88
– for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

lead compounds and alloys
– compounds with 3d elements, magnetic and related properties: III/19c 1 . . 70
– crystal structure of lead oxo-compounds: III/7d1gamma 200 . . 214
– thermal conductivity of binary alloys: III/15c 243
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage
least squares adjustments of fundamental
– constants: 0/b 3-14 . . 16

LEED (low energy electron diffraction)
– data for solid surfaces: III/24c 29 . . 112 (d)

Legendre functions, tables
– associated functions of the 1st kind: I/3 1199 . . 1201

LEPD (low-energy positron diffraction)
– data for solid surfaces: III/24c 29 . . 112 (d)

lepton pair production
– differential cross sections: I/14 12 . . 44
– forward-backward asymmetries: I/14 59 . . 73
– integrated cross sections: I/14 45 . . 58

leptons
– first and second lepton generations: I/10 37 . . 39
– pair production: I/14 12 . . 73
– quantum numbers: I/10 37 . . 39
– tables of properties: I/6 21
– third lepton generation: I/10 40 . . 43

Lewis – Randall functions
– inorganic and organic solvents: 6th Ed.I/2a 851 . . 901

lifetimes
– of charge carriers in semiconductors: dispersed data in III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41 a, II/22c)
– of excited states of atoms and ions: 6th Ed. I/1 260 . . 275

light velocity
– experimental determination: 0/b 3-37 . . 3-51

linear conductors
– phonon dispersion and related properties: III/13b 320 . . 332

linear coupling coefficients
– linear triatomic molecules: I/20b1 I/20b2α 1 . . 415, I/20b2β 1 . . 345 1 . . 446 (d)

light technology
– phosphors: 6th Ed.IV/3 853 . . 880
– light sources (day light, gas discharges, carbon arcs, fluorescent lamps etc.): 6th Ed.IV/3 853 . . 924
– light filters (absorption, interference, reflection, dispersion filters): 6th Ed.IV/3 925 . . 962
– photographic films: 6th Ed.IV/3 963 . . 967

light velocity
– experimental determination: 0/b 3-37 . . 3-51
liquid crystals
Topic of volume IV/7.
For contents of the volume, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords
liquid crystals, further data
- dielectric properties: 6th Ed.II/6 607 . . 612
- magneto-optical properties: 6th Ed.II/8 560
- melting temperature: 6th Ed.II/2a 266 . . 335
- optical and magneto-optical properties: 6th Ed.II/8 553 . . 560
- rotary power, optical: 6th Ed.II/8 558, 559
- sound velocity: I/2 557 . . 60
- transition temperatures: 6th Ed.II/2a 266 . . 335
liquid elements
- interdiffusion coefficients: 6th Ed.II/5a 576 . . 580
- selfdiffusion coefficients: 6th Ed.II/5a 576 . . 580
liquid helium
- phase diagram, density, heat capacity, thermal expansion: II/5 227
- velocity and absorption of ordinary sound: II/5 228 . . 232
- velocity of second sound: II/5 232, 233
- viscosity: II/5 245, 246
liquid metals
- see "metals, liquid"
liquid quenched and sputtered alloys
- liquid-quenched alloys of 3d elements and rare earth elements: II/19h 209 . . 345
- liquid-quenched and sputtered alloys of 3d elements and main group elements: II/19h 1 . . 208
- coercivity, ferromagnetic: dispersed data in II/19h
- Curie constant: dispersed data in II/19h
- Curie temperature: dispersed data in II/19h
- Curie temperature, paramagnetic: dispersed data in II/19h
- ferromagnetic resonance: dispersed data in II/19h
- g-factor: dispersed data in II/19h
- Hall coefficient: dispersed data in II/19h
- heat capacity: dispersed data in II/19h
- hyperfine field: dispersed data in II/19h
- isomer shift: dispersed data in II/19h
- magnetic anisotropy: dispersed data in II/19h
- magnetic moment: dispersed data in II/19h
- magnetization: dispersed data in II/19h
- magnetoresistance: dispersed data in II/19h
- paramagnetic moment: dispersed data in II/19h
- resistivity, electrical: dispersed data in II/19h
- spin glass transition temperature: dispersed data in II/19h
- spin waves: dispersed data in II/19h
- susceptibility, magnetic: dispersed data in II/19h
- thermal expansion: dispersed data in II/19h
liquids
– see "pure liquids and liquid systems"
– refractive index: III/38a 5 . . 118
– see also the enumeration of keywords to "liquids, liquid crystals, solutions and mixtures" in the Guide to the Keywords
liquids, electron – hole
– see "electron – hole liquids"
liquids, insulating
– see "insulating liquids"
liquids, organic
– see "organic liquids"
lithium
– band structure and Fermi surfaces: III/13c 203-209
– crystal structure: III/6 14, III/14a 22
– electron states and Fermi surfaces of homogeneously strained elements: III/13b 127 . . 129
– electronic structure of surfaces: III/24b 87 . . 89
– material properties: 6th Ed.IV/2c 322 . . 345
– nuclear quadrupole resonance data: III/20a 138 . . 144, III/31a 126 . . 127
– phonon dispersion and frequency spectra: III/13a 76 . . 82
– photoemission spectra and related data: III/23a 279 . . 281
– properties of atomic defects: III/25 138 . . 139
– superconducting properties: III/21a 375, 525
– thermal conductivity: III/15c 30, 81
– for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage
lithium compounds and alloys
– superconducting properties: III/21a 375, 525
– for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage
lithography
– semiconductor technology: data in the chapters on semiconducting materials in III/17 (see also the supplemented and revised electronic edition of III/41) c,d
live layers
– magnetic properties: III/19a 25 . . 26
– single crystal surfaces: III/24b 474 . . 505 (d)
local and standard time
– VI/1 70, 71, VI/2a 72
local vibrational modes
– iron garnets: III/12a 181, 182
– semiconductors: dispersed data in III/22b
Lorentz transformations
– in elementary particle scattering: I/7 2, I/9a 3
Loschmidt's constant
– 6th Ed. I/7 30, 6th Ed. I/4 6 . . 10
low frequency properties of dielectric crystals
Chapters in III/1, III/2, III/11, III/18, volume III/29b.
For contents of the volume and the chapters, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords
lumen
– definition, measurement: 0/a 2-367 . . 2-370
luminance
– units: 0/a 2-371
luminescence of inorganic substances
– chromites (Cr spinels): III/4b 394 . . 421 (d), III/12b 285 . . 613 (d)
– impurities and defects in semiconductors: dispersed data in III/22b
– rare earth compounds: III/4a 44 . . 109 (d), III/12c 59 . . 405 (d)
luminescence of organic substances
Topic of volume II/3
For contents of the volume, data presented and arrangement of the data see the Index of Topical Keywords

luminosities of astronomical objects
- 6th Ed. III 139 . . 144

lunar rocks
- density, porosity: V/1b 513, 514
- elastic properties: V/1b 514 . . 528
- electrical properties: V/1b 538 . . 547
- general: V/1b 508 . . 512
- magnetic properties: V/1b 548 . . 557
- thermal properties: V/1b 529 . . 538

lutetium
- band structure and Fermi surfaces: III/13c 209 . . 210
- crystal structure: III/6 14, 15, III/14a 22
- photoemission spectra and related data: III/23a 419 . . 425
- superconducting properties: III/21a 376, 526
- thermal conductivity: III/15c 30, 82
- for further properties see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

lutetium compounds and alloys
- superconducting properties: III/21a 377
- for further properties of individual compounds and alloys see the Substance-Property Indexes, Links are provided on the LB-homepage

lux
- definition, measurement: 0/a 2-365 . . 2-370
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